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NORMAN ARTHUR YORK
An appreciation of his Headmastership

Horace Walpole in his Letters to Montague
wrote that "Alexander the Great at the head of
the world never tasted the true pleasure that boys
of his own age have enjoyed as head of a school".

Norman York enjoyed being head boy of
Northampton Grammar School and, shrewdly
observing the satisfaction of his headmaster, he
decided there and then that one day he too would
be a headmaster. The first step to this end was a
scholarship to St. Catharine's College, Cambridge,
in 1929, and in due course a first-class degree in
Natural Sciences. He was then appointed an
Assistant Master at Worksop College, one of the
Woodard Foundation and a Headmasters' Con-
ference School. During those early years he played
much Rugby Football, mostly for Northampton
and East Midlands, and gained an England Trial
Cap. From 1940 to 1946 he was in the Royal
Corps of Signals, commanded for a period the
Royal Signals Boys Company, served in the
Middle East and was promoted to Captain. When
the War ended he returned to Worksop and in
1948 was appointed Housemaster and Head of the
Science Department at Hilton College, Natal,
South Africa. By this time his domestic as well as
his professional responsibilities had increased as
his wife had presented him with a daughter and
two sons.

The five years in South Africa were, he says,
most valuable for broadening experience and
awareness, and for the opportunity to ponder and
to view objectively the aims and values of Educa-
tion in England.

In 1953 he returned to become Founder House-
master at Welbeck College, Nottinghamshire. This
establishment of the Army Council is a Sixth Form
Boarding School to supply the Royal Military
College, Sandhurst, with cadets suitable for the
technical arms. Two years later, ripe in experience
and in judgement, aged 45, he was chosen to be
Headmastership, and he has kept the School upon
Greenwich Foundation. A school of 700 boys with
a staff of 200 of whom fifty are schoolmasters,
completely residential and providing all its own
services on a site of 150 acres, calls for leadership
and management of a high order. A good leader
induces confidence in his Staff and a feeling of
moral obligation to follow him. His purposes and
plans are clearly defined for all to know and are
courageously pursued with understanding and
sympathy, especially where "the old order
changeth giving place to new". These essential
qualities, and others, Norman York brought to his
Headmastership and he has kept the School upon

a steady course of development and progress for
eighteen years.

Winston Churchill said: "We shape our build-
ings and afterwards our buildings shape us." In
his first survey of the School buildings, the new
Headmaster made it clear to his Committee of
Management that to achieve the success in
schooling which they and he anticipated, Staff and
boys must be placed in as favourable a field as
possible. He listed the deficiencies and forecast the
needs for the immediate future. Looking back
now he is surprised at the extent of the alterations
and additions he initiated. They include, inter alia.
a boat-house, a games pavilion, modifications to
boarding houses to make homelier conditions,
studies for boys and flats for Housemasters; in-
genious conversions to provide more room for
some subjects, specialist rooms for others; new
laboratories and workshops; modernised kitchens
to meet the change to a cafeteria system of feeding;
and finally an impressive Sixth Form block.

These demands upon the Headmaster's time,
thought and energy never obscured his first and
continuing objective — the teaching and the learn-
ing in the School which would ensure for each
boy the best possible education according to his
needs so that he would feel that his school is worth
while. Some of the boys had a raw deal before
coming to Holbrook. These and others have had
their confidence rebuilt through a firm and
sympathetic regime so that they came to expect
success in field and classroom and in passing
examination. Latent capacities have been so de-
veloped that a boy might well say, "I didn't know
I could do it." In the five-stream school of 1956 the
top stream only had an academic incentive, the
"O" Level exam — and exceptionally a few boys
took an "A" Level. With good teaching inspired
by the vision and support of the Headmaster a
second stream took "O" Level, and the "A" Level
candidates increased to thirty and more a year,
with a record of 95% success in 1973. When the
GSE exam was introduced as a J 6-year-old first
leaving examination all boys below the top two
streams took it in their fifth year — and of them
nominated boys took a sixth year for "O" Level
and a further two years for "A" Level. Thus no
boy need leave the School without achieving
success in some form in his school work.

The Headmaster has been like the husbandman
"who waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth
and hath long patience of it". For in 1973 the
School gained its first Oxbridge award — the
Major Scholarship in History at Keble College,
Oxford, and Balliol College accepted the first
entrant from Holbrook. There was already a flow



to Cambridge and to other Universities, to Colleges
of Education and of Technology. Moreover the
Naval entry was maintained. In 1973 again the
highest number of RN Cadetships in any one year,
eight, were awarded to RHS — a higher award
than to any other school in the country. The
Careers Departments lists ever-widening successes
in all the Services, in Education, Commerce and
Industry, and a vigorous and flourishing Old Boys'
Association with its annual reunion at the School
bears witness to this. Apart from successes in all
fields of physical activity the School's name is
now synonymous with good music, and the Choir
and the Band are in demand for engagements
outside their normal duties. With the fullest co-
operation of his denominational Chaplains the
Headmaster has developed ecumenical Services,
simple and impressive, in which the beauty of
the music has contributed to the growing spirit of
"all one body we".

No tribute to Norman York would be complete
without reference to his relationship with "the
powers that be". The Chairman of the Committee
of Management was designated originally by their
Lordships as the Financial Secretary to the
Admiralty and later as the Minister of Defence
(RN). With promotions to higher office and
changes of Government, Chairmen have come and
gone quickly, so that Norman York has had
thirteen in eighteen years.

In the same period the Director of the Green-
wich Foundation, who is ex-officio Vice-Chairman,
has changed six times. Not many Heads have
been faced so often with need for patient toler-
ance, tact and persuasion as well as a strong sense
of humour. He excels in all of these so that
continuity and smooth working have been main-
tained. The same qualities have been in evidence
in his dealing with "the flat transgressions of
schoolboys". As the indispensable source of and
support for school discipline in the fountain of
authority and the court of appeal — he has
maintained unwavering standards.

The satisfaction which Norman York antici-
pated as a schoolboy has been realised in his
eighteen years as a Headmaster — his life and
the School's history is closely interwoven. To the
whole of his Staff he pays the highest tribute for
the quality of their work, the strength of their
support at all times and the measure of their
forbearance.

To Mary his wife, whose invaluable contribution
to the School is recognised elsewhere, he acknow-
ledges a great debt. She too has shared his
satisfaction and enjoyed being hostess to so many
— prefects, Staff, visitors and guests on special
occasions, including HM Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother, HRH the Duke of Edinburgh,
Lord Mountbatten, Bishops, Admirals and
Members of Parliament, and many others.

In the farming area in which this great School
is sited the appropriate words of praise are that
the School like the land "is in good heart". In
London in their Lordships' Offices they say the

School is "tidy" and that the retiring Headmaster
leaves it "all shipshape and Bristol fashion".

He himself will have farewell parties and final
words. To all those who have meant so much
to him he will surely say, "Go on, and sitting well
in order strike the sounding furrow."

L. R. Missen

MRS. M. B. YORK
There appeared recently in one of the more

reputable Sunday newspapers a series of articles
about women who were not able to pursue an
independent career but because of the nature and
responsibility of their husbands' work their con-
stant support and help were vital to him in
carrying out his job. Among such women the
wives of headmasters of boarding schools got a
special mention.

We at the Royal Hospital School can testify
to the value of Mary York's contribution to her
husband's distinguished eighteen and a half years
as Headmaster.

Her first consideration has always been to
provide a real home for him as a base and shelter.
Holbrook House, even given a staff of Edwardian
servants, would not be easy to run, but Mary
York, sometimes alone, but usually with one
devoted helper, created not only a real family
home but also a house where everyone from
royalty to the smallest boy was equally well
looked after and entertained.

In the community she was always among the
first to welcome newcomers, to visit the sick or to
help in some domestic difficulty, and in the wider
fields of the parish and the Women's Institute she
played her full part. She has many skills and we
can call to mind such varied talents as the beauti-
ful flower arrangements for special occasions, her
whole-hearted acting ability in plays and a host
of others.

She is a gifted speaker and has rendered the
School a special service over the years by giving
talks on its history and purpose in many parts of
Suffolk. On one occasion when she was giving
a talk at Wickham Market she had in her audience
a very old lady whose grandmother had been a
girl at the School round about 1840.

Mary York is essentially a friendly person and
she has the priceless gift of a strong sense of
humour. There are in particular two stories from
her early years at the School which remain in the
memory.

The first concerns a Sunday after Speech Day
when during the Commemoration Service it was
evident a storm was brewing outside. As the
congregation emerged from the Chapel they were
greeted by a tremendous gale, hats took off all
round and one important elderly lady visitor had
her skirts blown about her head. Mary York,
almost helpless with laughter, could be seen trying
to restore the lady's dignity.

The other story is very different. In 1957 the
School was struck by the Asian Flu epidemic and
at one time over 500 boys were ill. In the midst



of this a master contracted polio, from which he
subsequently died. He had a wife and three very
young children and owing to the severe risk of
contagion this family had to be strictly isolated.
So that the wife could be with her husband in
hospital Mary York cared for the children, one
of whom was particularly helpless. Afterwards
when this brave and compassionate action was
mentioned she said: "Someone had to do it and
I could not possibly ask anyone else."

Courage, sympathy, friendliness, humour are
qualities which, with much else, have given us
cause to be truly grateful to the Headmaster's
wife. C.G.H.

SOME EXTRACTS FROM THE
HEADMASTER'S REPORT,

SPEECH DAY 1974

•X- •X- -X- -X- -X-

Work: Briefly, in the GCE examinations a year
ago 136 boys between them gained 72 subject
passes at Advanced Level, and 511 at Ordinary
Level, whilst in the 73 CSE examinations, 54 boys
shared a total of 400 Grades 1/4, of which 151
were Grade 1. These CSE results were the best
we have ever had, whilst the "O" Level results
were well up to our normal standard. But pride
of place must be given to the return at Advanced
Level where not only was the pass-rate 95%
but, for the first time in our experience, the total
of passes at the higher grades (A or B) exceeded
the total at the lower grades (D or E) . . . During
this present term M. A. M. Collins, who entered
St. Catharine's College, Cambridge, in 1972,
gained a Class I in the Mathematics Tripos, and
so became our first Old Boy to gain a 1st Class
in an "Oxbridge" Honours Degree examination.

•X- •X- •X-

Old Boys: During the year my wife and I had
the great pleasure of attending, as guests, functions
at both Chatham and Portsmouth, the two official
branches of the Association. Also, a few weeks
ago, we greatly enjoyed dining at Greenwich as
the guests of those Old Boys who, during our
time, had been Heads of School; a memorable
occasion for us.

On behalf of us both, I should like to thank the
Old Boys' Association for the personal friendship
and help always shown to us; and for the retire-
ment gifts so very kindly given to us, not only from
the Association but also from the Branches.

May the RHS Old Boys' Association, of which
I now become an Honorary Vice-President, con-
tinue to flourish!
Staff: As this term ends, three Assistant Masters —
Messrs. H. Eatock, N. W. Williams and H.
Meredith — leave us. A1J came to us on first
appointments; all have done well here, showing
themselves as young men of ability and freshness
of spirit, and all are moving on promotion to
more senior appointments in other schools. We

thank them for the work they have done here,
and wish them all success in their new re-
sponsibilities . . .
Genera]; Much of what I have said relates to the
past, as a Report must do; but in a school it is the
future which is the real concern. The present is
not an easy time educationally; there are too many
contradicting theories. My own view is that if our
School is to be maintained as something really
worth while — which it most certainly is — the
essential basis must be the interpolation of the
Naval tradition and bias into what is basically a
school. I am also sure that the real answer to this
lies in the maintenance of a definite discipline —
cheerful, willing and instant obedience, together
with a pride in a neat and tidy turn-out. This, too,
presents difficulties in these days, but here we
have the great advantage that the fathers of our
boys are all in a disciplined service, and their ideas
too run along these lines.
Finale: . . . My predominant feelings are gratitude
and thankfulness for the help and support received
from so many persons — the Committee of
Management, Staff, Boys, Old Boys and Parents,
and the Captains and personnel of our nearest
Naval neighbours, HMS Ganges.

From all these, over the years, I would like to
mention just two; both seated in the audience in
front of me — Max Tate, my Second Master for
fourteen of those years, always available to help
in any task, always unruffled and of balanced
judgement. The other, who in comparable terms
could be designated by First Mistress, is of course
my wife, to whom I and this School both owe so
much.

As you will all know, the Board have appointed
Mr. Norman Worswick to succeed me; he served
as a Housemaster here for several years in the
1950s, his last two years as such being within my
Headmastership. I am sure that we all wish him
every success in his task, and that to help him
attain this he will be accorded from all sides the
same help and support as I have been so fortunate
as to receive.

THE HEADMASTER'S SERMON ON
COMMEMORATION SUNDAY

Speaking on the text "My brothers, not many
of you should become teachers, for you may be
certain that we who teach shall ourselves be
judged with greater strictness" (1 Thess., Ch. 5, v.
21), the Headmaster said that any Headmaster
had to accept that the quality of a school was due
to his own influence more than to any other
person; in carrying this responsibility he was
accountable to a great many people — the Govern-
ing Body, the parents and those to whom he
delegated duties. Also, in the evolution of the
School over the last fifty-six terms, there had
been an increase in the number of more adult
members of the community.

The intentions of the Governing Body could
usefully be interpreted in the words of the original
1694 Charter of Greenwich Hospital: "The School



is a Christian but undenominational foundation
for the sustentation and education of the sons of
sailors." In Education the School had quite
certainly achieved very considerable success;
sustentation — pastoral care — remained a chief
function, and its implementation was obviously
meant to include reasonable discipline and control;
and as a Christian foundation the School had an
absolute duty to present the Christian way of life
as effectively as possible.

Parents, employers and Universities all seemed
satisfied with the end-product of our School
system, but some of the boys themselves questioned
the value of its principles. However, the principles
could not be changed without changing away the
School, and all concerned needed to face up to
their responsibilities, with an eye not to their
rights but to what was right.

In a highly effective peroration he con-
cluded: ". . . there is now a greater gulf between
the standards we require within this School and
those pertaining in the world outside. This does
not seem to me any reason for backing down;
rather indeed the reverse. The stronger the fortress,
the greater must be the assaults of the enemy if
they are to breach it, and how foolish to lower
the defences and so encourage the evil influences
which are undoubtedly abroad in great strength
today. Rather should we 'Hold fast that which is
good', and as the result of our struggles grow in
stature as men."

THE NEW HEADMASTER
We extend a warm welcome to Mr. Norman

Worswick, our new Headmaster. Senior members
of the Staff will remember him as the genial and
very efficient Housemaster of Anson from 1952
to 1957. But Mr. Worswick has had an extremely
varied career both before and after his previous
sojourn at the Royal Hospital School.

Mr. Worswick, who is 51, was educated at
Worthing High School, before proceeding to
Durham University in 1941. In 1942 he joined
the RAF, from which he was demobilised as a
Flight Lieutenant, returning to complete his
university education at St. Edmund Hall, Oxford,
where he graduated with an Honours Degree in
History.

Mr. Worswick's first experience as a school-
master was from 1948 to 1952 at Hantoub School,
Sudan, whence he joined the Royal Hospital
School. After five years as a Housemaster he was
appointed Headmaster of Langtree School, Wood-
cote, Oxon, returning to Suffolk in 1962 as
Headmaster of Farlingaye School, Woodbridge.

Since 1966 Mr. Worswick has been Headmaster
of the Royal Alexandra and Albert School,
Reigate, Surrey, a co-educational boarding-school
which like the RHS is on a charitable foundation
basis, catering among other things for the
educational needs of servicemen's children.

It will be seen from this account of Mr.
Worswick's experience that he is very well
equipped indeed to deal with the progress and

problems of a school such as ours, and our best
wishes go with him for continuing here his
successful career.

Mr. and Mrs. Worswick are both keenly in-
terested in music, and their only child, a daughter
now married, is a music teacher.

SPEECH DAY GUEST OF HONOUR 1974
The Guest of Honour this year was J. P. W.

Mallalieu, Esq., MP, Member of the School
Management Committee 1950-54, and Chairman
1964-65.

In his speech to the assembled boys and
parents after Prize-giving, Mr. Mallalieu said that
this was a sad occasion for him, as he well remem-
bered being on the Committee of Management
when Mr. York was appointed. The credit for the
smooth way in which the many changes since that
day had taken place must be given to Mr. York
himself, and for his end of term report he would
deserve the words: "He has done great service."

NEW STAFF
Three new members of Staff join the School in

September 1974:
Mr. A. J. Bennett joins the History Department as his

first teaching appointment after completing his BEd
Degree at Nottingham College of Education, where he
was President of the College Christian Union. His
subsidiary teaching subject is music, and he is particu-
larly interested and experienced in making educational
films for closed circuit TV.

Mr. C. J. Chick, BSc, goes to the Physics Department.
He has already taught at Rainsford School, Chelmsford,
and took his degree at Sussex University. He is un-
married and his interests are community service and
camping.

Mr. P. R. Steer, BSc, is a married man, and took a
degree in Chemistry at Imperial College, London. He has
had experience as a research chemist in industry, but
this will be his first teaching appointment.

We wish all three a long, happy and fruitful stay at
the Royal Hospital School.

OBITUARIES
The following extract from the Headmaster's address

on Speech Day makes the points with which all of us
would wish to agree. We can only add our sympathy and
condolences to the immediate families and friends. There
is a separate mention of Father Keenan in the Roman
Catholic Church Notes:

"Sadly, during the year we thrice suffered Staff
bereavements. Mrs. Dorothy Tate died in the Royal
Marsden Hospital, London, on 30th November; on 14th
March Father Alan Keenan, MA, OFM, who had
become our RC Chaplain last September, died from a
heart attack, aged 54, whilst on 2nd April T. A. Lums-
den, MBE, died, aged 81.

"Dorothy Tate — then Dorothy Jeppe — joined the
Staff as a House Matron in 1933 when the School
opened at Holbrook; her future husband, Max Tate,
joined at the same time as a young Housemaster. They
married during the Second World War, from the end
of which until her husband retired in 1971 she lived
continuously at the School, throughout his career as
Housemaster and Second Master. Her strict sense of
personal duty, against which her own convenience never
counted, and her Edwardian-style hospitality made her
a much loved and respected character here.

"During his short time with us Father Alan's wisdom
and kindliness had become much appreciated, and his
death was a great loss.

"Mr. Lumsden — 'Tommy' — joined the Staff at



Greenwich in 1919 and served the School continuously
until he retired in 1957; he was Second Master from
1948 onwards, and was awarded the MBE on his retire-
ment. Thereafter he lived in Holbrook, and until his
death was Vice-President of the Old Boys' Association.
He knew the RHS boy as well as anyone, and indeed
I think that is the epitaph he would like best."

MRS. JOAN (JEAN) MADELINE SPICKETT
Jean Spickett died at her home at Stutton early on

the morning of the last day of the Summer Term,
Monday, 15th July 1974, aged 52 years. An investigation
at St. Thomas' Hospital, London, early in June had
shown that she was suffering from cancer, and her fatal
illness and death followed with tragic rapidity.

Jean, then Mrs. Simmons, joined the School Office
Staff in January 1957, her duties being to deal with the
Headmaster's correspondence. In these duties she was
rapid and accurate, and of absolute discretion: she was
also pleasant to work with, and could always be relied
on to see things through. When Mr. Roddam, BEM,
retired from being in charge of the School Office at the
end of 1971, Mrs. Spickett took over that responsibility,
but also continued to do certain tasks direct for the
Headmaster. Thus, she always prepared the weekly
Assembly notes from his dictation, and in the last week
of her life it was a source of grief to her that her illness
had prevented her from typing the Headmaster's final
Speech Day Report, as that had always been an annual
task for her.

Jean married Ernest Spickett. DSM, of the Seamanship
Department in April 1958. In due course they took a
house in Stutton, and thereafter their chief outside in-
terest, a joint activity, became work for Stutton Church,
Jean becoming secretary to the Parochial Church Coun-
cil, which task she discharged with her usual competence.
The crowded congregation at her funeral in that church
on Friday, 19th July, bore testimony to the affection
and respect in which she was held, both in the Royal
Hospital School, and in the village of Stutton.

She is survived by her husband, and by her son by her
first marriage, Paul, who is a doctor. A brother, the
Reverend H. G. Bade, is Rector of Bucklesham.

N.A.Y.

FATHER ALAN KEENAN, OFM
Father Alan Keenan came to the School as Roman

Catholic Chaplain in September 1973.
Father Alan was ordained a priest in 1944. He

graduated in Science at Cambridge in 1947, and after
an intervening period as Professor of Anthropology at
Sienna College, New York, he returned as Assistant
Catholic Chaplain to the University of Cambridge from
1968 to 1971. In addition he was officiating Chaplain to
the Queen's Regimental Training Depot.

Thus he was an ideal choice when the Roman
Catholic Chaplaincy became vacant here.

Father Alan was a man who quickly endeared himself
both to Staff and to boys with his old distrait air but
never distrait mind and his ability to establish rapid
rapport. He said he felt his main qualification for the
post was his inability to preach beyond five minutes!
His invitation, at his first service, to the "Old Jacks" at
the back to help the "New Jacks" at the front to settle
in, will long remain as a memory.

But it was not to be and he was taken from us on the
14th March 1974. Many of us had known of the great
pressure of work under which he had been labouring,
with the many commitments of the new Friary.

However, we were not then aware that he had been
seriously i l l the year before. He certainly never spared
himself in the service of others. Perhaps the greatest
tribute we can pay him is that we are all better for
having known him.

G.O.H.

WHY THE NEW HISTORY SUITE?
Traditionally history's place in the School

curriculum has been due to the concept that there

was a body of accepted knowledge which should
be passed from one generation to another. It was
believed that somehow a man's education was
incomplete unless he had heard of Clive and
Wolfe, of Townshend and Stephenson, of Thomas
Wolsey and Henry VIII, and that in acquiring this
knowledge he also became aware of the historic
virtues and patriotic traditions of his country's
past. Indeed one definition of history is that it is
"a continuous methodical record in order of time
of important and public events".

However, this definition is no longer accepted
by the majority of History teachers, who might
well prefer to describe their subject as "learning
by enquiry". The purpose of History teaching
may well be due to the fact that the subject teaches
how the origins of a problem lie in the past and so
the most important parts of the past are those
which explain the present. It can also be argued
that history is interesting and important since it
allows us to compare our own society with those
of the past, for example Duncan Williams in
To Be or Not to Be opens an original view of both
the past and the present when he writes, "The
contemporary inhabitant of a council house, in
terms of heating, lighting, variety of food, mobility
and general material comforts, enjoys a higher
standard of living than did a Tudor Monarch,"
and where he also points out when writing about
a steelworks that "no medieval serf with sense
and dignity would dream of exchanging his lot
with the contemporary 'free' spirits who work
there".

The great value of learning history is to gain
an experience of the past. If we are to appreciate
the world we live in we should know what it was
like to be a Briton affected by the Roman with-
drawal; to be a soldier in the trenches of the First
World War or even a villager living in eighteenth-
century Stutton. Such experiences are unlikely to
be gained merely by a teacher talking and children
listening; somehow for each person methods have
to be used which will lift the curtain of time and
make the past a reality rather than so many words
and sentences in a book. It is in order to achieve
this goal that the new History Suite has been
built.

We now have a suite of three rooms, comprising
a central room which is a combined workshop
and resources centre, and two outer rooms. These
are connected to the middle room by internal
doors and are furnished in such a way that
together with the facilities of the central resources
area they can provide a variety of methods for
the teaching of history. So now it is comparatively
easy to have dramatisations, debates, film and TV
presentations, practical, oral and project work.
Teaching is no longer confined to a single class-
room and some boys can be making models in
the workshop area, others researching in the re-
sources room, while the remainder are undertaking
some particular aspect of their work in the
classroom.

This development is much more than an increase



in physical dimensions and facilities, since the
simultaneous use of these rooms by boys from
different classes provides the opportunity for them
to see the work that is being done by other classes
and may provide them with an insight into some
historical problem or method which had previously
been outside their experience. Already we have
found that the work done by the CSE classes on
Tithe Maps and that of Form III in Demography
have opened the eyes of "A" and "O" Level
candidates to some of the problems of historical
research, and indeed made them aware of the
living nature of the past. Perhaps in this cross-
fertilisation of ages and abilities we have the most
important reason for building the new History
accommodation.

N.G.L.

HAS THE PAST A PLACE IN HISTORY?
History is the truth about that part of the

surviving past which is available to us in the
present. It is concerned with man's experiences.
It deals with them from the point of view of
happening and change. This concern makes
history an autonomous subject.

We ought therefore to study the past for its
own sake, then enquire whether the study has
any contribution to make to the present. The
study of history is legitimate in itself, and any
use of it for another purpose is secondary, personal
and dangerous.

The opinions based on the experience of histori-
cal thinking acquired at school are, in Colling-
wood's words, "no better grounded than a man's
knowledge of the French people based on a
weekend spent in Paris". But this is, for the
majority, the sum total of all the historical think-
ing in a lifetime. Yet history is a commodity in
universal use. All descriptive conversation and all
journalism, based on events is an attempt to
communicate history. Politics and affairs of state
cannot be understood without a knowledge of the
immediate history of the transactions going
forward, and their background.

The universal nature of history makes its
influence very pervasive, and those using it have
great opportunities to do good or evil. As men's
interpretation of history will differ, so will their
view about what policy should be followed in the
future. Emotive vocabularies may be used to
prove their personal theories, to add questionable
weight to their arguments. Aryan, Nazi, Fascist,
Jew, Arab, Communist, Roman Catholic — the
work of an historian can be turned into a pro-
paganda weapon of great power, so great that the
truly grounded historical education of many
intelligent adults may be overborne by question-
able historical generalisations. It may be used by
the self-deceived, the liar or the fanatic to rouse
or reinforce prejudices, to excite passions.

History enlarges the area of individual experi-
ence by teaching about human behaviour in
changing circumstances in chronological sequence.
However, its lessons are not instructions for action;

while it may illuminate present situations and
may assist in making present decisions, it cannot
prophesy. Historians should resist the temptation
to offer assurances to society that things move
only towards improvement, to prophecy progress
or to advocate revolution.

They should combat the overconfidence of the
economic and sociological determinists — men
who see the world as statistics and categories.
Such minds do not rest until they can turn the
limited generalisations of the historian into laws.
In the social sciences fashions come and go. The
long-held economic theories about the movement
of capital in the Industrial Revolution, and those
of Marxist sociology, have been overtaken by
more accurate analyses. The influence of economic
and sociological studies on history should be
small. Few historians nowadays fall victim to the
search for laws.

"The study of history is an intellectual pursuit,
an activity of the reasoning mind. It must concen-
trate on one thing — the search for truth. Its real
value as a social activity lies in the training it
provides, the standards it sets, in this singularly
human concern" (Elton). A.A.H.

THE LIVING PAST
"What I want," said Mr. Gradgrind in "Hard

Times", "is Facts . . . Facts alone are wanted in
life." These words will still strike a chord in the
hearts of most "O" and "A" Level History
candidates, but in recent years they have become
increasingly less appropriate to the teaching of
History at lower levels. The days when junior
school History meant the imparting of a pre-
digested corpus of factual detail along the lines
of "Good Queen Bess" and "Bad King John"
have now gone, hopefully, for good.

This is not to suggest that historical fact is now
irrelevant to History in the junior school but
rather, to borrow E. H. Carr's dictum, that a fact
is like a sack and will not stand up until you put
something inside it. Historical facts must be care-
fully selected and then made meaningful and
relevant. Thus the real challenge of History teach-
ing in the junior school is how to make the past
a living past; how to present History as "an un-
ending dialogue between the present and the
past".

In pursuance of this object the History teacher
has grudgingly to acknowledge his debt to tech-
nology, which has provided him with an alarming
variety of audio and visual aids. The well-stocked
History Suite of today is a far cry from the coffin
storerooms of old where books withered and died
almost as quickly as boys' interest in the subject.
Today, with tapes, filmstrips and slides boys can
be transported to almost any period and place in
time; they can be encouraged to make that
imaginative leap between past and present which
alone produces real sympathy for and under-
standing of an historical subject.

But in his flirtation with technology there is a
danger that the History teacher will substitute the



celluloid copy for the real thing. Of course pic-
tures, slides and films perform an invaluable
service enlightening areas of study which would
otherwise be inaccessible to the History teacher.
Even in RHS we cannot display an actual
Egyptian tomb — the Staff common room is a
poor copy! But reproductions have a limited
potential and cannot hope to evoke the same re-
sponse as the "real thing". In a junior form a tray
of broken Roman pottery can achieve more than
a battery of notes and films on the same subject.
Indeed, there is probably more value in archaeolo-
gical evidence than even historians have realised.
Archaeologists are now developing ways of
"playing back" Egyptian urns so as to re-create
the actual sounds in the potter's yard when the
urn was thrown!

It is this realisation of the importance of
archaeological evidence as a catalyst to interest
and empathy that formed the basis of the RHS
Museum Club. Over the past year the Club has
assembled a wide variety of interesting exhibits
ranging from a fertility brooch from the tomb of
Tutankamen to a collection of rings to go through
pigs' noses (any volunteers?). Not only has a great
deal of pleasure been derived from the collection
of these objects but many of them have been put
to very good use as teaching aids — particularly
the Roman pottery and the First World War
material.

Even more important, the Club has conducted a
series of "digs" on Victorian rubbish dumps which
have yielded a wealth of antique bottles, pot lids,
clay pipes and junk. Apart from stimulating all
the excitement associated with "digging for
treasure" these "mini-digs" have given some in-
sight into the problems and techniques involved
in archaeological excavation and have produced
an interest in Victoriana which in some cases has
extended well beyond this modest point of de-
parture. The cleaning, identifying and displaying
of finds have increased respect for "objets d'art".

The History Department's annual visits to
Museums and places of historical interest are
further evidence of this faith in the educational
value of the "real thing". These visits are more
than a "day out" and, when carefully planned,
become an integral part of a History course. Most
successful in this connection is the Third-Year visit
to the Imperial War Museum, a visit which aims
to give pupils more than a textbook acquaintance
with the technology and futility of war. Work-
sheets have been found a useful aid to under-
standing here, particularly when they focus
attention on detail not included on display labels.

The recent Second-Year excursion to York was
a rather more ambitious venture and while it tried
to become more of a "day out" than an educa-
tional outing, it did introduce the boys to York
Minster and York Castle Museum, both areas
which deserve a return visit. Certainly their brief
tour of the Minster produced the sense of awe
and wonder always inspired by the best Perpendi-
cular Gothic. What had been an academic

exercise in medieval English history became, for a
moment, a vibrant, living experience.

Indeed, pupils can only experience History
through contact with its living remains which
transform abtract concepts and a remote past,
into a concrete present. Archaeological evidence
involves pupils in the events of the past; it gives
their historical facts meaning and substance. If
E. H. Carr was correct in saying that History does
not exist until you write it, it would be equally
true of the junior school to say that History does
not exist until you touch it. N.W.W.

TURN OFF THE TV, TOVARISCH!
Random thoughts on the Pleasures of Reading

History, by Librophilus.
"I do not want to learn it, I want it to instruct

me!" said the most dynamic, effective, powerful
and power-loving of all twentieth-century politi-
cians about the study of history. His murderous
and brutal public career demonstrates, as clearly
as a parable, that people find in history what
they are looking for, and can use it to justify any
point of view they care to adopt. The rich and
the poor, the oppressors and the oppressed, can
all find support for their arguments, and ammuni-
tion with which to lambaste their opponents.
"History tells us . . ." No it doesn't!

Let us therefore read history for the best of all
reasons, for pleasure — and what a pleasure it is!
The pleasure is all the greater if our history is as
accurate and serious as scholarship can make it.
There is no satisfaction in reading historical novels
made of cardboard characters who could never
have been alive in any conceivable age, or roman-
ticised popular biographies, or the type of over-
simplified patriotic and dramatic guff which ends
up on the coffee-tables of those who subscribe to
the more expensive Book Clubs.

The works of Elton and Carr have already been
mentioned in other articles — what about Namier,
what about Pieter Geyl, or even our own dear
Trevor-Roper? What about unusual monographs
like Rats, Lice, and History by Hans Zinsser,
which chronicles the effect of typhus fever on the
events and mentality of mankind? There is no
reason to restrict ourselves to recent writers; who
cares if Gibbon's approach has been criticised, or
his facts impugned? The sweep of his style is such
that when we open the Decline and Fall at any
page whatsoever we are forced to read on, like
boys marching in step with a military band as it
swaggers through the town. Some textbooks now-
adays write in a chatty style, replete with friendly
advice and personal remarks, which one gathers
is affected for fear of being dull and — a synonym
of course — formal. "Twenty-two acknowledged
concubines, and a library of sixty-two thousand
volumes, attested the variety of his inclinations,
and from the productions which he left behind
him, it appears that the former as well as the
latter were designed for use rather than ostenta-
tion." That is Gibbon's style at its most formal,
but is it dull, is it lacking in point or wit?



But our subject is pleasure, so back to another
book, Buckle's History of Civilisation in England.
For the sake of one chapter, Chapter Five, Buckle
deserves to be rescued from the flames. In this
chapter he is attempting to review the moral
progress made by European nations, and is forced
to conclude that little of this is due to governments
or legislators. After a summary backed by his
usual massy erudition, he concludes: "The most
valuable additions made to legislation have been
enactments destructive of preceding legislation ..."
and "Indeed, the extent to which the governing
classes have interfered, and the mischiefs which
that interference has produced, are so remarkable,
as to make thoughtful men wonder how civilisation
could advance in the face of such repeated
obstacles." This perceptive passage will immedi-
ately send a galvanising current through the mind
of anyone who has reached an age to be involved
in even the most elementary forms of administra-
tion. Every day, every hour, whatever profession
or business we may be in, the Superintendent of
our padded corner of the Global Madhouse
stutters, froths, frowns and Makes a Decision or
Lays Down a Rule. Sensible men of course do not
groan; it is bad manners and a waste of energy.
But they look at each other to share their bitter
knowledge — they know that this decision will
not, cannot work, and is bound to increase the
amount of pointless sweat, frustration and un-
happiness in the world. It is, in short, like nearly
all New Rules, a lead balloon. At such times it is
amazingly consoling for those who have had the
privilege of studying history to realise that the
process has gone on many times before, and has
been carefully documented by a learned chronicler
of Buckle's calibre.

On other occasions sensible men are assailed
by hysterics crying "Wolf, wolf!" or "Fire, fire!"
Again, remember the Stoic maxim, and do not
groan, or malign the Author of the Universe. Bear
in mind another fascinating manual, required
reading for all those interested in military history,
On War by Von Clausewitz; bear in mind particu-
larly the chapter on "Information in War", with its
smashingly simple and, now that we know it,
breathtakingly obvious conclusion — "Most Re-
ports are False". Take the volume down from
your shelf, re-read that chapter, and one or two
others as well, since there is never enough time to
Enjoy Good Stuff, and by then the wolf will have
dwindled to a dachshund, and the fire will have
put itself out in a teaspoon.

Do you feel like being energetic, full of optimism
and improvement? Read Macaulay. Do you want
to share, however unworthily, in the thought-
processes of a first-class mind applying itself to a
profoundly important and relevant subject? Try
The Critical Historian by G. Kitson-Clark; you
will never read a newspaper paragraph in the same
gullible manner again. Do you want to be Thomas
a Becket or Henry the Second? Read Alfred
Duggan's novel, God and My Right. Do you
want to flavour the intrigues of real power politics,

as experienced by a man who had opportunities
of financial, political and sexual exploitation un-
dreamt of by the makers of assembly-line TV
toughies? Read Peter Green's The Sword of
Pleasure, about the Roman dictator Sulla.

The great point of reading history, and serious
historical fiction, is that we are reading about the
needs and feelings of men who existed, and whose
actions shaped our world. We are not swimming
in irrelevant SF fantasy, or gawping with aching
eye-balls at the dreary repetitive wish-fulfilment
offered by television producers. By reading history
we are entertained, of course, and enthralled, but
we are also made more wise, and more satisfied.
We make ourselves immune alike against the
alarms of panic-mongers and the nostrums of
panacea-pedlars, because we have seen it all be-
fore, and yet, although the basic colours remain
the same, the pattern of the kaleidoscope is always
changing. Do you know Queen Elizabeth's
favourite motto? Do you remember Napoleon's
delightful and disgusting description of Tallyrand
— wouldn't it fit Mr. . . .? Read on, read on!

"THE LONG SUNSET"
A historical meditation suggested by the

School Play
R. C. Sherriff, the author, who was an ex-Captain

of that distinguished Infantry Regiment, The East
Surreys (The Second of Foot), wrote this play when
there were ominous rumblings and cracks being evidenced
in the British Empire. 1 also did my National Service
with this regiment and served in the colonies.

The "Sunset" betokened the Dark Ages, starting about
AD 400, which were about to descend on England,
Europe and the rest of the Roman World, leaving power
vacuums which would be exploited by innumerable
tribes eager to make up for all the enforced law and
order which had been imposed for several hundreds of
years by the "Pax Romana". These tribes were prepared
to stop at nothing in order to better their lot.

Why, in fact, did there have to be a sunset over the
Roman Empire? Edward Gibbon in his famous work,
The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, states that
the decline and fall were brought about because of
certain in-built defects in the system. These defects
were principally centred around the breakdown of the
old-fashioned Roman qualities of Virtus, Pictas and
Gravitas.

Virtus (from the which we derive our word "virtue"')
meant military and moral valour, bravery, integrity
and obedience.

Pietas (from which we have our modern (?) word
•'piety") signified ancestor worship (respect for the
dead), and worship of the household gods, the Lares
and Penates; Pietas implied a cultivation of an awareness
of the supernatural.

Gravitas (from which we obtain our English word
'grave" meaning solemn, and "gravity") meant serious-
mindedness. It implied a quality of practical down-to-
earth thoroughness and practicality — compared with
the quality of Levitas (light-heartedness) and excessive
theorising which remained an essentially Greek
characteristic.

By the time of AD 400 or so, and the withdrawal
of the Roman legions from the various corners of the
Roman World (including Britain), all-round moral
breakdown was very apparent.

Moreover, speculation and inflation had become ram-
pant. Various Roman Emperors had repeatedly and in
vain passed many sumptuary laws to curb the ever-
increasing trend towards luxury living. They tried to fix
prices of raw materials, corn and meat. But, in spite of



severe penalties imposed, they failed to do this.
Rome had accepted into her citizenship Gauls,

Spaniards, Britons, Greeks, North Africans and many
more nationalities. The Empire had become a multi-
national, if not a multi-racial, society where all too often
the con-man thrived.

Some modern Jeremiahs pessimistically assert that the
Long Sunset or the Dark Ages may be upon us yet
again. If they are correct in their prognostications, then
perhaps we may perhaps do worse than heed what that
modern Christian prophet, Alexander Solzhenitsyn, has
to say. This is that this gradual, insidious slide into
universal catastrophe can only be arrested by rapidly
implementing the Christian virtues of absolute altruistic
brotherly love, accompanied by trust.

That quiet Galilean born in the year Zero may be the
ultimate answer in that he represents utter altruistic love
and utter resignation. By resignation, let it not be mis-
understood as weakness. Ft was rather a subtle,
explosive and powerful mixture of utter altruism and
total realism about things, situations, politics and people
as he found them, plus the knowledge that he knew that
he had the answer to this world's eternal problems
caused by man's innate weaknesses and failings.

Perhaps, then, this is the message of the play.
D.M.P.

"THE LONG SUNSET"
A play in 3 acts, by R. C. Sherriff, presented by the

Royal Hospital School Dramatic Society in the Assembly
Hall on the 21st and 22nd March 1974.
Cast: Marcus, a Roman officer (Christopher Jeynes);
Lugar, a slave (Vince Bull); Serena, Julian's wife (Liz
Guilbert); Paula, his daughter (Helen Guilbert); Julian,
a Roman living in Britain (David Wells); Otho, his son
(Henry Green); Portius, a wealthy landowner, friend of
Julian (Adam Mitchell-Christie); Lucian, another land-
owner (David Marsh); Arthur, a soldier of fortune
(Geoff Laing); Gawaine, his nephew (Steve O'Connell).

Director: Mr. R. E. Guilbert
Stage Manager: Mr. M. L. March
The stage set by: Mr. J. E. P. Brooke
Props: Mr. E. H. Gentry
Lighting: Mr. A. J. Marshall and Mr. H. Meredith
Costumes: Charles H. Fox Ltd.
Wardrobe Mistress: Mrs. J. Cud worth
Make-up team: Rev. M. H. G. Henley
In the "Long Sunset", the sun is going down on

Imperial Rome. The last Roman legions had been with-
drawn from Britain, but a few had been left behind. A
play about history, and about people, the thoughts and
feelings that divide them and unite them — and
ultimately it is about the principles and beliefs upon
which people build their lives.

Not an exciting theme for a play, especially for a
play to be presented to some hundreds of schoolboys.
However, the play was produced with great skill, the
acting reached a very high standard, the stage setting
was first-class, the lighting was skilfully contrived and
the costumes, professionally produced, matched the
unobtrusive make-up.

To say that the production was faultless would be to
exaggerate. It was a school play, and naturally it was
not without a few of the many blemishes which can
mar a school production. However, in the hands of such
a competent team with its skilled director, it could not
fail to reach an even higher standard than usual.

It would be invidious to single out any one actor from
that competent cast of ten actors; however, the per-
formance of Christopher Jeynes as Marcus, the Roman
officer, and that of David Wells as Julian, the Roman
living in Britain, deserve special mention, and the
contribution of the two girls, Liz Guilbert as Serena,
and her sister Helen as Paula, added that touch of
femininity to the masculine cast which was much
appreciated.

The comments of many boys, taken at random through
the School, are perhaps the best testimony, or otherwise,
of the Play.

Fifth-Formers: "Scenery good." "Well-produced."
"Green's performance very good." "Prompting too loud
— not always necessary." "It was a good idea to have
such a small cast — so it was a good production. Much
more manageable." "Costumes good." "Background
noises good, but sometimes they petered out." "Costumes
were well suited to the characters." "Weaknesses in
lighting — when someone said it is getting dark the
lights would perceptibly go low." "Bad choice of play,
but well acted." "Long and boring." "Well produced."

First-Formers: "The actors spoke very clearly." "Make-
up and scenery good." "Not enough action, but then,
clear speaking made up for it." "I never lost interest."
"Scenery very good." "Lucky to have two girl volun-
teers." "Lighting was good." "Very good play as it
showed the different reactions of people."

Sixth-Formers: "Scenery good. Set brilliant." "Curtain
calling slow." "Well acted." "Wells very good." "Girls
very pretty." "Mr. March and crew good at stage-
managing." "Lighting excellent." "Well produced." "Well
rehearsed." "Not very much action — not a suitable
play." "Quite exciting." "One or two characters over-
acted." "Prompting very evident." "More action would
have been appreciated." "Brilliantly produced." "Good.
Done very well. Not suitable as a school play if one
is used to Shakespeare."

Fourth-Formers: "Very good." "A little over-acting."
"Verbal play — more for speaking than for acting."
"Several 'dooms' but well covered up." "Scenery good."

And naturally comments on the refreshments were
not lacking: "Refreshments very efficient." "Coffee 3p
per cap — 2p in the machine."

These spontaneous and frank comments on the play
clearly indicate that the play was much appreciated by
boys of all ages throughout the School, and will, I hope,
encourage our dramatic enthusiasts to perform another
play in the not too distant future. And as one who is
"used to Shakespeare" — may I ask "Why not?"

G.B.F.

Two poems by M. Richardson, Winner of the Nye
Poetry Prize, 1974
Gardener Wanted

And who will tend the garden when we go?
Cultivate the field and sow the grain?
Yes, who will plant the flowers till they grow,
As large as life with sun and wind and rain?
But surely someone will remember all these things

of importance?
Yet we all make plans to leave.
By building bigger we will cancel all our deeds of

importance.
Then why do we go, why make people grieve?

It's you who guards the wayside plant and tree;
Terminates the hunt, but kills the fox.
Yes, you will go on killing till we're free,
Till man has snapped all nature-loving locks.
But surely someone will remember all these things

of importance.
When they decide they will leave?
And who will tend the garden when we find just

such a circumstance?
Will the birds or dolphins gather up the leaves?

Requiem
Here an old man sat,
His working life cut short
By deformed hands.
Here he scraped the oils together,
Mixed and dabbed.



In the half light of this workshop,
Full of lathes designed by him, he worked.
In the evenings, the cool and Summer twilights,
He would lend a mystery to the air,
And as it weaved and floated
On the air, his tune would satisfy;
The flute he made inspired
Many things at the fireside.
And let us remember him,
Before he was shut in,
His joking mood and goonish smile.
His achievements were many,
But of all, his art remains my pleasure;
His colours in the evening were
As treasure, Heaven sent,
And now they have returned.

LIBRARY NOTES
The success of a School Library must depend very

largely on the degree of co-operation and voluntary
work of a large number of people. PO Boys now include
among their chores one afternoon of Library Duty per
term. I thank them for their work which for the most
part has been done conscientiously and thoroughly. On
the few occasions when amnesia intervened, pupils wish-
ing to return or borrow books were unable to do so,
which is a pity, especially as reading, studying, project
work or even amusing oneself with boating or chess
magazines — are all important activities or relaxations.

The Boy Library Assistants have been an enormous
help in returning books from the returned book trolley
to appropriate sections; plasticising and putting plastic
jackets on new books; assisting in the Dewey classifica-
tion procedure; repairing covers and spines of older
books; and other multifarious activities. Those Assistants
whom I should particularly like to thank are: D. Twist
of Drake (3Bii), D. Middleton of Cornwallis (3Bii),
J. W. Fletcher of Hawke (3U); and I should also like to
thank R. G. Baldwin of Hood (4Bi), T. J. G. Bramoton
of Drake (4A), R. M. Channer of Hawke (3X) and Q.
Bowles of Drake (2U).

Since the beginning of this financial year (1st April
1974) we have expanded the library by nearly 400
books, which is too formidable a number to include in
an article of this nature. These cover a great range of
subjects (History, as usual, taking the lion's share, but
this is because of books such as The History of Chess,
History of Architecture and so on, which may be of
general interest rather than of particular syllabus-
orientated interest).

Among the various secretarial duties of the librarian
is the business of trying to keep records of all invoices.
The TIME LIFE specifically non-dated invoices are
particularly arduous to record. For example, one most
recently had on it the following numbers and letters:

591 10 11 PO 00000520 99 9 550000
00430 0302357 N 33 R 57.
(There's a prize for anyone spotting the date.) But wait,
there's more! In a different place on the same invoice
there is more of this precious information :

LOP E 051 02000.
All this was for a book on Travel Photography which
we did not particularly want for £4.30. Such ill-placed
numeracy does not over-simplify the Librarian's lot.

Tardy borrowers tend to burden the Librarians' lives
at the end of term — but this must be a universal
occupational hazard. Pupils tend to keep books out
longer than the official three-weekly period allowed, but
then no one can really expect a member of 3Bi (or for
that matter VIC (Arts) to read Tolkien's Lord of the
Rings (possibly our most borrowed book at the moment)
in three weeks — with all the other activities expected of
him. The official answer is to re-sign out the borrowed
book at the end of the three-week period.

More Class A and B books will continue to be
removed from the Inner Sanctum into the General
Library, but a certain extra check has to be kept on
some expensive and almost irreplaceable books.

I am grateful for the co-operation of masters who
advise on book purchase recommendations. There is a
recommendation book supplied in the Jellicoe and some
notice and guidance is taken of it. A number of the more
sensational paperbacks thus requested will be ignored for
several reasons. These are mainly because paperbacks
have a very limited life (but we do buy some); we do
not aim to cater for the merely sensational reading
demands; many of the books could be bought by the
boys concerned; they do not particularly enlighten, edify
or even amuse in any cases.

My special thanks must go to Mrs. Una Good for
her unstinting, happy and effective ioil.

Good reading in the coming academic year!
D.M.P.

VIB POLITICS AND ECONOMIC FIELD
STUDY COURSE

In April of this year I participated in a Field Study
Course in London together with the other members of
VIB who were studying Politics and Economics at "A"
Level. The essential purpose of the Course was to give
us first-hand experience of seeing the principles and
theories we had sludied in the classroom being applied
in a practical manner. Designed as it was to give us the
maximum amount of insight the visit covered a wide
scope of activities. With the exception of the final day
of the Course we had the benefit of Mr. Grimfield and
the School minibus, without which the trip might have
proved extremely expensive and irksome, since a lot of
travel within London was involved.

Mid-morning on 1st April saw us at the main gates of
the Ford Works at Dagenham for the first of our pre-
arranged visits. We were given a guided tour of the
Works and for most of us it was the first time we had
seen mass-production being used at any insignificant
level. This was the trip that had the greatest effect on all
of us, although little was learned from a political or
economic viewpoint. It was the social aspect that sur-
prised us; men being paid high wages for mundane and
soul-destroying labour. The afternoon visit was to the
headquarters of the TUC, and although this consisted
merely of a discussion it proved to be beneficial to all
involved. We had the unique opportunity of being able
to converse informally with a professional and intelligent
trade-unionist. The clash of opinions between the trade-
unionist and Mr. March was quite memorable.

The second day consisted of a visit to the Stock
Exchange and the County Hall of the Greater London
Council, plus a tour of the Daily Telegraph offices in
the evening. To me this day was the least rewarding of
the four days we spent in London. The visit to the
Stock Exchange consisted merely of a short film and a
talk on the functions of the Stock Exchange; neither did
much to further our knowledge. At the County Hall
we attended a meeting of the Greater London Council
which was tedious in the extreme. The offices of the
Daily Telegraph proved to be a bit of a consolation.
We arrived at the offices at 8.45 pm with the objective
of seeing a paper being made. This we did, following the
production of the newspaper from the receiving of items
of news to the distribution of the finished article.

On our itinerary for the third day was a lecture at the
American Embassy and a lecture on the EEC. At the
American Embassy we were given a brief lecture on
"The Powers of the President" which led to discussion
afterwards. The fact that the lecture seemed to have
been prepared out of one of our textbooks was made
up for by the opportunity to question an American
and discover the true state of present-day American
politics. The lecture in the afternoon was concerned with
"The European Community and the Current Situation"
and gave us a detailed and up-to-date insight into the
state of the EEC.
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Our fourth and final day in London was devoted
to the Houses of Parliament. In the morning we were
given a guided tour of the Palace of Westminster and
were all much impressed by the splendour and history
of the place. There was some confusion in the afternoon
over tickets for the public galleries and as a result two
of us went without tickets. The others, however, all
gained entrance to the House of Commons or the House
of Lords, and came away much impressed with what
they had seen and heard.

Throughout the duration of our visit we were accom-
modated at the Royal Naval College at Greenwich, where
we slept and ate for the ridiculously low price of 90p
per day. For most of us the novel experience of eating
in the Pointed Hall at Greenwich, where stewards served
us our food, was perhaps the aspect of the entire Course
which made the most impression.

We came away from the Course having had a reward-
ing and highly enjoyable time in London and were and
still are grateful to Mr. Long and Mr. March. I think,
and indeed I hope, that a Course to London will remain
in future an integral part of the Study of Politics and
Economics in this school.

P. Armstrong

SNOWDONIA
The date was set and the details arranged. All that

remained was for everybody to arrive at Bangor Station
with all their gear. This is not as easy as it sounds, as the
Welsh railways are not what they used to be.

We all manged to congregate together in the British
Rail Cafe at Bangor. We had booked a fifty-two-seater
coach for the eight of us, to take us along the Nant
Ffrancon Pass to Ogwen, where we were to stay four
nights at Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel. We were greeted
warmly by the Wardens, who already knew some of us,
and all they wanted to do was talk and catch up with
the latest news from RHS. We didn't get to bed until
very late.

The next day brought our first worry. We set off early
in the morning and we had barely covered 100 yards
when we heard someone whining from the back. We
turned round to find that it was Bungy Williams. We
carefully undid his rucksack straps from around his
neck and put them round his shoulders as they should
have been.

The first day is normally taken easy so as to
familiarise the newcomers with the routine. We climbed
Tryfan (3,010 ft.) on this day. In the evening all there
was to do was sing, talk, or even dance.

The second day we climbed Y Garn (3,104 ft.),
descended to the Devil's Kitchen for lunch, and then up
to the summits of Glyder Fawr (3,279 ft.) and Glyder
Fach (3,262 ft.). Some of us then decided to run up
Tryfan as a final fling, while the others went for a swim
in the lake (or so they say!), as it was such a fine day.

After a third day spent on Carnedd Dafydd (3,424 ft.)
and Carnedd Llywelyn (3,485 ft.) we returned for our
last night at Idwal Cottage.

The next day we made our way over Bwlch Tryfan,
and over the base of the "Nameless Peak" to the Bryn
Gwynant Youth Hostel at the foot of Snowdon. We were
to spend our last three nights there. It was from here
that we made our way to the summit of Snowdon
(3,560 ft.) along the Watkin Path. It was a very hot day
with no breeze at all. The last 100 to 200 feet are very
nearly vertical, and one can imagine our feelings when
we arrived at the summit to find that the restaurant was
shut.

I would like to offer our sincere thanks to Mr. Platt,
without whom none of this could have been possible.
I would also like to thank Commander Lamb who
helped to get the trip organised, and also to Mr.
Coombes who patiently lent us most of the gear.

The boys who wore their knees to the ground were:
Noel Poolman, Chris Gilbert-Wood, Ted Hannam, Ian
Dunnington, Mike Eyre, Bodge Trimby, James Eyre and
Bungy Williams.

Mike Eyre

Mike Eyre has been Assistant Leader on most of these
Mountain Courses in Snowdonia and I would like to
thank him for the help he has given, especially for the
assistance with the mountain of administrative work
which precedes a trip like this. G. L. Platt

THE SIXTH FORM CONCERT
This year's concert had the task of .maintaining the

high standard of entertainment that had been set before.
The music provided by the groups and the "comedy"
given by various members of the Sixth Form all seemed
to go down quite well, although some of the jokes were
not appreciated.

The groups were handicapped by Chris Bell, who
altered the balance of the amplifiers after John Daragon
had spent all afternoon balancing everything. This meant
that the first group, Dave Scott's "Bladder", had more
than a little trouble attempting to get their vocals heard.
However they returned to play "All Right Now" at the
end of the evening and thus gave the concert a respect-
able ending.

Chris Bell's "Duck Foot Jam" made themselves very
well heard. They were handicapped by personnel changes
during the week, but managed to provide some good
entertaining noises, mainly through Chris Cook and
Steve Taylor, who also appeared in "Bladder".

The Folk Singing was of a different type to last year,
Chris Bell, Noel Poolman and Trent Holmes managed
to get maximum audience participation, and were
warmly received.

The Comedy was provided by four main sketches and
the jokes of the comperes Chris Gubbey and Monty
Callow. The Generation Game, which was not quite
correctly named, went down well. The Austrian Folk
Dancing also raised some reactions from the audience.
"Rigor Mortis and the Stiffs" returned this year, but our
efforts were not quite as good as last year. Undoubtedly
the most successful comedy piece was "Masterbrain".
This was mainly through the efforts of Snitch Richard-
son, Blond Raymond and of course Buster Brown, whose
impersonation of a Trappist Monk called Brother X
went down well, even with the masters.

Steve Brown was also in charge of the lighting, which
once more was a major contributing factor in the
success of the concert. Thanks are extended to all the
Sixth-Formers who gave up their free time either to
arrange the scenery, etc., or to rehearse their parts.
Also thanks are extended to everyone who came and
watched the concert. I would like to thank Mr. Hardy
for allowing us to put the concert on again.

A. Blake

OUR VISIT TO YORK
First we visited York Minster, a towering and over-

whelming place of Worship.
Unfortunately we had to leave because a service was

in progress. But those who managed to get in for a little
while saw the choir in the main vestibule at the back
of the Cathedral. The choir's sound filled the Minster
and was quite pleasant.

Then we made our way to the "Shambles", a medieval
name. This was the street where Guy Fawkes's parents
lived; the road was still cobbled and at the end of it
was the local market. Here we were allowed to buy
articles.

We then turned back towards the River Ouse where
we were expecting a boat trip. I t was a very enjoyable
cruise up the river, and many of us bought drinks and
other suchlikes which were on sale at the back of the
boats.

After about four miles up the river we came to the
Archbishop's residence, a huge palace which looked more
like a fort than a home. The Archbishop's Palace had in
fact accommodated many Bishops of York before him.
We then turned round and returned to the landing
platform.

Then we made our way to York Museum which I
and many others thought was the best place to visit
in York.
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The Museum had been very well built. As you looked
from a second-storey window you could see below you
a typical Victorian street, rearranged to look just like it
would have done in that period; it is probably the best
thing to see at the Museum.

There was a dummy cab-driver seated at the back of
a hansom cab, and Victorian shops all along the cobbled
street. The pub was a typical old-English one. The
sweet-shop was not as we would see one today, the
sweets were in china jars and some of the homemade
ones were in dishes under the counter. On the counter
there were some weighing scales.

Along the street a bit further up was a police station,
very, very realistic. We saw inside the station the
prisoners' visiting room which was very small and
cramped; the prisoner only just had enough room to
turn round.

There was a reconstructed First World War scene,
and you could see just how it would have looked in the
war. There were some military weapons in a showcase,
and 1 was surprised to see the size of the bayonets.

At the entrance of the Museum was a late-Victorian
fire-engine still in good condition.

Outside the Museum was a water-mill which still
worked and still produced ground corn.

In one part of the Museum they depicted a knight's
armour.

And in another section of the Museum they had some
Edwardian and Victorian clothes, both men's and
women's, including some military uniforms which were
covered with gilt and braid.

There was also some pottery of the Edwardian and
Victorian type.

When we left the Museum we went on to a very
pooular restaurant and had a good meal.

We then made our way to the station. Altogether it
was a very enjoyable afternoon.

T. C. F. Brown (2A)

THE SCHOOL MOCK ELECTION
On the Monday before the February General Election

the School held a mock election, with various members
of the Sixth Form representing five different political
parties. Dave Marsh, Roland Ashby and Mark Lucas,
respectively, ran for the three large parties, Conservative,
Labour and Liberal, while Dave Scott ran for the
Communist Party and Tim Burgoyne hopefully stood
for the National Front cause.

The electorate consisted of all members of the Third
Form and above, comprising some 450 boys. There were
three voting periods during the day, but voter apathy
was expected to be rather high, due to apparent dis-
interest around the School in political affairs. However,
the multitude of propaganda posters which were hung
throughout the School raised the interest of many, and
an 89% turn-out was recorded, higher, in fact, than the
national turn-out on the following Thursday.

Indeed, interest in the election ran very high, with
feelings in the rival groups of supporters becoming
quite intense. It seemed during the week preceding the
election as if "election fever" had hit the School. The
issues under consideration were national; industry and
nationalisation, for example, bearing no direct influence
on the School itself.

The result of the General Election is now history;
Mr. Wilson returned to Downing Street on a narrow
majority, and has since held office precariously, with a
further General Election impending. In the School, how-
ever, the Tories swept to an overwhelming victory,
polling 221 of the 433 votes cast. This was not an
entirely surprising result, since, coming largely from
Naval backgrounds, the School tends to hold a fairly
conservative outlook. Second, polling 127 votes, was
Mark Lucas, the candidate for the Liberal Party, a party
that has often been popular nationally among the
younger members of the electorate. A surprising third
was Dave Scott, the Communist candidate, with just 40
votes, which underlines just how big the Conservative
vote was. A surprisingly poor fourth, with a mere 23

votes, was the Labour candidate. Roland Ashby, and, not
altogether unexpected, bringing up the rear was Tim
Burgoyne, the National Front candidate. He polled just
one vote short of the Labour total, with 22 votes.

And so the election ended up with a massive majority
for Dave Marsh and the Conservatives. Perhaps the one
major surprise was the unusually low position of Labour,
returning just one vote more than the National Front
and seventeen behind the Communist. In all, the mock
election enabled many of the younger members of the
School to witness at first hand some of the aspects of
voting.

S. A. Brown

OXFORD '74
(M. Richardson of Hood House attended a Conference
run by the Church's Council for the Ministry for
Sixth-Formers who were thinking that they may be
ordained. Here is his report.)

Any chance of a trip to Oxford should be snapped
up by all prospective University candidates. However it
was not only in that capacity that 1 attended a Con-
ference in Jesus College, Oxford, last spring but also
as a prospective ordinand, as the Conference was run
by the Advisory Council for the Church's Ministry. It
proved to be a real and useful experience. I arrived at
the bus station at four o'clock, just in time for tea. The
city was full of students back to sit their final examina-
tions. The Conference attendants all gathered in the
common room at Jesus College and we introduced
ourselves. In spite of my Welsh origin, I had little
difficulty in communicating agreeably -with the others!

The main theme of the Conference was Mission, and
several lectures were given, and there was much dis-
cussion. The first lecture was given by a money-making
businessman, who was immediately confronted with
Matthew 19, verses 21-24. (It is easier for a camel to
pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man
to get into the Kingdom of God.) However, he answered
our attacks with the point that there is a need and a use
for a Christian in management. We then discussed the
following points:

1. Is the profit motive wrong, and if so can a Christian
be involved?

2. If, when you start new work, you find you work
harder than your colleagues should you stop when you
have reached the required amount or continue at their
pace?

3. Is it your duty to preach to your colleagues?
The idea of mission was examined from all sorts of

angles, industry, at home, overseas and at national level.
Without mission after all we have no church. Men of
mission were examined: St. Paul, Matthieu Richy, a
Spanish Jesuit, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who was killed
for his mission by the Nazis in the last war. The
summary we drew up, defined man of mission as one
who (a) has a deep commitment to Christ in the
world and to His suffering; (b) crosses barriers and
frontiers, letting the Gospel grow through a culture that
may be alien to him; (c) has willingness to die and lose
all for his convictions; (d) is politically alert; (e) can
listen to culture; (f) trusts in God and human nature.

The talks were good and entertaining and judging
from the discussion that resulted, interesting. We heard
remarkable stories of life service and devotion that
caught our imagination. How often people think the
Church is on its back and asleep. Well, I can testify
that they are wrong.

The Bishop of Pontefract was in overall charge and
his wit kept a pleasant atmosphere and kept the talks
moving. I certainly learnt a lot from the Conference
and it was a good opportunity to test one's faith. (We
also learnt which pub the Bishop relaxed in, and having
previously sampled the others we decided that he had
good taste!)

The most gratifying fact was that everyone was com-
mitted totally to Christ as individuals and this enhanced
our community relationship. Our minds were stimulated
especially by the discussions which blossomed in the
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evenings over a pint of ale with the Bishop. One thing
was certain though, we weren't only there for the beer!

I would like to thank the Chaplain for the help and
encouragement he has given and wish him and all the
other communicants good luck in their remaining years
at the School, and happy broadcasting! I am sure the
seeds of a close Christian community are being sown
and I look forward to hearing about the harvest. Good
luck and look after the "Garden" when we go! One
final thing from Wales: "Dun a fo gyda thi" ("God
be with you").

Barry Richardson

CHURCH OF ENGLAND NOTES
"Lift high the Cross the love of Christ proclaim
Till all the world adore his sacred name."

Presiding high over all the buildings of the RHS
Community stands a golden cross set on a golden orb
representing the world. It shines brightly in the early
morning sun; it bends with the force of the winds which
sweep down the Stour estuary. This sign symbolises the
very essence of the Christian life: to love and be loved.
To be Christ to others and to see Christ in others. Day
by day we meet under this sign, and the love and care
it represents quietly influences everything else which
happens in this community.

The pattern of Services has continued as started last
year, with alternate morning and evening services on
Sundays for the whole School. For those who have
committed themselves to Christ in Confirmation there
have been the Sunday Communions at nine-thirty each
week and celebrations of Holy Communion on Tuesday
evenings and Friday mornings. There has been a parti-
cularly good response on Tuesday evenings, perhaps
because many have found a more informal atmosphere
of worship helpful.

We have welcomed a number of visitors during the
year. Brother Alan Watts from Mirfield came twice.
He spoke in Chapel, took many classes and gave a
memorable talk to the Sixth Form on Meditation. His
Yoga exercises were much appreciated by many boys.
Two old friends returned, both former Chaplains to the
School. The Rev. Jack Holland came to preach on
Founders' Day, and the Rev. Len Griffiths on Whit-
Sunday. From nearer home the Rev. Derek Rider from
Ipswich School gave a splendid talk on the "Rogue of
the Week", and the Rev. Ian Davidson from the Ipswich
Civic College gave a most memorable illustrated talk
about "Tina Teacup" and her friends. Also the Rev.
C. George from St. Matthew's Church, Ipswich, one-time
Headmaster of a school in Ethiopia, gave a stimulating
address on the subject "Who am I?" Mr. Lewsey from
the Church of England Children's Society and the Rev.
Michael Mayne from the BBC Religious Broadcasting
Department spoke of their work, and the Rev. John
Erb from USPG, who had become a great friend of the
RHS community, came to say goodbye before he
returned to Canada. Those Sixth-Formers who came will
never forget the inspiring talk given to us by Mr. Ronald
Blythe. the well-known writer. On thr.t occasion we also
entertained some girls from Felixstowe College, and some
young people from Brantham. Dr. Leslie Brown, our
Diocesan Bishop, came to talk to the Sixth Form, and
also took the Confirmation Service in the Summer Term,
when thirty boys and Mrs. Clark the House Matron of
Drake were confirmed. It was an inspiring Service. The
Bishop Suffragan of the Diocese, the Rt. Rev. David
Maddocks, Bishop of Dunwich, also visited the School
to preach at Evensong in the Summer Term.

During the year there has been much music-making in
the Chapel. At the beginning of the Autumn Term the
Liedertafel (Male Voice Choir) from Frakenberg in
Germany gave a concert, organised by the Manningtree
and Frakenberg partnership. In the Lent Term the
Ipswich Choral Society gave a performance of Haydn's
"Creation", with Angela Beale, Paschal Al'en and
Phillip Russell as soloists. In the Summer Term the
Chapel Choir gave its annual concert, and an old
friend, Christopher Underwood, was the guest soloist. It

was also a pleasure for all of us that Miss Alison
Gasgoyne, the new House Matron of Hood House, sang
with the Choir. Under the director of Mr. Davies, the
Chapel Choir kept up its usual high standard of perform-
ance, with anthems every week, and a new choir record
has been produced, owing to the indefatigable industry
and interest of Mr. Michael Woodward.

"The Messengers of the Cross", a Gospel group, played
to the Fourth and Fifth Forms in the Michaelmas Term,
and the "Water into Wine Band", a group of Cambridge
undergraduates, gave a concert for seniors in the Sixth
Form block in the Summer Term. The musical arrange-
ments of their songs were much enjoyed by everyone,
and the records which they brought sold out!

A number of outside visits were arranged. Enthusiastic
appreciation was expressed by those who went to see the
film "Jesus Christ Superstar" in Ipswich, and the rock
musical "Godspell" at the Theatre Royal, Norwich. The
Chapel Choir sang Evensong at Holbrook Parish Church
for their patronal Festival, and also took part in a
Youth Service for the Samford Deanery at Brantham
Parish Church, during Lent, when M. Richardson and
T. Brampton spoke. Five Sixth-Formers went with the
Chaplain on a Social Services Project to London at the
end of the Michaelmas Term. They visited Centre Point,
Soho, St. Martin's-in-the-Fields Social Service Unit and
USPG, and were entertained by Mr. Tim Miller, a
Probation Officer. Together with a number of other
boarding-schools in Suffolk, senior boys took part in a
Youth Pilgrimage from Knodishall Church to Leiston
Abbey, which ended with a celebration of Holy Com-
munion in the Abbey ruins, conducted by the Bishop
of the Diocese. Prayers and readings were taken by the
various schools en route, exploring the influence of
Christianity on aspects of daily life. Cur contribution
was on the theme of sport and leisure. Finally, four
Fifth-Formers helped mann the Christian-Aid tent at
the Suffolk Show and a number of senior took part
in an All-Night Vigil at Bury Cathedral organised for
young people throughout the Diocese.

At the beginning of the year we welcomed the Rev.
Fr. Alan Keenan, OFM, as our new Roman Catholic
Chaplain. He had not been long here before he told me
that he could not be part of a large community like this
and not take part in its corporate worship. He graciously
agreed to take School Prayers for us every week, and
his wit and generosity of spirit soon endeared him to
the whole School. During Christian Unity week he
arranged for the Roman Catholic Mass to be held in the
School Chapel — the first time that this has happened.
Boys from the Catholic community, the Church of
England and the Free Churches took part in the
service. We have also been invited to services in the
Catholic Chapel, and I have regarded it a great
privilege to take prayers there each week. These
ecumenical events have been much appreciated by
everyone. Father Alan's sudden and tragic death was a
great loss to us all. A Memorial Service for Father Alan
was held in the School Chapel on the Monday morning
after his death in the Lent Term, and several members
of the School attended his funeral at St. Joseph's
College.

We have been fortunate to have Father Crispin
McGuire as our Catholic Chaplain since Father Alan's
death, and his excellent talks to the School on Monday
mornings have been most helpful.

In the /Autumn Term the Funeral Service for Mrs.
Tate, the wife of Mr. Max Tate, Second Master here for
many years, was held in the Chapel. She had long been
associated with the School as House Matron and
friend. Many boys and members of Staff, past and
present, attended the Service.

We were very sorry that Miss J. Spickett, the School
Secretary for eighteen years, died after an unfortunate
illness at the end of the Summer Term.

May they rest in peace.
During the year the Sunday Schools for the Staff

children have continued to flourish under the wise
guidance of Mrs. Moffett. There have been a number of
family Services, most notably the last one on the Summer
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Term which was devised and taken by the members of
the Junior Sunday School themselves.

Mrs. Garrett has continued her service to us all by
keeping the Chapel spotless. Her irresistible cheerfulness
and willingness, and her continued hard work have
been much appreciated. Our thanks also go to the many
ladies who have helped with the weekly arrangements of
flowers, which help to enhance the beauty of the Chapel.

I am also grateful to the Sacristans for their efforts
during the year. The Chapel could not function effec-
tively without them. We wish those who are leaving, T.
Burgoyne, M. Richardson and A. Dotchin, every success
and happiness in the future.

Finally I must add my appreciation to the Headmaster,
•who in his capacity as Lay Reader has supported and
helped us over the years. We wish him and Mrs. York
every happiness in their retirement.

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND AND
FREE CHURCHES

Looking back over a year sometimes helps to get
events into perspective; but just occasionally there is
the risk that a vital happening will be lost.

During the Easter Term some members of the Junior
Fellowship worked very hard, preparing to act a small
extract from a play by Dorothy L. Sayers, "The Man
Born to be King": a scene from the upper room the
night before Our Lord was crucified. It was intended
to be their "sermon" for an evening celebration of Holy
Communion. As events turned out, a 'flu epidemic put
the Free Church Chapel out of action and the scene
was eventually enacted in the Main Chapel where two
things were memorable — the quiet reverence of the
worshippers and the impressive sincerity of the actors.

This same reverence and sincerity was to be found in
the contributions to our worship by the Sixth, Fifth and
Fourth Form groups, and our thanks are due to them
all for their help and inspiration.

During the course of the year three boys were con-
firmed in their Baptismal Vows and received into the
full membership of the Church.

The annual outing to Museum Street in June was its
usual success and we take this opportunity of recording
our most grateful thanks to the members of Museum
Street Methodist Church for all their kindness.

P. J. Moffett (Chaplain, CSFC)

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPEL NOTES
The school year 1973-74 has been quite a traumatic

one for the Catholic community here. At the start of it
we welcomed the largest number of Catholic new boys
for some years, totalling fifteen, and our new chaplain
in the person of Father Alan Keenan. Midway through
the Autumn Term your correspondent disappeared into
hospital.

Early in the New Year we learnt the tragic news of
the sudden death of Father Alan. His passing robbed
us of one who had rapidly established himself in our
affections. A group of boys and Staff attended his
impressive Requiem Service at St. Joseph's College.

The Friars, as they always do, responded heroically
to the additional strain thus placed on their already
overloaded community and ensured a priest to say
Mass for us each Sunday. I would like to take this
public opportunity of thanking them on behalf of us
all for their valiant efforts.

We were delighted to learn that Father Crispin
McGuire had finally been appointed as our new chap-
lain. We wish him a happy and fruitful chaplaincy in
our midst.

We were extremely grateful both to Miss A. Gascoin
for her singing and to Mr. F. E. Davies for his
accompaniment, which embellished our Mass for the
Feast of Corpus Christ!.

We were pleased to welcome a number of Old Boys
back to services in our Chapel during the course of the
year.

We rounded off the year in spanking style by
accommodating no less than 105 people for Mass on

Commemoration Sunday in our tiny Chapel. This is
surely worthy of the Guinness Book of Records!

Boys leave us and we wish them all happiness and
success in their future careers. In particular, I would like
to pay tribute to Christopher Gubbey, who throughout
his time here has been such a conscientious Sacristan
and tower of strength. We shall miss him.

Ecumenical activities continue to grow. The Catholic
Chaplain now takes morning prayers in the Main Chapel
.>n Mondays, and the Anglican Chaplain takes morning
prayers in the RC Chapel on Wednesdays.

For the first time, Mass was celebrated in the Main
Chapel during Christian Unity Week.

Finally, my sincere thanks arc due to those ladies who
so V.indVy undertake the arrangement of flowers each
week, to Mr. A. J. Cairns for his efforts with the
singing and to those boys who help in so many ways in
the running of the Chapel.

G.O.H.

ART CLUB
The Art Club continues robust. Earlier this term the

dauntless Mr. Brooke led the crowd of budding Picassos
on the annual trip to the Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition. We usually arrive just before lunch and this
year was no exception. So, the contents of our five-star
packed lunches satisfactorily swapped, and having
suitably distributed the brown paper bags in all the
litter bins around Piccadilly, the majority of our gather-
ing set off to sample the cultural delights of Soho. In
the afternoon we spent a couple of hours in the Exhibi-
tion, had a quick hour to look over the National and
then culturally satiated set oil for home. We stopped at
Gant's Hill for fish and chips, and the more esoteric
had some Chinese take-away. It was a jolly good trip.

Back here Mr. Benny Ball and his fellows in the
Junior Art Club enthuse over their creations marvel-
lously. Upstairs among the steel rafters of the roof the
members of the Senior Art Club tend to be less ebullient
and quietly get on with their own ideas. Usually on a
Wednesday there are a few blokes working away, more
often than not Butch Collyer among them. In the
cold of Winter there is a stuffy warmth under the
artificial strip lighting. In the Summer all the windows
along the side are opened and a cool breeze goes through
the place and makes all happier.

Mr. Brooke has managed to get a remarkable variety
of things produced. Rob McNab made a paper-mache
mushroom and Geoff Stonehouse a large plaster shoe!
Ted Cummings and Henry Green actually picked up
about 300 empty used coffee cups from the Sixth Form
block and created a rather interesting globe with them.
It also reappeared to be captured on a photograph in
trees and the river bank. We are still hoping for a
printing press, and the older members a female model —
some hopes though!

A. Box

CHOIR REPORT
The choir this year, although being composed of many

young and immature voices, has been able to maintain
the usual full calendar of events.

Our first engagement was a special anniversary service
for the Mission for Seamen in Tower Church, Ipswich,
and was attended by the Bishop.

Our visit to the National Seafarer's Service in St.
Paul's Cathedral and the Patronal Festival at Holbrook
Parish Church, now annual events, were sung with the
normal enthusiasm inherent in the choir.

The Christmas Carol Service highlighted this en-
thusiasm for singing, with carols from the traditional
"The Three Kings" and "In the Bleak Mid-Winter" to
the modern and intricate "The Spotless Rose" by
Howells and "The Sans Day Carol" by Rutter. Our
special thanks must be given to the soloists on this
occasion, Mr. Hawkins for his part in "The Three
Kings", Mr. Crick singing a particularly difficult part
in "The Spotless Rose" and our boy soloists, P. Dean
and M. Wood, in "In the Bleak Mid-Winter". Also
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included in the Carol Service was the quiet "Rocking
Carol". In addition the congregation must be mentioned,
who in their usual style "lifted the roof" with rousing
verses of "The First Newell" and "God Rest Ye Merry
Gentlemen".

In the Easter Term the choir continued to maintain
outside contacts, and a small group were invited to sing
at a Wedding Service in Markstead Church. The Easter
Term, although by far the quietest as regards external
performances, nevertheless saw the choir maintaining its
usual high standards in their presentations of the weekly
anthems in the Chapel.

The Summer Term, in its usual style, started off very
hectically, the choir having to learn several new pieces
of work for its annual recital only a few weeks after
the start of the term. The choir was helped this year by
two guest soloists, Miss Gascoin, the Hood House
Matron, singing Mezzo soprano, and Chris Underwood,
a professional baritone.

Works in the recital included sections from the very
popular Oratorio "Elijah" by Mendelssohn in which
the contrast between the two soloists and the choir
produced a very pleasant effect which was warmly
received by the audience.

The second major piece of work performed was the
"Five Mystical Songs" by Vaughan Williams for bari-
tone solo and choir. These modern and difficult songs
gave Chris Underwood the chance to demonstrate his
truly magnificent voice and it came as no surprise to us
when after one song he asked Mr. Davies if the choir
could possibly give a little more volume in accompani-
ment to his voice. This was in sharp contrast to Miss
Gascoin whose delicate voics in her solo passages gave
the trebles a perfect example to follow.

In addition to these two works were a selection of
short anthems ranging from "O Holy Spirit Lord of
Grace" by Tye to Mr. Davies' own composition the
"Venite", a work specially written for the choir.

The Commemoration Day Service started with an
introit "The House of the Lord" composed by Mr.
Davies in honour of the Headmaster's retirement. This
was followed by the anthem "Zadak the Priest" by
Handel, a special request by the Headmaster. The
congregation, not to be outdone, sang with vigour their
parts in the now recognised School hymn "Go Forth
with God" by Shaw.

A third School choir record has been produced this
year and includes on it many of the works sung during
the recital and carol service.

I would like to thank on behalf of the choir the many
members of Staff who have been involved with the
choir, especially Mr. Crick, Mr. Burbidge, Mr. Platt,
Mr. Foster, Mr. Meyers, Mr. Barratt and the Chaplain
who have, by singing in the choir, strengthened the
parts with experienced voices. I would also like to
thank Mr. Bartlett who as supporting organist has ably
assisted Mr. Davies.

Finally it is my privilege to thank, on behalf of the
choir, Mr. Davies whose hard work and increasing
enthusiasm for music has inspired us to near perfection.

N.G.P.

THE BAND
The Band has had yet another successful year, bringing

out several new tunes among which was "Army of the
Nile" which only took a few weeks to learn, and is
now one of our favourite marches.

This year we had very few fetes to attend, three to be
precise, Ipswich Hospital, Stutton Carnival and
Tattingstone Fete, where our playing was Rreatlv
appreciated. We also had to play for the Church
Parade at HMS Ganges, because the resident Royal
Marine Band were away at the Royal Tournament,
which earned us our lunch in the galley.

One boy, P. W. Burgoyne, went to play with the
Ipswich Youth Orchestra in aid of Tattingstone Church
funds, and in spite of only having one practice he
still managed to hold his own in the performance.

This year the two awards, the Silver Flute and the

Ship Memorial Cup, were won by Anthony Chicken
and Adam Mitchel-Christie respectively.

I would like to thank Mr. E. Buckingham and his
wife for their continual encouragement and understand-
ing and making the Band what it is, a privilege, not a
punishment.

A. Chicken

COMBINED CADET FORCE 1973-74
From Northumberland to Exmoor, from Snowdonia to

HMS Ganges, from HMS Ulster and the Portsmouth
area to Wicken Fen, from someone's cottage to the
School "dark" room: in tents, in canoes, in anoraks, in
climbing boots, in ASCs, in Bosuns or in a Land-Rover
with "L" plates; there, in this past year, you could have
found members of the School Combined Cadet Force.

The Royal Hospital School Combined Cadet Force,
because of the historical background, tradition and
particular situation of the School, is as a CCF contingent
unique. It is, one believes, the only purely Naval unit
in the country, for all other schools have tri-service
sections, and it is certainly bigger than any other school.
As a contingent it is better equipped and has more
facilities than other units. The new syllabus and training
programme has been introduced and planned to meet
both the needs and requirements of a Naval Section and
also to provide as big a variety of activity as possible.
In a one-section contingent this is essential if the boys
are to remain interested and if they are not to lose the
opportunities and experience which they might gain in
another school from belonging to a tri-servicc Combined
Cadet Force. Now after two terms New Entry Training
as Able Seamen and in Naval Proficiency culminating
in the national exam set by JCE during their fourth year
the boys go on to a choice of twelve specialist sections
including photography, social service, engineering,
orienteering, canoeing, sailing, pioneering, mountaineer-
ing, camping, communications and the Duke of Edin-
burgh Award Scheme. It is within these activities that
the boys learn not only new interests but also something
of the art of leadership.

The Combined Cadet Force Course at this School
has been examined, modified and enlarged to meet one
hopes the present needs of the boys. The problem often
is that whether it be at the level of basic training or in a
specialist section or in attending courses the boys often
recognise too late the opportunities which are being
given to them. If their enthusiasm and interest is to be
maintained and if their experience enriched, then excep-
tionally good facilities of RHS and the expertise of the
Staff has to be utilised to the full.

The contingent was found to be satisfactory by Rear-
Admiral S. L. McArdle, MVO, GM, Pfag Officer Spit-
head, an old boy of the School, when he inspected it
this summer. In general terms he felt that the idea of
completing the basic training in the first year was
obviously paying dividends and that this was reflected in
the enthusiasm that the cadets in the majority show in
their chosen sections.

It is most important above all to stop and think
sometimes that as a result of having a CCF you all at
the School are able to enjoy so many activities among
some of which are sailing, canoeing, shooting, camping,
driving, outward-bound activities and many courses,
we could certainly never afford them but for this.

I would like to thank all the Officers for their support
anrl in giving up so much of their holiday free time
helping at Camps. Above all we owe a great deal of
gratitude to our Headmaster who over the years has
always supported us, encouraged and given his blessing
to many of our projects in asking the Management
Committee for financial support for new buildings.
Without his help we could not have reached the position
of being envied by all the other Contingents and their
Officers. Seeing what they have to offer, we are indeed
very lucky, so make the most of it.
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ORIENTEERING
This year has proved a great success for the School

Orienteering Club, but in spite of the great enthusiasm
inside the School there has been a marked lack of events
in which we could prove ourselves. The School team
entered two major club events outside the School and
three local inter-school events, all of which have brought
exceptional results, except one, that one exception being
an event in Epping Forest, in which the conditions were
appalling, even so we still managed! to take positions
15, 18 and 19 against some very stiff opposition. Our
other results consisted of the first eight places at the
Woodbridge and Ipswich events. At the Woolverstonc
Hall event we took eight out of the first ten places. In
our other event at Thorton Park, Essex, our highest
places were eighth and ninth. Most of the results have
been attained by a dedicated group of senior boys,
namely Bedwell, Smith, Hook, Tesh, Bowdsn, Scott,
Stewart, Trowern, Jackson and Lee.

I must thank Mr. Platt for all his continued lone
efforts throughout the year to run our club, and I must
also thank him for his generosity in supplying us with
light refreshments after each event. I must also thank
the minibus drivers who took us to all these events
and who never failed to keep us in good character.

To finish with I would like to make a prediction that
the School is going to go a long way in Orienteering,
already there has been talk of the School team repre-
senting the County at the National Youth Champion-
ships next term. I hope that the team chosen will prove
themselves worthy of the faith put in them. I will not be
here next term, so I wish my successor and the whole
team the best of luck in the coming years.

R. Bedwell

DEBATING SOCIETY
This year the Debating Society continued to flourish

with a number of interesting and well attended debates.
The main objective was to secure motions appealing

to the boys and Staff which would incorporate a
variety of subjects different from the usual run of the
mill. This idea seemed to succeed, and enthusiasm came
from prospective speakers and attenders.

We were particularly glad to welcome lady speakers,
Mrs. Kirk (the Collingwood House Matron) and Mrs.
Leespn (a local schoolteacher) who, partnered with Mr.
Williams and Mr. Morgan respectively, provided various
opinions on tradition.

An old faithful this year was Mr. March, who
coupled with Chris Jeynes, contested an exciting debate
about miners with Mr. Brennan and Adrian Box, al-
though the formality was slightly interrupted by a few
insignificant remarks from that prophet of socialism, Mr.
Crossland.

However, despite Mr. March's persuasive tongue and
cogent oration, Mr. Brennan won the day with a difficult
and emotive speech which got right to our hearts.

This year we said goodbye to Mr. Guilbert as MC
and welcomed Mr. Birbeck as his successor who has been
most helpful to Dave Scott and myself with the success
of this year's debating. I wish him well for the future
and also Henry Green my successor in the Chair who,
with an as yet unnamed accomplice, will manage the
Society next year.

Finally a thank-you to everyone who has helped with
preparations, especially the Quartermaster who always
waited patiently to close the block, Nobby Clark who
never fails to yield refreshments, and lastly the coffee
boys, Bruce Wills, Tony Bray and Steve Gilbert, and
Mrs. Draper for putting up with the mess the morning
after.

M. Lucas

CHESS
The Chess Club continues to thrive. Over 100 mem-

bers of the Junior Chess Club attended in the Autumn
Term, despite the slightly crowded conditions in which
the juniors are now playing. They are all very welcome.
The Sunday Times team this year managed to reach

the semi-final of the zone after beating Wymondham
College 5-1. Our loss on handicap to Cambridge was
no justice to the team's enthusiasm. Maybe we can get
further next year.

The School entered the Suffolk (Adult) League. This
has proved successful by giving many players good,
strong opposition. In some cases, however, it was our
bottom boards that were getting the results.

The School again beat the Staff, but this lime the
margin was closer — 3i-2j.

Thanks are due to the Staff in the help and time
that they have freely given to the Club; to Mr. Mayers,
of course, and particularly to Mr. O'Brien, Mr. Guilbert
and Mr. Crossland for their support in the teams and
without whom away matches would have been difficult.

The School Championship has been strong this year
with relative School team position having no effect. It
was won by M. Varnham. The Junior Championship
was run very successfully on a knock-out basis, being
won by R. Davey (Drake) who beat R. Mustoo (St.
Vincent) in the final.

In the Suffolk Age-Group Championships at Felix-
stowe this year we again had prize-winners — M. Varn-
ham is the Suffolk U-15 Champion and B. Withers the
Suffolk U-12 Champion.

The Inter-House Competition was won by Collingwood
for the first lime by defeating St. Vincent in the final.
Hawke were third and Raleigh fourth.

Regular School team players were: P. Eastlake, S.
Foale, S. Carpenter, D. Blogg, P. Bales, M. Varnham,
A. Bowden, R. Ashby, P. Baker, K. Weslon, D. Cousins
and M. Samson.

Peter Eales, this year's captain for the Autumn and
Spring Terms provided efficient and conscientious leader-
ship for the School teams and the Chess Club as a
whole.

Stephen Carpenter wil l be taking over as captain this
year and Philip Eastlake will continue as secretary.

P. Eastlake

RADIO CLUB
Our activities were somewhat curtailed this year due

to the fuel crisis and security checks, so time spent on
the air was limited. Keen interest is shown by all mem-
bers of the Club in all its many branches and activities.
A visit to Marconi Marine was much appreciated and
very instructive.

The new type 618 arrived and was duly installed, not
yet operational due to certain modifications having to
be carried out.

I hope to see many new members join at the start of
next term to replace the ones leaving.

To the ones leaving we wish you all success in your
future and many happy hours S.W.L.

D.W.B.

SOCIAL SERVICE
The School has continued in the past academic year

its attempts to make a helpful contribution to the local
area. Boys from either the Combined Cadet Force Social
Service Section or as volunteers from particular Houses
have worked for a number of pensioners in the area
and helped at the following local fetes: St. Mary's
Hospital, Tattingstone, Cheshire Home, Gt. Bromley
and Stutton Village Community Centre.

Unfortunately the energy crisis curtailed some of our
regular work more further afield, but it has meant that
we were able to concentrate on the adjacent vicinity of
the School.

I would like to thank all the Staff who have in any
way helped with the Social Service this past year and
particularly the wives who among other 'things baked
over sixty cakes for the Cheshire Home Fete.

M.H.G.H.

CURRENT AFFAIRS NOTICE-BOARD '74
This year has again been one of solo presentation.

The events covered have indeed been wide-ranging —
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from the coverage of the Flixborough Disaster to the
visit of a distinguished Old Boy, Rear-Admiral Stanley
L. McArdle, who came to inspect our CCF during the
Summer Term.

The biggest test of the year came with the General
Election. I was proud to have a results service only
25 yards slower than that of the BBC — 25 yards being
the approximate distance from the television set in the
Sixth Form block to the notice-board, which carried
frequent explanation of the situation and minute-by-
minute results of course. It appears that I will soon be
put to the test again; that is if the nation does not resort
to a coalition government.

The board was used as a hoarding during the School's
mock election. The most-publicised party, the Conserva-
tives, having a landslide victory.

In the coming academic year I hope to present
regular reports on events and their consequences within
the country.

Each year these reports appear to get more and more
like a quick review of the past year's events and a
statement of policy for the next year. I hope they do not
appear too stereotyped.

"Special Correspondent"

SIXTH FORM FILM SOCIETY
This Society has now been running for two years. It

was started to give the Sixth Form a selection of more
adult films than the general School films. Since then,
the standard of the School films has risen dramatically,
but there is still demand in the Sixth Form for up-to-
date adult films.

The Society is entirely voluntary, and membership
over the two years has been as high as 106 and as low
as 89; the average being 96 a term. The success of the
Society can be seen from this consistently high total
when one considers that the cost for the four films a
term is between 60p and 67p, on top of the 50p they pay
for the School films. Each term's films cost between £58
and £70, all of which has to come from the members.

Variety has been the key-note of the films shown,
and variety has been the reactions to the films. Only
two of the films shown have been universally enjoyed;
they were the first film "The Dirty Dozen", which was
fraught with technical difficulties, and the Marty Feld-
man film, "Every Home Should Have One". Other films
shown have included the notorious "Straw Dogs", Ken
Russell's "Women in Love" and "Catch 22", "Frenzy".
"Dirty Harry", "The Graduate", and "The Wild Bunch"
among others. At the time of writing there is still one
film to be shown this term, "The French Connection",
which I hope will go down well due to the reputation of
the film and its price (in fact the film was very well
received and enjoyed by all). Films for the Autumn
Term '74 are "Soldier Blue", "Lock Up Your Daugh-
ters", "Loot" and "Pretty Maids All in a Row". The
films for the rest of the year include "That'll Be The
Day", "The Getaway". "Charley Varrick" and "High
Plains Drifter". The films are all chosen by a group
of Sixth-Formers.

No Society like this could be run without the help
of members of Staff, and there are two who I would
like to thank. First, the man in the "hot seat" in overall
charge, Mr. G. L. Platt. He volunteered to show the
films, and give up four evenings every term to do it.
I would like to thank him for the time he has given
up for the Society, and for his guidance and for the
coffee and biscuits he supplies when we choose the
films. Secondly I would like to thank Mr. Home for his
help. He has booked in the films for us and has always
ensured that the films are here in time for showing; on
more than one occasion he has had to go into Ipswich
to collect the film for us. To both these masters I would
like to extend the thanks of the Sixth Form for their
help.

I would also like to thank the group of Sixth-Formers
who have stayed behind after every film to clear up,
and I would also like to thank Neil Tink for offering to

take over and run the Society next year. I wish him
luck in keeping the interest going.

V. J. Bull

I would like to acknowledge the considerable time and
energy put into the Society by V. J. Bull. I do not think
the Sixth Form realise how much time he does spend
in preparing any film night. His considerable knowledge
of films will be missed by the Film Selection Committee.
I wish him well in his career as a Cinema Manager.

G.L.P.

STUTTON & HOLBROOK
CAMPANOLOGY SOCIETY

"Then most musical and solemn, bringing back the
olden limes.

With their strange, unearthly changes rang the
melancholy chimes.

Like the psalms from some old cloister, when the nuns
sing in the choir

And the great bell tolled among them, like the chanting
of a friar."—LONGFELLOW.

This year the Society has run without the enthusiasm
of Mr. L. Burbidge, who retired from his post after
eleven years, and handed over to Mr. F. Davies, who
is assisted by Mr. D. Morris on a Friday afternoon
with the Junior class.

The Sunday services we ring for have been few and
far between this year because at the moment Stutton
has no resident rector; however, we hope to start ringing
at Holbrook soon, where there will be a service each
week.

Most of our Sunday team in addition to our "regulars"
have been admitted into the Suffolk Guild of Bellringers,
and so we decided we had better raise our standard of
change ringing. To do so it was suggested that we
attended on a Wednesday evening while the Stutton
Group were practising as well, but unfortunately this
did not last long as local pressures forced us to retire.

A handbell-ringing group has been started this year,
and its main difficulty is only having twelve diatonic
bells and four semitones, so we have to concentrate on
method ringing, which was done, with eight bells, for
the Carol Service.

At the end of the Summer Term, both Anthony Lilly
and myself leave, after seven years service. The tower
captain who succeeds me is Richard Pittam and will be
assisted by Nicholas Brautigan, T wish them all the best,
and T hope the Society continues running in its usual
friendly manner.

Anthony Chicken

ASTRONOMY CLUB 1973-74
The Astronomy Club held its first meeting one evening

last September, using the 6-inch reflecting telescope
provided by the School. A survey of the moons of
Jupiter was begun and over a period of time the chang-
ing positions of these tiny points of light could be
observed. The telescope has a high enough magnifying
power to enable the details of surface and atmosphere
of certain planets to be distinguished, e.g. the polar caps
of Mars and the Great Red Spot of Jupiter. The phases
of Venus and rings of Saturn proved equally spectacular.
We have yet to observe Mercury — it rises very early
and is usually obscured by low cloud — and Uramus
and Neptune, both of which rose very late at night.

Many members discovered that the constellations of
the stars took on a new appearance when viewed by
telescope, because it enabled certain double and triple
stars to be resolved and the colours of the stars, ranging
from red to blue, could be clearly discerned. Searching
for star clusters and galaxies proved a profitable investi-
gation. Our nearest star, the Sun, proved very inactive
and only a small number of sunspots could be recorded.

Despite the Apollo landings of recent years, the Moon
always held an attraction for the members of the Club.
With effort certain small craters of volcanic and
meteoritic origin could be identified.
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On a clear Saturday evening in January the sky re-
vealed its latest addition to its vast population — Comet
Kohoutek. By now the comet was moving away from the
Sun in clouds of dust. In the telescope the head of the
comet looked like a snowball with a diffuse exterior and
a dense interior region. It was held in amazement by
those of us who had never seen a comet and proved to
be the highlight of the Club's inaugural year.

AJ.M.

ANSON HOUSE
"Ne tcntes aut perfice"

This year has seen much more determination being
shown by both sides on the games field, with a great
deal of success being achieved by the teams. The most
notable successes have been the winning of the Rugby
League Competition by the seniors, and the winning of
the Rugby Knock-Out and Football League Competi-
tions by the juniors. The seniors did well in the Cricket
Knock-Outs, coming fifth, and being knocked out by the
team that eventually won the competition. After holding
the Swimming Shield for the last ten years we finally
lost it to Howe this year, after a very close contest.

In the last year school work has not beeen up to quite
the same high standard we usually manage to achieve.
Three boys collected^arizes for coming first in their class;
Squires, Hulbert and Macey. Five other boys took
prizes for coming either second in class or for specific
subjects.

During the past year we have finally managed to gain
ourselves a representative in the Guard. Jonathan Head
of IA joined the Guard in the Summer Term and
marches around the parade ground with a rifle that is
nearly as big as he is. The activities followed by boys
in the House continue to be varied, with a large number
engaged weekly in Social Service.

Mr. Guilbert, our assisting master for the last year,
leaves us and returns to Hawke, and we welcome Mr.
Albert as assistant master next term. We hope he finds
his tour of duty an enjoyable one. Our thanks also to
Mr. Everard for his contributions to the House over
the past year.

The majority of our thanks go to the three people
who are with us most of the time, Mr. Rodway, Mrs.
Davidson and Mr. Platt. Our thanks to all these members
of Staff for their patience and guidance and all they
have done for the House in the last year. Special mention
must be made of Mrs. Sadler, our cleaner, who con-
tributes a lot to the general wellbeing and spirit of the
House.

We lose four senior boys this term: Steve Wilson,
Simon Warren, Colin Paice and Simon Cottee (who went
out in a blaze of glory). We wish them all success in
their careers, and thank them for their contributions to
the House over the last eventful year.

Finally, may I wish the new Head of House, Jeremy
Mee, good luck for the next year.

V. J. Bull

BLAKE HOUSE
This year has been a very good year for sports. The

seniors rarely varied from fourth position in any com-
petition, thus showing consistency, and promise for the
future. The juniors, though, were rather disappointing
after last year's achievements as they rarely moved from
eighth position. In the Boxing, Athletics and Cross-
Country we managed to attain much improved results
on last year.

Academically we did very well, the following gaining
prizes on Speech Day: M. Newton, W. Singleton, R.
Alty, N. Cook, M. Gould, P. Lane, A. Box and M.
Lawrence (2). The following are also to be commended
for their scholastic achievements during the year: M.
Gaden, P. Henderson, J. Trotman, M. Allen, G. Colley,
J. Hendrick, P. Stretton and N. Beer.

We say goodbye to a number of boys this year: M.
Martin (Army), C. Martin (Vosper-Thorneycroft), B.
Bennett (Navy), B. Trimby (Navy), N. Mackie (Civil

Engineer), R. Alty (Merchant Navy), A. Box (Trainee
Manager) and M. Lawrence (RNC, Dartmouth). I am
sure that everyone joins me in wishing them all the best
in their new careers.

I would like to thank Mr. Long for all the time he has
spent making the House an efficient but very happy place
to live in in the past year; the same goes for Mrs.
Chamberlain for her unceasing efforts to make us
appreciate our surroundings, an often thankless task
which she pursues with great vigour. Our thanks also
to Mr. O'Brien and Mr. Markham, and especially Mr.
Albert, who is leaving us to go to Anson, for their
enthusiasm about the House and their willingness to put
themselves out for us. We wish Mr. Albert the best of
luck at Anson, and envy them having him.

Finally I would like to show my appreciation of my
colleagues Nigel Cook, Stephen Traynor and the rest
of the PO's for their continued efforts throughout the
year, resulting in the best conduct report ever. I wish
them and the rest of the House a very successful year
next year.

M. J. Lawrence
It is not easy to transfer to another House, but

Michael Lawrence has shown how profitable such a
move can be. He has been an excellent House Captain
and an inspiring leader and we wish him all success in
his career.

N G L
COLLINGWOOD HOUSE

Once again it has been a moderately successful year
all round for the House, with a few good sports results
and the usual quota of good class results. The kind of
team spirit that we have striven for on the sports field
fortunately has been largely maintained in the House
itself, which appears to be settling down in an atmos-
phere of general contentment that can only be good
for it.

On the Staff side we regret that Mr. Simon will be
leaving us. We wish him, and his family no less, every
happiness in his new House. At the same time we
extend our warmest greetings to Mr. Firth, who is to
be Mr. Simon's replacement. We also hope that Mr.
March has enjoyed his first year in Collingwood, and
that the slightly insane section in our midst have not
driven him to despair. Sackcloth and ashes wouldn't
suit him, anyway.

Also leaving, of course, is the usual quota of boys
from the House: "Gunts" Walton, Andrew Dotchin,
Alan Greenow, Nick Edwards, Dave Jackson, Chris
Hughes, Roger Nicholls, >who left at half term and who
already seems to be making quite a name for himself
in the Royal Marines, and Buster Brown. We wish them
every success in their intended careers.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Vingoe for his
continued tireless efforts to keep us somewhere within
the realms of sanity; and to thank the other members
of Staff, including, of course, Mrs. Kirk, who have
backed him up in this unenviable task.

S. A. Brown

CORNWALLIS HOUSE
Courage, Integrity, Enthusiasm

The years of groundwork laid over the years are now
beginning to reap the fruits of reward. ConvwaHis has
always been noted for its progressiveness and the past
year in the life of the House has proved no exception
to the rule. This progressiveness has been based on the
emphasis that the senior members should have more
say and responsibility in the running of affairs that
concern them. A notable success in this field has been
that of the House banking system, administered by two
seniors under the direction of John Daragon. So success-
ful has this experiment proved that another House has
instituted an identical system with a measured degree
of success.

Compositionwise the House has not altered very much
from what it was last year and we had very few new
boys during the last three terms. This fairly static
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population has meant that the House has been able to
mould itself into a fairly good team and achieve good
results in both the classroom and on the playing fields.
In the classroom we have had a fairly average year
which were enriched by a series of good tri-weekly
reports. On the games field the House had its most
distinguished successes as far as the seniors were con-
cerned and here they dominated the School for the three
terms. In Rugby and Soccer they narrowly lost in the
finals but in the Summer Term they won the Tennis.
The juniors had quite a degree of success when they
managed to reach on most occasions the semi-finals at
least. However, one sport deserves special mention and
that is Athletics. Until this term we had never won the
competition in living memory (in fact 1937 to be precise)
but thanks to the hard work of Chris Bell the House
was able to produce a great winning team. I would like
to congratulate him on a fine achievement. Of the other
sports I would like to congratulate David Williams for
maintaining the David Brown tradition of the House by
winning the Stewart Cup — a tough race by any stan-
dards. Our other material gains included the Junior
Cross-Country and the Inter-House Sailing Competition.

The end of the year is always a sad moment for any
House since there will be people leaving who have
contributed much to our small community. To Paul
Bradshaw (our captain extraordinary of the Rugby
Leagues, plus Soccer Leagues and Knock-Outs and a
host of others) and Chris Bell (our dynamic Athletics
captain and Wishbone Ash expert) I would like to give
my thanks for their services to the House. Of the others
that will be deoarting at the end of the Summer Term
(Messrs. R. McNab, N. McNab, R. Hand, J. Dunn)
I wish them luck in whatever they decide to do in the
future. This is also the time of the year when members
of the House express their thanks and gratitude to the
efforts of the members of Staff over the past three
terms. Firstly we would like to thank Mr. Edge for
his encouragement and industry over the past year.
Much credit must go to Mrs. Humphris, who has proved
herself a dynamo of industry in the House and an
efficient administrator. To Mr. Mayers, Mr. Brooke and
Mr. Grassland — many thanks for what they have done. •

The culmination of events this year has been the
winning of the Queen's Banner Competition. Ultimately
this is the competition every House wants to win but
it is not an end in itself. Cornwallis has been a fairly
happy place to live in, our successes reflect this, and
I hope it will continue for many years to come.

For my own part I would like to wish to all those who
are staying the best of luck in whatever they decide to
do in the future. My advice to them is to give of their
best to what they can. By giving a little there are hand-
some returns to be gained by such a policy. The future
is very much what you can make of it.

John T. Hadley
(And our thanks to John Hadley for being such an

assiduous Head of House. May health and happiness
follow him wherever he goes.)

D. J. Edge

DRAKE HOUSE
Drake started off the year with a mass intake of seven-

teen new jacks, a quarter of the House. Thanks to the
efforts of Mrs. Clark, Mr. Brennan and all the junior
side badge-boys they were soon fully kitted (no mean
feat) and initiated into the ways of house and school.
Mr. Birbeck also arrived that term, gaining, a deserved
popularity with the whole House and some idea of our
current prowess when the Senior Knock-out Rugby
team he nurtured were steamrollered in our usually
close "derby" match against Raleigh.

On the subject of sport we were naturally hampered
by having so young and small a House. The best per-
formance was turned in by the Senior Football side
who met Raleigh in the Knock-Out Competition and
stopped them with an excellent goal, by Monty Callow
from Steven Packer's top-class wing play. Since the team
were not fancied to do anything, and with players never

before being considered good enough, it was all the
more credit to them when they fell to only a single goal
against Nelson in the semi-final and finished third with
a three-all draw, winning on corners against Blake.

In the Boxing, a fixture which has had the name of
Drake associated with it for some time now, Stephen
Packer led a team to within striking distance, only to
lose a real chance to get a trophy by unfit finalists.

The juniors did somewhat better, gaining a second in
Rugby Leagues early in the year, the highest we would
get. This term we hit an all-time low with two senior
Cricket elevenths and two ninths in Swimming and Ath-
letics. However, thanks are due to our scattered School
learners who took great trouble to try and mould their
less gifted comrades into some sort of teams . . .

We picked up nine prizes on Speech Day between
five winners, which is reasonable, as has been our
educational record all year.

The sad list, those leaving, includes Monty Callow
to do Biochemistry at Manchester and to be replaced
by a smaller edition in September, Dick Bedwell to
the M.O.D., Bob Blythe to be a bootneck musician and
maybe myself to do Medicine. The Third Form lose
Howard Rugg. Mark Aldridge and Ian Geoghegan off
to local schools.

It only remains now for me to thank Mr. Brennan
for all his efforts throughout the year, Mrs. Clark for
all she does to make the House habitable and civilised,
Messrs. Birbeck, Paterson and Edwards for all their
contributions to the House, and of course the House
itself, seniors and juniors, the good lads and villains, for
efforts creditable to a young House throughout the year.
Special thanks to all POs, Mack Edwards, Monty
Callow, Dick Bedwell, Kev White, Steve Packer, Mick
Owen, Dave Finney, Jeff Stewart, Dave Smith and our
ex, Paul Long, and I wish them all the best in the next
year.

Zac
HAWKE HOUSE

"Strike"
Once again the year ends with the House having

maintained its high standard of conduct, bearing and
classwork, with a first, second and third place in the
final order. These are the important fields of endeavour
which set the tone of the House. On the games field
our teams were remarkable for their effort rather than
their skill; the greatest sports disappointment coming
in the Swimming Competition, where "Benny" Holmes
had justifiable hopes of a win, but through the illness
in the heats of Chris Wallis, and in the finals of Martyn
Colbeck, we had to be satisfied with a place lower in
the order. But all credit to the juniors, who at Cricket
got to third place, and might easily have reached the
final itself, and to all those who have given time and
energy so willingly throughout the year in all the House
sides.

To those leaving the House we extend our best wishes
for the future and our thanks for their efforts in the
past — in particular to Tony Lilly, last year's Head of
House, whose matrimonial prospects seem even more
certain than his opportunities of other employment! We
congratulate Steven Cater on his appointment 'as Head
of School. In conclusion, our thanks to Miss Bush and
Mrs. Clark for their untiring efforts on our behalf, and
to Mr. Eatock and Mr. Goddard for their work in
Hawke, with best wishes for success in their new posts.
We look forward to the arrival of Mr. C. Chick, as
resident assistant master, and to renewing our associa-
tion with Mr. R. E. Guilbert and Mr. S. A. Cresswell.

A.A.H.
HOOD HOUSE

Loyalty, Sincerity, Industry
This year was one of many changes, reinforced by the

many alterations in School discipline. The trend was
carried on in Hood. The most noticeable changes were
the diminishing Sixth Form, the lack of major sports
trophies and the change of House Matron. The fact that
our Sixth Form is getting smaller creates room for more
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responsibility to our younger boys. No doubt in a few
years the situation will be reversed again. The lack of
major trophies cannot be due to lack of effort, though
we were disappointed. No grumbling at our Boxing,
Rugby and Junior Tennis teams though, who without
key School players made a notable effort. The result
being a win in Boxing and Tennis. For the juniors, it was
a long-awaited win. Let's hope they don't have to
wait as long again. Well done!

Mrs. Grinter moved to Repton Public School to look
after sixteen girls who were just beginning. We wish
her and the children a happy future.

Our thanks must go to the Staff who have all made
large contributions in maintaining the happiness in the
House. Miss Gascoin, who was previously noted for
her singing, is finding new talents as House Matron. It
has been a hard last term in the year and we appreciate
this.

This year's leavers are Dave Scott, Andre Janes, Mike
Richardson, Andy Smith, Phillip Zammit, Andrew
Taylor, Geoffrey Crump, Robert Spencer, Alan Newson,
Nicholas Shepherd, Peter MacLeod, Antony Coulson
and Mark Atkinson. Ian Coulson and Jeffrey Stonehouse
left at half term. I would like to wish the others all the
best and God-speed.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Cairns for his
total involvement and dedication in the House. He has
had a hard year but I'm sure he is ready to tackle many
more. We owe an apology to his family if we have kept
him from his home. I wish him and the rest of the
House, good luck. Thank you all.

M. B. Richardson
HOWE HOUSE

It has been a successful year for the House by any
standards, obtaining notable achievements in many fields.

Our sporting achievements have been dogged by near
misses, in particular in Athletics and Boxing where
despite N. Tink's efforts the House only managed a close
second position.

In Sailing D. Beattie and crew made a determined
effort and managed an overall second position.

The Cross-Country teams did very well, especially
the Intermediate age group, which led by B. Taylor
finished a victorious first. Special to mention are N.
Sanders and G. Hughes who in their junior event
succeeded in obtaining first and second places.

Once again we did very well in the Shooting Com-
petitions. The team, captained by M. Nash, retained the
Shooting trophy and came second in the Tile Shooting.

The Summer Term saw us showing our true form
when the Swimming team, captained enthusiastically by
N. Smith, toppled the long-standing champions. D. Sheriff
excelled himself in his individual event by winning the
Moncrieff Cup.

In school work, although not excelling ourselves, a
high standard has been maintained throughout the year
and many of the House received prizes.

Our overall abilities were reflected in the high position
we reached in the Queen's Banner Competition where
we came third.

Nine boys are leaving us this year and to them we
offer our best wishes and good luck in whatever future
career they may follow.

To finish it is my privilege to offer on behalf of the
House our thanks to all involved in the running of the
House. To Miss Belsham whose hard work throughout
the year has made life easier for the boys, and to our
assistant masters Mr. Nunn and Mr. Evans. A special
thanks must be given to Mr. Meredith, our assistant
housemaster, who is leaving the School this term. All in
the House will miss his keen sense of humour and we
all wish him and his wife the best of luck.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Saunders whose
hard work and efficient manner has moulded the House
into the success that it is now.

N.G.P.
NELSON HOUSE

Despite the lack of a House Matron for much of

the year the House has pulled together very well and we
have much to be pleased about. Michael Johnson
provided great inspiration during the first term of the
year, and for this we thank him as well as congratulating
him on his award of an Open Scholarship to Oxford.

In sport our senior sides did very well this year,
winning both the Football and the Cricket Knock-Out
Competitions under the able guidance of Rick Trowern
and Mark Raymond. The juniors did not win their sports
but their enthusiasm and spirit was as great, if not
greater, as the seniors', and if they persevere they can
look forward to success in the coming years.

In the classroom much hard work was done by most
of the House, although we were unfortunate because
our efforts were not truly reflected in the tri-weekly
reports. Nevertheless names such as Mark Elswood and
Robert Gibson stick in my mind among the highest
Nelson plus-getters.

Finally there are thanks due to all those who have
helped run the House this year. First, the House prefects
must be congratulated for their efforts in the House
this year when there have been hard and easy times.
Second, all the boys in Nelson would like to thank
the members of Staff, Mr. Nioholls for all his help,
Messrs. Silvester and Davis for the overwhelming in-
terest they have taken in the House, Mrs. Bartleet for
her very hard work which did not go unnoticed, and
finally, Mr. Crick for his continued efforts to do the
best for every single boy in the House.

C. Jeynes
RALEIGH HOUSE

To emulate last year's success would have been
extremely difficult, but 1974 saw the House maintain
its high work-rate and enthusiasm on the games field.
The seniors retained their supremacy upon the Rugby
field by winning again the Rugby Shield. Bad luck in
the Football was somewhat redeemed by a creditable
third in the Cricket. The juniors, however, fielding
young sides were not expected to do well but their
keenness bodes well for the future. Notable achieve-
ments were made in the Swimming (fourth); and in the
Chess and Shooting Competitions where the teams did
much better than expected.

The past year also saw a steady improvement in the
work-rate of the House, results being reflected in the
tri-weekly reports. A further illustration to this point is
shown in the number of boys from Raleigh who were
prize-winners on Speech Day.

However, the end of the year was tinged with a note
of sadness. The House unwillingly loses Mr. Firth, who
leaves for another House; and Mr. Williams who after
making such a splash in the House leaves for higher
planes. We wish him and Mrs. Hetherington, who is
also leaving, all the best in the future.

T. Burgoyne

ST. VINCENT HOUSE
For a Senior Cross-Country team that hadn't been

round the course more than twice, and had vowed that
they wouldn't take the race too seriously, I reckon that
we did quite well to come first. As if that wasn't enough
to shock everyone, we followed that outstanding result
by winning the Inter-House Tile Shooting Competition.
However, that is not so surprising, as most of the team
got a lot of shooting practice in that term.

Other sports had more down-to-earth results; al-
though we did finish second in the Junior Cricket
Knock-Out and in the Junior Cricket. Our "brain-boxes"
also managed a second in Chess. One other notable
result was that in the Swimming Sports, when we al-
most regained our time-honoured position of eleventh.

On the academic side of life we have done quite well
this term. We had three who came first in class — N.
Samson, M. Page and R. Parkin, and four who were

Photographs: The History Suite 1 and 2; Mr. and Mrs.
York; A School Science Laboratory; all by R. M.
Edwards. The School Play by D. M. Paterson.
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second — A. Redwood, A. Bowden, S. Brankin and M.
O'Grady. A special mention must be given to Matthew
O'Grady, our new "super brain", for getting over forty
pluses in his first year here.

We have an extra ordinary number of leavers this
year — sixteen in all. Mark Lucas hopes to go to Bath
University to read Economics, and Roland Ashby, a
newcomer to St. Vincent when he was transferred from
Hawke, will be going to South Africa. Ray Smy, Sammy
Boyce, John Murray, Steve O'Connell and Paul Marshall
are all joining various branches of the Merchant Navy.
Simon Jay has already joined the RAF as a PTJ. P. C.
Kerry-Fox will be helping to maintain (?) law and
order in the Police Force, Andrew Hewett joins the
Post Office (as a postman?) and Pete Murray is going
to a Sixth Form College. Apart from these, Chris Talbot,
Jim Challinor and the two Page brothers are also leav-
ing. Finally, I will be going to Shoreditch Training
College to do some more Woodwork.

Although Mr. Henley was assistant master in St.
Vincent for only a term, he made a great impact on
everyone. His all-to-short stay will long be remembered
and he will always be welcome here.

In his place we welcomed Mr. Morgan. Entirely
different from other assistant masters we have had, he
has done very well, and we hope he will enjoy many
more years in the House. We thank Mr. Marshall for
his good work 'as assisting master and deputy to Mr.
Hawkins. Finally we come to the "old faithfuls". Mr.
Hawkins and Miss Gardner have worked extremely
hard as usual to keep St. Vincent going and we are
exceedingly grateful to both of them for the amount
of effort they have put into their work.

In conclusion, T express my deepest sympathy to
"Plonk" Parkin, who inherits the position of "Head of
House". However, I wish him the best of luck in his
next two years.

John Barrie

VOLLEYBALL CLUB
Volleyball, the newest club on the School "scene"

got off to a great start, with more than thirty regular
members. The club was started for those Fifth- and Sixth-
Formers who wanted to improve their game and those
who would be playing rugby next term and wanted to
keep fit.

There were four permanent teams, one of the chiefs,
the masters, and two Fifth- and Sixth-Form teams. Each
team played a different team on a rota basis. It was
generally reckoned that the best team comprised: D.
Marsh, A. Jones, N. Cook, S. Cooke, C. Sherry and S.
Traynor. Second was one which only had three really
prominent members who were: D. Williams, M. Eyre
and D. Crane. The chiefs and masters, though they
played well, were never in the hunt.

Much credit must go to Mr. Gentry, Mr. Nicholls and
Mr. Birbeck who did much of the initial organising and
helped everyone improve their game to a much higher
standard than could have been hoped for at the outset.

N. R. Cook

SWIMMING
P 9 W 4 L 5

This year has proved to be a fairly disappointing year,
and for the first time, the Swimming team has lost more
matches than it has won. Consolation can be taken from
the fact that the swimming pool was closed for most
of the winter, but even so with a little more training
from a few more actual team members matches such as
the last match v Ipswich could have been won rather
than lost.

In this year's Inter-House Competitions there was only
one record broken, and that was by the Hawke Senior
Medley Relay team in the heats. The full results were
as follows:
Winning House: Howe — 111 pts.

U-12: Freestyle, Pratt, G., 28.5 sees.; Breaststroke,
Moss, S., 37.2 sees.; Backstroke, Razey, P., 37.1 sees.;

3 x 1 length Relay (Collingwood), 1 min. 44.3 sees.
U-13: Freestyle, Sheriff, D., 25 sees.; Breaststroke,

Petrie, N., 31.4 sees.; Backstroke, Cronin, T., 29.9 sees.;
Butterfly, Beaton, K., 30.6 sees.; 3 x 1 length Relay
(Cornwallis), 1 min. 26.8 sees.

U-14: Freestyle, Paton, R., 53.6 sees.; Breaststroke,
Galloway, T., 73.3 sees.; Backstroke, Kinnaird, S., 65.2
sees.; Butterfly, Paton, R. 26.9 sees.; 4 x 1 length Relay
(Anson), 1 min. 57.2 sees.

U-15: Freestyle, Eyre, J., 50 sees.; Breaststroke, Shaw,
M., 62.6 sees.; Backstroke, Barrie, D., 62.4 sees.; Butter-
fly, Shaw, M., 24.8 sees.; 4 x 1 length Relay (Blake),
1 min. 48.00 sees.

O-15: Freestyle, Williams, D. 81.1 sees.; Breaststroke,
Holmes, T., 102.5 sees.; Backstroke, Williams, D., 91
sees.; Butterfly, Davis, S., 54.7 sees.; 4 x 1 length Relay
(Raleigh), 1 min. 44.8 sees.

Open 4 x 1 length Individual Medley, Davis, S., 2
mins. 8.0 sees.; 6 x 1 length Freestyle Relay (Cornwallis),
2 mins. 18.4 sees.

Congratulations to Howe who wrested the Shield from
Anson for only the second time in twelve years.

The other major internal swimming events were the
Moncrieff Cup, for Juniors, and the Stewart Cup for
the Seniors. In the Moncrieff Cup, Sheriff, D., was first,
Tompkinson, G., second, with Cronin, T., third.

In the Stewart Cup, Williams, D., was first, Davis, S.,
was second and Dobson, S., third.

The East v West waterpolo finished this year with a
4-3 win for the West, thus giving them the overall lead
by one win in the competition.
Divisional Relays: During this Summer Term the Inter-
mediate and Senior teams entered for the Divisional
Relays at Waltham Forest and produced very creditable
results. The Intermediate Medlay Relay team of Wood,
I., Shaw, M., Paton, R., and Eyre, J., were second in
their event, while in the Freestyle, Burton, A., Shaw, M.,
Paton, R., and Eyre, J., were first. The Seniors did
even better with the Medley team of O'Hara, S.,
Holmes, T., Davis, S., and Williams, D., and the Free-
style team of Barrie, J., Williams, D., Holmes, T., and
Davis, S., taking first position in both events. Although
the times of the Intermediate teams do not look pro-
mising for entry into the Nationals, the times of the
Seniors could possibly prove fast enough, and if we do
qualify we look forward to seeing Joe (Barrie) and
Benny (Holmes), who leave us this term at the
Nationals.

In the Relays at the Bishop's Stortford Festival our
Intermediate teams did not fair quite so well, coming
sixth in the Medley Relay out of fourteen and eighth
in the Freestyle Relay, again out of fourteen.

It has proved a difficult year for the Juniors, unable to
train through the winter months but a good number have
shown commendable keenness and put up spirited
performances with a consequent improvement noticeable
in the last two matches.

Two notable individual performances were the gaining
of ASA Gold Awards by T. Holmes (Breaststroke) and
S. Davis (Butterfly).

Finally congratulations to all those who received
colour awards and thanks to Mr. Rodway who continues
to devote so much time and energy for the benefit of
the School swimmers.
Colour Awards

Colts: Re-awards, M. Shaw; New awards, R. Paton, J.
Eyre, I. Wood.

1st Team: Re-awards, S. Davis, J. Barrie, T. Holmes;
New awards, D. Williams, S. O'Hara, S. Dobson.

S. M. Davies

ATHLETICS REPORT
The Athletics team has had a very good season.
The senior team won both of its matches. The

triangular match against Ipswich and Woolverstone was
very close, we just pipped Woolverstone at the post
with Ipswich nowhere to be seen. Against Northgate we
had a truly impressive victory, winning by 84 points to
41 points.
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The junior teams won all of their matches which were
against St. Joseph's College.

The enthusiasm for Athletics this season has once
again been shown by the results gained in Area Cham-
pionships. Twenty-eight of our athletes competed in the
East Suffolk Trials, nineteen of whom qualified for the
Suffolk Championships. In these Championships we had
six Ists, three 2nds and two 3rds.

During the season new Inter-School Records were
established by:

U-13: J. Keeble, 100 metres, 13.5 sees., beat old record
13.7 sees. (1971); R. Keyzor, Javelin, 22.95 metres, beat
old record 22.21 metres (1972).

U-14: N. McNab, 100 metres, 12.8 sees., beat old
record 13.0 sees. (1972).

U-15: P. Eady, 80 metres hurd., 12.7 sees., equalling
record (1970); D. Wall, Pole Vault, 2.53 metres, beat old
record 2.38 metres (1971).

U-17: M. Childs, 200 metres, 23.5 sees., beat old record
24.4 sees. (1972); D. Crane, Triple Jump, 12.52 metres.
be?.t old record 12.09 metres (1967).

O-17: A. Cronin, 5,000 metres, 16 mins. 59.6 sees.,
beat old record 17 mins. 23.6 sees. (1973).

The Inter-Form Athletic Competitions again proved
popular. Rivalry amongst the junior forms provided
great enthusiasm among competitors and spectators.

Results: Third Form winners, 3X; Second Form
winners, 2Bii and 2X; First Form winners, IX.

The Five-Star Award Scheme attracted the interest of
many junior boys. Five boys gained special awards for
exceptionally high scores. It is regrettable that more
senior boys do not enter for these awards. However N.
Tink gained a Five-Star Award in the very demanding
U-20 age-group decathlon.

Sports Day was once again blessed with good weather
and competition was as keen as ever. Nelson's run of
success came to an abrupt end with a splendid victory
by a very strong and determined Cornwallis team, but
Howe kept the issue in doubt right up to the penultimate
event. Three records were broken and two equalled.

U-12: J. Keeble, 100 metres. 13.8 sees., equalled
record (1972)

U-13: N. McNab, 100 metres, 13.0 sees., equalled
record (1973).

U-14: N. Robertson, 800 metres, 2 mins. 12.7 sees.,
beat old record 2 mins. 14.7 sees. (1970).

U-15: A. Allport, Pole Vault, 2.59 metres, beat old
record 2.54 metres (1968).

O-15: C. Bell, 100 metres hurd., 14.7 sees., beat old
record 14.9 sees. (1970).

Results: 1st, Cornwallis, 220; 2nd, Howe, 203|; 3rd,
St. Vincent, 166; 4th, Blake, 160i; 5th, Nelson, 154; 6th,
Collingwood, 144; 7th, Hawke, 121; 8th, Anson, 115;
9th, Drake, 96; 10th, Raleigh, 50i; llth. Hood, 26|.

Colours awarded this year were: Senior—C. Bell, D.
Cornwall (re-awards), N. Tink, R. Parkin, S. Cater, S.
Wilson; Colts—R. Paton, W. Hakin, L. Walton, S.
Bownay, N. Robertson, P. Eady.

All our thanks go to Messrs. Saunders, Gentry,
Horner and Firth for their coaching and time during the
season.

N. Tink
SAILING

This year, unlike many years, produced no really
oustanding helmsman. In the Inter-House Sailing
Races, the eventual winners were Cornwallis, but Hawke
and Howe were extremely close behind.

In the School Sailing the only success of the year was
against the Old Boys, but we were sailing against a team
weakened by members not being able to attend. At
Chatham the ASC crew reached the final, but breakages
forced them to retire.

At the East Anglian Schools Regatta on Oulton
Broads conditions were bad and breakages of boats' gear
forced the School's retirement.

Although the School has not had much success in its
sailing yet, I feel it is only a matter of time until all the

tuition of the instructors pays off. In all the standard of
sailing has continued to improve and all of us owe a
great deal to the work of the instructors.

D. Finney
SHOOTING

We started the year off by narrowly losing to our
closest rivals, the Duke of York's school. The margin
was only three points. Last term we took part in two
major competitions, the Country Life and the Ozanne,
but as yet the results have not been announced. This
year the Caledonia Cup was won by D. Green, runner-
up was J.. Bowyer. Howe won the Inter-House Shooting
with Cornwallis second, and St. Vincent won the Tile
Shooting with Howe second.

Throughout the year the whole team has had experi-
ence in various forms of shooting, from SMG to SLR
at HMS Ganges, and 1 am sure that the whole team,
M. Nash (Capt.), D. Green, J. Daragon, S. Weaving,
I. Bateson, D. Beattie, S. Taylor and J. Bowyer,
appreciate the help Mr. Coombes has given throughout
the year.

Crackshot
GYMNASTICS

The team this year had some fair results in the Suffolk
Schools Championships which were held at East Berg-
holt Sports Centre. Of those who participated we had
the following results:

O-13: S. Kemp, 1st; N. Tink, 3rd; G. Probert, 5th:
M. Freeny, 6th.

U-13: G. Hughes, 3rd; S. Hughes, 4th: A. Smith, 5th.
Kemp and Tink were selected to represent Suffolk in

the East of England Championships; however, due to
injuries they were unable to attend. We also entered
three teams of four boys in the Schools' Teams' Cham-
pionships, but had little success. This year's Display
teams, both senior and junior, have performed well.
There has been a marked increase in interest in the
Display teams which has been very pleasing. The
teams performed at St. Mary's Hospital, Tattingstone;
Women's Institute Fete, Holbrook; Sutton Carnival;
and Kesgrave Junior School. Once again the climax of
the season came on Speech Day with all the School's
gymnasts performing on the new equipment provided
by HMS Ganges.

The oustanding performers this year were:
Senior: N. Tink (Capt.), S. Kemp, M. Hiokson and D.

Beattie.
Junior: G. Hughes, A. Smith. D. Sheriff, G. Probert

and M. Murray.
But most of the credit must surely go to Mr. Powell.

our instructor, for his continual interest in the boys and
their activities.

N. A. Tink
GOLF

Throughout the year golf was pursued with increasing
enthusiasm and popularity, the climax being on the last
Friday of term when, whilst the likes of Player and
Oosterhuis were playing the Lytham links, we too were
playing our own tournament, using the six holes dotted
about the playing fields. The School Championship
consisted of 18 holes of stroke-play, off handicap, and
the tiny, often steep and bumpy greens posed a daunting
prospect to the short game for any golfer. Ask Charlie
Pittam who having reached the par 3 ninth hole in 1
shot, then proceeded to take 9 strokes to sink his putt!
For the unfortunate golfer whose ball stopped above the
pin on that particularly steep green, the downhill putt
certainly required a "delicate" touch.

Another particularly difficult hole was the long par
4 hole which, for the ambitious golfer, entailed a second
shot over about 100 yards of barley field. The farmer
will probably make more money from selling golf-balls
than he will from harvesting the crop.

It was hardly surprising that no one played to his
handicap. From a total of sixteen golfers there were
only 15 pars and 1 birdie. Clubs seemed to be flying
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everywhere. Mike Lawrence, whose drive at the first
travelled precisely 12 inches, spent 5 minutes looking
for one of his clubs in the barley field.

The tournament was won by Dave Marsh (handicap
24) who returned a nett 77 (the par of the course was
70). Second was probably the best golfer in the School
at the time, Arthur Jones (handicap 13) who returned
a nett 79. Third was D. Green and fourth was Mike
Lawrence. Of Andrew Dotchin who returned a gross
137 (67 over par): "Hard luck, 'Dotch', we all have
our off days! "

All in all, I don't th ink we had laughed so much in
years. The tournament was a large success and enjoyed
by all, and I would like to thank all those concerned
for their help and hard work, especially Mr. Cairns,
who took this year's 6B for gym., for his advice and
encouragement.

We hope this was the start of an Annual Golf Tour-
nament, and the foundation for other golfing activities
such as excursions to the courses in Ipswich.

Finally, I would like to wish all those golfers leaving
the best of luck for the future.

Nos Robinson
LAWN TENNIS

This was a season which started with a great flourish
and high hopes but which tailed off a little, with the
weather, in July. It was nevertheless our most successful
season so far.

The only school to beat us at 1st VI level was North-
gate Grammar School, our old rivals, who did so in the
two Suffolk Schools League matches. However, we
achieved our best results ever in the Glanvill Cup by
beating Northgate and Norwich School in the first
round, only to lose at Watford to Magdalen College
School, Oxford, and Watford Grammar School in the
second round.

The 1st VI played some excellent, attractive tennis
and really enjoyed their matches. C. Jeynes (Nelson),
the Captain, leaves us, but the remainder stay for next
season. Colours were re-awarded to Jeynes and new
awards made to D. Marsh (Hood), M. Colbeck (Hawke),
A. Jones (Cornwallis), R. Wollan (Blake) and R. Drewett
(Raleigh), making the highest number of awards in any
one season and reflecting the success the team has
enjoyed. R. Fryatt (Anson) and M. Thompson (Raleigh)
also played in several matches.

Matches have been played in all age groups, with
Under-12s being involved for the first time, as well as
more fixtures for the Under-13s. It is possible that an
Under-13 League will be started in the Ipswich area
next year. The Old Boys, with their new recruits Douglas
Wright and David de la Plain, and with Alan Bedwell,
notably supported by Noel Smith, Adrian Layton and
Bernard Cressey, forced a draw in the Annual match —
their best result to date.

The House competitions resulted in Cornwallis taking
the Lloyd Cup for the first time, beating Hood, the
holders, in a close final. Raleigh were third. The final's
result was reversed in the Junior competition, with
Hood beating Cornwallis. Nelson were third. It is sad
lo think that some Houses do not take this competition
seriously enough to encourage and train their boys to
play with reasonable knowledge and success. The talent
is there and with facilities among the best in the country
at a school, it seems such a pity to miss the opportunity.

The Age Group Champions for 1974 were:
U-15: D. Greenfield (Cornwallis) who beat P. Merrick

(Raleigh).
U-14: M. Toms (Hood) who beat K. Macaulay-Black

(Blake).
U-13: A. Lee (St. Vincent) who beat R. Woon

(Raleigh).
U-12: A. Moorcraft (Howe) who beat J. Farr (St.

Vincent).
During the Autumn and Spring Terms the top School

players took part in our first Indoor Championships and
enjoyed some excellent matches. C. Jeynes beat M.
Colbeck in a well-contested final and D. Marsh beat

R. Wollan for third place. Matches against local Suffolk
boys were played on Saturday evenings in the gym.
during the winter. These competitions keep the team
in "good shape" for the season and their value can be
seen in this year's results.

In the BSLTA Regional Singles Tournaments we had
some success at senior level, when our first team of
Jeynes and Colbeck lost in the final at Norwich to
Belfairs High School, Leigh-on-Sea. But although the
juniors played well and enjoyed the competition, they
did not win anything at Cambridge. At Wimbledon, in
the Clark Cup Competition in July, both teams of
Jeynes and Colbeck (Seniors) and Merrick and Green-
field (Juniors) lost their first round matches, and at the
time of writing were fighting in the "Plate" competition.
It should be remembered that the standard in these
BSLTA Tournaments is very high and the leading
junior players in the country take part.

This season has not been the easiest for the ground
staff — the Spring weather was so dry that the grass
was poor at the start of the season and then with the
prolonged period without rain it did not improve much.
The "Hood courts" were rested and this added to the
wear of the other courts because Houses were sharing
them. Now that the new surrounding netting is fitted,
Hood courts will be used for matches next year. Under
these difficulties Mr. B. Wilson and his staff have done
wonders and merit our grateful thanks.

Mr. D. Mayers again undertook regular coaching and
has been instrumental in helping to raise the general
standard of the game over recent years. Mr. R. Edwards
and Mr. D. O'Brien have helped to supervise School
matches and School tournaments. To all of them our
sincere thanks are extended.

W.E.C.
BOXING

With the restructure of the intake at HMS Ganges,
our sole remaining School fixture disappeared, and our
boxing programme for the year was confined to our
Inter-House Competition.

There is still much interest and enthusiasm for this
comoetition, particularly at junior level, and twice each
week throughout the term scores of boys turned up to
sunport the competitors from their House.

For the finals of the competition we were once
more very fortunate in being able to borrow the boxing
ring from HMS Ganges, and we are grateful to them
for this, and for helping to provide the officials for the
occasion.

There were some hard, keenly-fought bouts before
Hood House emerged as the winners, narrowly defeat-
ing Howe House.

AJ.
LIFE SAVING

Due to the closure of the swimming pool for the
second half of the Autumn Term and most of the
Spring Term, few Royal Life Saving examinations have
been taken this year. The only ones being during the
Summer Term, when a number of boys were successfully
entered for examinations ranging from "Intermediate" to
"Distinction" and "Teachers". All examinations were
taken within the new syllabus for the first time. In
November we were called upon to present a Display
team showing the new syllabus of skills for a group
of examiners, the team consisted of Trent Holmes, Peter
Eales and David Galloway.

During the year Shaun O'Hara and David Galloway
were placed third in the South-Eastern Schools' Com-
petition, unfortunately missing a visit to the National
Finals by one place.

As usual, warm thanks are passed on to Mr. Good,
who although he retired in 1973, still comes in three
times a week to run the classes, passing on his vast
wealth of knowledge to enthusiastic juniors. Our thanks
are also passed on to Mr. Hardy for organising the
classes.

P. J. Eales
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CROSS-COUNTRY
This year has been very successful for Cross-Country.

Six boys reached the All-England Final, of which two
were Suffolk Champions.

Colours were awarded to the following boys who took
part in the All-England: K. Tesh, C. Hook, D. Trowern,
A. Cronin, N. Robertson and R. Paton. Re-awards to
C. Bell.

Here is the result of the School Cross-Country, win-
ning House overall in parentheses:

Junior: N. Sanders (Cornwallis).
Intermediate: N. Herbert (Howe).
Senior: K. Tesh (St. Vincent).
All the School matches were won quite convincingly.

Lastly I must thank Mr. Gentry and Mr. Homer who
helped the runners to achieve this high standard. Mr.
Gentry for arranging the fixtures and the Running
Club, and Mr. Homer for his consistent training and
advice.

K. Tesh
FOOTBALL

1ST XI
P 1 4 W7 D 2 L5 Goals for 28 Against 19

Although it took over a term to find our best team
and formation, this season proved to be quite successful,
and with a little more luck our record could have been
even more impressive.

Our strongest department was undoubtedly our de-
fence, where S. Davis had numerous excellent games.

Unfortunately our midfield and attackers never quite
had the flair to pierce strong defences, and it was mainly
our hard work that brought just rewards.

Our lack of consistency was shown by the fact that
on only one occasion did we win two consecutive games.
However, good results were recorded against Harwich
(6-1), Wymondham (4-0), Eaton (2-0) and a very useful
Ashlyn's side (2-1).

Finally I would like to thank Mr. Saunders for his
continued hard work and wish S. Davis and I. Jones
all the luck for the coming season.

Colours: Re-awards—R. Trowern (Capt.).
New Awards—S. Davis, M. Lawrence (Vice-Capt.),

M. Raymond, T. Burgoyne, S. Jay, P. Beadle and I.
Jones.

The following also played: N. Poolman, R. Thorpe,
P. Zammitt, P. Long, S. Weaving, M. Childs, R. Bedwell,
C. Jeynes and C. Gubbey.

R. Trowera
2ND XI
P 7 W 4 D 2 L I

It was by no means a bad season for us with the only
defeat being against the Royal Liberty School and
several good victories tucked under our belts. Our
football was generally of a very high standard, although
at times it lacked the punch required to score goals.
Nevertheless this was overcome towards the end of the
season when our attacking wingers, Nick Edwards and
Paul Underwood, started to make their presence felt.
As ever, we suffered because the 1st XI took our players,
but all things considered we fought well against the
odds. Our success was due to the excellent co-operation
of the team and the incessant hard work from Chris
Gubbey served as a good example for the rest of the
team.

The following played for the 2nd XI: C. Jeynes
(Capt.), A. G. L. Jones, S. Wearing, R. Bedwell, N.
Poolman, M. Childs, M. Edwards, C. Gubbey, M. Cal-
low, A. Lilly, S. Jay, N. Edwards, N. Tink, L.
McKechnie, P. Long, P. Underwood, M. Richardson
and C. Titterington.

C. Jeynes
3RD XI
P 7 W 3 D 1 L 3 Goals for 16 Against 10

The team started the season slowly, losing our only
two away games, but from then on we were unbeaten
until our last match when a very good Landseer 1st XI
beat us 4-0. The best team performances came against
the Staff, when we drew 1-1, against Chantry where we

won 3-0, and in a challenge match against the 2nd XI
when we won by the only goal.

The strength of the team was a good midfield, Paul
Long, Harry Hibberd and "Monty" Callow with two
very fast wingers in Paul Redmond and Paul Under-
wood. In defence Kev White and Andre Jones played
well.

The team enjoyed its football throughout the season,
and the credit for this must go to Mr. Evans. On behalf
of the team 1 would like to thank him for the time he
willingly spent with the team.

Results were: Landseer (A), lost 1-2; Farlingaye (A),
lost 2-3; Farlingaye (H), won 2-0; Staff (H), drew 1-1;
Chantry (H), won 3-0; Wymondham (H), won 7-0;
Landseer (H), lost 4-0.

Team was chosen from (goalscorers in parentheses):
A. Jones, M. Goddard (1), D. Marsh. D. Wells (2), K.
White, P. Long (1), M. Hibberd (1), M. Callow, P.
Underwood (1), P. Redmond (2), M. Hickson (3), D.
Crane (1) and M. Atkinson (1).

Also played: L. Snow, N. Edwards (1), Cotton (1),
D. Beattie, L. McKechnie, D. Cornwall and J. Lilley.

D. Wells
COLTS XI
P 12 W 10 D 1 L I Goals for 58 Against 19

The season was a long one, with the first game played
in the Autumn Term against Harwich. This match pro-
mised much for the rest of the season.

The side was firm at the back, and very creative in
midfield. The forwards tended to make the best of the
chances they received, but there was no one of authority
in the front line. However, the final record shows a
fine number of goals scored, which says much for their
application, speed and determination.

Good victories were gained against Royal Liberty S.
5-2, Ashlyn's 9-0, Earl's Colne 10-3 and 2-1 against
Northgate G.S. away, after an earlier 3-3 home result
against the same team. The final game of the season
against Eaton S. proved too much, the Colts going down

Colours were awarded to (goals in parentheses): D.
Prince (Capt.) (5), G. Watkinson (2), S. Duncan (8), S.
Edwards, C. Johnson, W. Singleton, A. Airport, I.
Dunnington (14), J. Dunford (10) and R. Wakeham (11).

Others who played were: P. Hannan (5), G. Fieldson,
C. Earle, D. Greenfield, J. Lisle and K. Knight.

M.J.N.
U-14 XI
P9 W5 DO L4 Goals fo r 27 Against 26

Results: v Harwich CHS (A), won 4-2; v Northgate
(H), lost 2-3; v Brentwood (H), lost 2-8; v Landseer (A),
lost 0-2; v Brentwood (A), won 4-2; v Northgate (A),
won 5-3; v Landseer (H), lost 1-3; v Harwich (H), won
6-1; v Chantry (H), won 3-2.

The following boys played regularly: L. Watton, C.
Brown, T. Galloway, P. C. V. Eady, G. D. Tesh, S. G.
Mason, C. Ashborn, J. M. Ford, C. D. Wallis, N. J.
Robertson, P. J. Hancock, P. N. Flay; also played P J.
Harkness, P. J. Hart, W. D. Hakin and R. W. Ferguson.

After a poor start to the season the team settled in to
play some attractive attacking football. With the in-
troduction of Flay into the attack and Ashborn to full-
back, an excellent win was gained over Brentwood to
avenge an earlier defeat and the confidence and team-
work improved considerably.

I hope that Wallis can regain his appetite for the
game. If so I predict a very successful season as
Under-15.

R.E.E.
U-13 XI
P 8 W 1 D 1 L 6 Goals for 14 Against 27

After a good start to the season with a hard-earned
draw and a good win at Northgate G.S., the side then
suffered six defeats, though some of these were close
affairs.

Basically the team lacked determination, but they kept
playing useful football. Unfortunately goals were hard
to come by. The season finished early with the Second-
Year cruise.
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The team was selected from: Foale, Sol ley, Bracher,
Grantham, Woon (Capt.), Stannard, Sears. McKechnie,
Barker, Hughes, Moakes, Read, Sanders, Shirley, Sever
and Purling.

M.J.N.
U-12 XI
P 7 W2 DO L5 Goals for 14 Against 24

This was not a very successful season as the above
playing record shows. A heavy defeat by Brentwood
early on did not help the confidence of the team,
although this result was almost reversed later in the
season. However, the team tried hard and one hopes that
they will improve next year. The following were regular
Ham members: Tizard (Capt.), Walkerdine, Farr, Lucas,
Hendrick, Grace, Parson, Holloway, Furmidge, Luft,
Allen, Hannah and Thompson.

B.H.

INTER-HOUSE KNOCK-OUT COMPETITIONS
Final positions

Senior: (1) Nelson; (2) Cornwallis; (3) Drake; (4)
Blake; (5) St. Vincent; (6) Howe; (7) Raleigh; (8) Hawke;
(9) Collingwood; (10) Hood; ( I I ) Anson.

Junior: (1) Collingwood; (2) Hawke; (3) St. Vincent;
(4) Howe; (5) Nelson; (6) Cornwallis; (7) Drake; (8)
Blake; (9) Anson; (10) Raleigh; (11) Hood.

CRICKET
1ST XI
P 8 W 1 L 3 D 4

Not a impressive analysis, but as good as we could
reasonably expect with the talent available.

Of the thirteen players who represented the 1st XI
during the season, seven had a highest score of less than
twenty runs, and we invariably relied on Boyce,
Burgoyne, Jay, Jones or Trowern.

We were unfortunate to lose the services of Simon
Jay half-way through the season. He cut his hand rather
badly whilst doing the long jump in Athletics, and prior
to his accident he had been one of our strongest bats.

Tim Burgoyne once more showed great powers of
concentration and patience, and it was these two
qualities which gave him the highest aggregate of 162
runs.

Ian Jones made several valuable contributions with the
bat, not least of which was his unbeaten forty against
Felsted. when after a disastrous start in which we lost
our first three wickets for three runs, we went on to
reach a total of 139.

Richard Trowern, the Captain, always looked to be in
a c'ass above the rest of the side, but he never really
fulfilled his promise, although his 41 runs against Wool-
verstone was a knock of the highest quality. He is the
first boy from the School to be nominated for a place in
the Suffolk County Colts' XI, and he expects to play
several games for them during the summer holidays.

The Groves Bat. awarded annually to the 1st XI
player with the highest batting average, was won by S.
Boyce, who scored a total of 113 runs, ?.t an average of
22 6 runs per innings.

The 1st XI Single-Wicket Competition was won by
T. Burgoyne, who beat S. Stanford in the final.

Colours were awarded to I. Jones, whilst re-awards
were made to R. Trowern and T. Burgoyne.

Finally, I should like to express my thanks to the
Anson boys who prepared and served the teas at all the
home matches, and to A. Dotchin who has been a very
faithful 1st XI scorer for the past three seasons.

A. J. Cairns

INTER-HOUSE LEAGUE COMPETITIONS
Final positions

Senior: (1) Cornwallis; (2) Raleigh; (3) Hawke; (4)
Hood; (5) St. Vincent; (6) Blake; (7) Nelson; (8)
Collingwood; (9) Howe; (10) Anson; (11) Drake.

Junior: (1) Nelson; (2) Collingood; (3) Hawke; (4)
Blake; (5) Cornwallis; (6) St. Vincent; (7) Drake; (8)
Hood; (9) Anson; (10) Howe; (11) Raleigh.

The Ho/land Trophy (U-14 XI Single Wicket) was
won by C. Pearce who beat T. Galloway in the final.

INTER-HOUSE KNOCK-OUT COMPETITIONS
Final positions

Senior: (1) Nelson; (2) Collingwood; (3) Raleigh; (4)
Blake; (5) Anson; (6) Hood; (7) Howe; (8) Hawke; (9)
Cornwallis; (10) St. Vincent; (11) Drake.

Junior: (1) Collingwood; (2) St. Vincent; (3) Hawke;
(4) Cornwallis; (5) Howe; (6) Drake; (7) Nelson; (8)
Blake; (9) Anson; (10) Raleigh; (11) Hood.

2ND XI
P 7 W 2 D 1 L 4

This was a moderate season in which we took a long
time to find our best team and get into our stride. Three
defeats — the third against Woolverstone at home
providing the most spineless performance on the cricket
field seen from an RHS side — led to a number of team
changes. Thereafter we improved, gaining two victories
by substantial margins against Woodbridge and a
depleted Northga.te side. The final match against Col-
chester was thrown away after we had scored what
should have been an impregnable total.

Of individuals, Beadle batted strongly and consistently,
while Raymond and Orr showed the best batting tech-
nique. Underwood's left-handedness made its mark in
two stubborn innings and Stanford and Zammit hit
merrily at times when runs were not too difficult to come
by. The only bowler who regularly took wickets was
Edwards; at a brisk medium, he could usually find an
extra yard of pace when he scented a killing. The side's
ground fielding was usually secure but several catches
went to ground.

In general the cricket showed a lack of thought. What
sense is there is an off-spinner bow/ing on a slow turning
wicket with no short legs and a deep third man? Or a
quickish bowler, with runs in plenty to spare, beating
the bat outside the off stump four balls out of six and
with five men in defensive positions on the leg side?
For such absurdities as this the bowlers themselves but
principally the captain must shoulder the blame.

Detailed results were as follows:
RHS, 93 (Beadle 26 n.o., Nash 24); Ipswich School,

94 for 5. Lost by 5 wickets.
RHS, 120 (Taylor 26 n.o., Adams 26); St. Joseph's,

99 for 5. Drawn.
RHS, 80 (Orr 22); Woolverstone, 81 for 8 (Edwards

6 for 27). Lost by 2 wickets.
RHS, 71; Woolverstone, 72 for 3. Lost by 7 wickets.
RHS. 169 for 9 dec. (Beadle 58, Underwood 26, Stan-

ford 22); Woodbridge, 84 (Edwards 6 for 36). Won by
85 runs.

RHS, 144 for 6 dec. (Orr 48, Underwood 29); North-
gate, 83 (Edwards 5 for 15). Won by 61 runs.

RHS, 143 for 7 dec. (Raymond 43, Taylor 34 n.o.);
Colchester RGS, 144 for 4. Lost by 6 wickets.

Regular members of the team were: Eyre, Talbot,
Sherry, Raymond, Orr, Beadle, Lifley, Underwood,
Stanford, Zammit, Edwards, Cummings and Adams.

Scorer: Eastlake.
R.E.G.

COLTS XI
P 6 W 1 D 2 L 3 C 2

The team, who were unlucky not to win more
matches, have made more than 110 runs on four
occasions.

Accuracy in bowling was perhaps the main weakness,
although there were some creditable performances.

Although the batting was shared fairly evenly the
main scorers were: Hannam, Williams, Johnson and
Wakeham. Most of the bowling fell to Williams, Duncan
and Pearson.

The side was captained by Johnson for the beginning
of the season, until he left the RHS, and was ably
organised by N. Williams and V. Pearson for the
remaining matches.

Every player enjoyed himself, and there was a good
spirit maintained despite the bad luck.
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The team thanks Smith for his excellent scoring.
The following represented the team: Williams, Pear-

son, Johnson, Hannam, Duncan, Rowland, Wakeham,
Paice, Taylor, Singleton, Stokes, Gilbert and Lawrence.

Colours were awarded to Williams, Pearson, Hannam
and Duncan.

D.H.
U-14 XI
P 8 W 6 D 1 L I

This proved to be a very successful season. The
standard of play and the application improved as the
season progressed. Useful innings were played by Pearce,
Ford, Flay, Page and Galloway. Most of the bowling
was in the hands of Tesh and Page, who always bowled
steadily. The fielding was of a rather erratic standard
and next year attention must be given to this.

In the Single Wicket Competition C. Pearce beat T.
Galloway in an exciting final. The following were
regular members of the team: Tesh (Capt.), Pearce,
Ford, Wallis, Flay, Page, Galloway, Allen, Davey,
Hancock, Fraser and Moffett.

B.H.
U-13 XI

The following boys represented the School during the
season: P. T. Callan, G. P. Powell, J. S. Marr, M. O.
Williams, J. E. Foale, M. P. Osborne, C. Bracher,
G. B. E. Chapman, A. D. Ellis, D. H. Purling, N. D.
Sanders, M. C. Stannard, C. C. Sever, P. White and
C. A. Stewart.

Best batting: Osborne 47 v Woolverstone Hall; Purling
36 v Culford School; Callan 25 n.o. v St. Joseph's
College; Callan 20 v Culford School.

Best bowling: Osborne 6-42 v Culford School.
Results: Played 8, Won 0, Drawn 2, Lost 6.
This season was an unsuccessful one both with respect

to results and development during the year. All members
of the team must realise that cricket above all other
games requires in large measure, concentration and
patience. Several members of the team have the ability
to contribute more for the team than they actually did,
if they remember the two qualities mentioned.

R.E.E.
U-12 XI

The draw against Ipswich School completed quite a
successful season which was not reflected in the results.
The team spirit was always high and the final analysis
was: Won 2, Lost 3, Drawn 2.

The team was captained by Walkerdine of Drake
House, who was well supported by the following
players: O'Grady, Keyzor, Tizard, Parsons, Keeble,
Luff, Cove, Nash. Hughes, Mav, Page, Hood, Lancaster
and Farr.

A.G.S.
RUGBY

1ST XV
The season started off with tremendous hope, en-

thusiasm and the expectation that we might do well.
'Half-way through the Summer Term the team was put
under the new management of Mr. Gentry, who gave
further stimulus to the set. With more emphasis on the
players themselves to run the team as they wished it to
be (length, place and time of practice sessions), the
group looked like doing well in the coming matches
ahead.

Unfortunately the expectations predicted did not
come true. Our first six matches, and undoubtedly the
hardest, came within the first five weeks of term. This
meant that all our preparations for these matches were
concentrated on getting us fit, ou-- skill training during
this time had to be virtually neglected. Most of our
rivals had begun theirs about two weeks before us, which
gave them a definite advantage.

Our results will show that we lost more games than
we succeeded in winning. However, this is not a true
reflection of the spirit and determination which all
concerned put into the various games. Our strength lay
in the scrum, the three-quarters found the going tough
most of the time. But despite the setbacks the year has
basically been one of trial and error. Most of the

players, and set masters, were new to either the positions
that faced them or 1st XV level rugby. The mistakes
made by them were many but it is hoped that future
years will benefit as a result.

The big highlight of the season, and perhaps our most
successful venture, was our victory in the Ipswich
7-a-Side Competition — held in the Spring Term. How-
ever, the whole event was overshadowed by the Paris
air-disaster and a collection was raised to aid the Bury
Disaster Fund for its Rugby team that died in it. In
the final we beat Woolverstone Hall by 13 points to 12.

Those who played: T. Holmes, C. Gubbey, S. Davis,
D. Marsh,.S. Cater, A. Blake, A. Beadle. D. Cornwall.
M. Richardson, R. Trowern, S. Jay, R. Childs, M.
Lawrance, N. Poolman, T. Burgoyne, N. Tink, J. Hadley,
N. Cook, A. Box, S. Watson, C. Sherry.

Finally, the whole team would like to use this
opportunity to thank our coach Mr. Gentry for his
efforts over the last season. We would also like to thank
the other masters that also helped, particularly Mr.
Long, Mr. Chapman and Mr. Birbeck.

John T. Hadley
2ND XV

The 2nd XV had a most successful season losing only
one game. The foundation of the success was built upon
a fast intelligent pack, led by A. Lilley, and backs who
were prepared to throw the ball about and try a variety
of gambits. M. Callow was an enthusiastic captain and
?.n able scrum half and his exhortations and example
were keenly supported by S. Packer, N. Cook, R.
Goddard, C. Sherry, B. Leonard, R. Trowern, D. Corn-
wall. N. Tink. A. Box, P. Hauser, A. Blake, N. Parkin,
M. Johnson, D. Williams, D. Crane, A. Bew, M. Robin-
son, P. Zammett.

Worthy of note is the fact that eight of the group were
promoted to the 1st XV and acquitted themselves well.

N.G.L.
3RD XV
P 8 W 5 L 3 Points for 164 Against 97

In their first game, the team showed great spirit and
potential by beating Wymondham College by 27-3.
Despite notable victories against Ipswich School, 44-0
and 36-7, and Felsted, 18-4, the team did not achieve the
same positive degree as in the first game.

Only one game in which we were defeated merits
notoriety, namely the 31-9 thrashing we suffered against
a strong Woolverstone Hall team. The other two defeats
being against our old rivals King Edward VI and the
YMCA, who beat us in revenge for a defeat earlier in
the season.

Once again the status of the 3rd XV is preserved,
without doubt due to the diligence of Mr. Edge, to
whom we are grateful, and without whom rugby in the
3rd XV would not have reached its present standard.
Also our thanks must be extended to Mr. Birbeck whose
good humour and boisterous enthusiasm became a con-
stant source of amusement and inspiration.

The following played for the 3rd XV: M. Dobson
(Capt.), M. Lucas (Vice-Capt.), M. Richards, M. Eyre.
M. Forlan, J. Barrie, D. Williams, S. Kemp, K. White,
P. Zammit, M. Robinson, C. Hook, P. Bradshaw, A.
Adams, C. Bell and G. Laing.

M. Dobson
COLTS XV
W 7 D 1 L I Points for 274 Against 39

Results: Gilberd School, 46-0; Duke of York; 8-14;
Ipswich, 28-3; Wymondham, 10-6; Woolverstone, 16-4;
Woodbridge, 42-0; Colchester, 12-12; St. Joseph's, 36-0;
Felixstowe, 76-0.

This very good side developed a fast, open style of
play, with a minimum of kicking, a maximum of run-
ning, sound defence, good rucking and support play.
The games became full team efforts, and perhaps the
most significant indication of their style is that all the
points scored came from tries and their conversions.
Not one penalty kick was taken at goal. The defeat
against "Dukies" came when the side lacked practice
and match fitness. The best rugby of the season was
played against Woolverstone, to win an exciting and
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skilful game. Colts colours were awarded to the whole
side, comprising: S. Duncan, S. Ellis, C. Lee, I. Dunning-
ton, J. Dunford, C. Johnson, G. Watkinson, G. Gilbert-
Wood, P. Hannam, W. Singleton, R. Martin, S. Edwards,
C. Stokes, A. Mitchell, A. Allport and D. Greenfield.

A.A.H.
U-14 XV
P 9 W 5 L 4 Points for 193 Against 112

Not a particularly good season although at times we
seemed very promising. The forwards played well in
some games and badly in others, as did the three's,
who were never seemed to be together at any one time.
Some of the more outstanding players were Watton,
Flay and Bateson in the three's, and Fraser, Pratt and
Allen in the scrum.

The leading try scorer was Watton with 15.
Regular players were: Watton, Fraser, Flay, Pratt,

Bateson, Eady, Ford, Allen, Taylor, Paton, Wallis.
Galloway, Leonard.

Others who played were: Newson, Mason, Hancock,
Pearce. Murray, Strang, Rudge, Greenfield, Davies,
Hart, Ferguson, Joyce, Kinnaird, Lawrie and Elliott.

L. Watton
U-13 XV
P12 W10 L2 DO Points for 479 Against 102

An excellent season during which only two games were
lost, both by weakened teams and both against Wool-
verstone Hall School. The most encouraging feature of
the matches was the willingness of all members of the
team to run the ball at every conceivable opportunity,
and this led to a considerable number of the 88 tries
being scored by forwards backing up.

Whilst it is always difficult to pick out individuals,
especially in the midst of a fine pack, special mention
must be made of Nicholas Skerratt, wing forward
extraordinary, who looked the best player on the field
in virtually every match and in the process scored 19
tries. Close behind him came prop forward Marcus
Osborne who was out of position sufficiently regularly
to score an incredible 18 tries; and No. 8, Simon Bow-
den, who despite a long lay off with a broken finger
still managed 14 tries. Finally amongst the forwards,
Michael Hancock epitomised utility, playing with dis-
tinction in every position except wing forward.

In the backs, scrum half Trevor Cronin showed him-
self to be a fine prospect and stand-off Graham Sears
was the find of the season, combining strong running
and great tactical ability and also converting 31 tries.
Captain Robert Woon led the side -well from centre
and Christopher Sever, Nicholas McNab, Peter Stretton
and Duncan McKechnie all combined well outside him.

Finally there were the reserves, who although rarely
appearing in the team consistently came to practices and
provided opposition for the team players. Although their
efforts were rarely rewarded, without them success would
not have come so readily.

Regular players were: Woon (Capt.) (3), Skerratt (19),
Osborne (18), Bowden (14), Barker (7), Holden, Holmes
(1), Hancock, Marr, Woodside (7), Cronin (1), Sears (2),
Sever (6), McNab (8), McKechnie, Stretton (2), Tomkin-
son. (Tries in parentheses.)

M.L.M.
U-12 XV
P 9 W 3 L 6 Points for 87 Against 106

The boys began their rugby careers with a great deal
of enthusiasm, and although they suffered defeats more
times than they enjoyed victories, they showed plenty of
skill and a lot of promise. As most of them .were be-
ginners there were no obvious stars who dominated the
team, and this meant that there was keen competition
amongst boys vying for selection. Thirty-two boys
played in nine matches, and the experience that they
gained is an encouraging sign for the future.

The team gained impressive wins over Northgate and
Westbourne Schools, and was very ably led by Hendrick
and Keyzor, both of whom set a fine example to the
rest with their tireless effort and determination to play
attacking rugby. They were given keen support by all the
players, but there were occasions when their lack of

experience showed, especially against Woolverstone.
I am sure that the team would like to thank Mr.

Eatock and Mr. Gentry for all the time that they devoted
throughout the season.

A.B.

RUGBY KNOCK-OUT COMPETITIONS
Final positions

Seniors: (1) Raleigh; (2) Cornwallis; (3) Hood; (4)
Nelson; (5) Blake; (6) Drake (7) Collingwood; (8) Howe;
(9) Hawke; (10) St. Vincent; (11) Anson.

Juniors: (1) Anson; (2) Collingwood; (3) St. Vincent;
(4) Cornwallis; (5) Hawke; (6) Blake; (7) Howe; (8)
Raleigh; (9) Nelson; (10) Drake; (11) Hood.

LEAGUE COMPETITIONS
Final positions

Seniors: (1) Anson; (2) Nelson; (3) St. Vincent; (4)
Howe; (5) Collingwood; (6) Hawke; (7) Hood; (8)
Drake; (9) Blake; (10) Cornwallis; (11) Raleigh.

Juniors: (1) Howe; (2) Drake; (3) Nelson; (4) Anson;
(5) St. Vincent; (6) Blake; (7) Raleigh; (8) Cornwallis;
(9) Hood; (10) Hawke; (11) Collingwood.

1ST XV FIXTURES
Wed., 25 Sept., Suffolk Barbarians (H); Sat., 28 Sept.,

Colchester RGS (H); Sat., 5 Oct., Duke of Yorks (H);
Thurs., 17 Oct., Wymondham (A); Sat., 19 Oct., Wool-
verstone (A); Sat., 26 Oct., Woodbridge (H); Sat., 9 Nov.,
St. Joseph's (H); Sat, 16 Nov., Old Boys (H); Tues., 19
Nov., Ipswich School (H); Sat., 23 Nov., Felixstowe (H);
Sat., 7 Dec., Northgate (A); Sat., 14 Dec., SEE VI Form
Coll. (A).

HOCKEY
Although we started the season off well with a victory

over Northgate, this unfortunately did not set the
pattern. We lost the remaining four matches. However
the team showed enthusiasm and spirit throughout the
season. After all, the enjoyment is in the playing not the
winning.

It must be said that we did not always field our best
team, owing to the fact that the more popular games
of football and rugby tempted some of our players
away. This is understandable, considering the fact that
hockey is a relatively new sport to the School, but I hope
that one day it will rank equally in importance with
rugby and football.

Finally I would like to thank Mr. O'Brien, who gave
much of his time to the game, and also Mr. Wilson and
the ground staff, who prepared the pitches for matches.
I would also like to thank all those who played for and
supported us throughout the season.

The main players during the season were: Tony
Blake, Mac Edwards, Paul Underwood, Mark Raymond,
Michael Richardson, Mac McKechnie, Mark Lucas, Joe
Barrie, Shaun O'Hara, Alan Newson and Steve Wilson.

May the season be more successful next year.
S. L. Wilson

VALETE
Holland, A. P., 4A, Raleigh, Parents' request and

ABO — local school; Martin, P., 3X, Blake, Parents'
request and ABO — local school; Percival, M., 3X,
Howe, Parents' request and ABO — local school;
Fielding, K. N., IBi, Drake, Parents' request and ABO
— local school; Hauser, P. L., VID, Blake, Parents'
request — local school; Fieldson, G. M., 4U, Nelson,
Parents' request and ABO — local school; Horton,
N. R. G., 4X, Raleigh, Parents' request and ABO —
local school; Ashborn, C. E., 3X, Raleigh, Parents re-
quest and ABO — local school.

Summer Term 1974
Armstrong, P. C, VIB (Arts), Raleigh, Banking;

Ashby, R. S., VIB (Arts), Hawke, Business Studies—S.
Africa; Bell, C., VIB (Arts), Cornwallis, University (75);
Blake, A. W., VIB (Arts), Raleigh, University; Bos, A.,
VIB (Arts), Blake, Retail Management/University (75);
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Bradshaw, P. M., VIB (Arts), Cornwallis, University;
Brown, S. A., VIB (Arts), Collingwood, Banking; Bull,
V. J., VIB (Arts), Anson, Drama School; Hadley, J. T.,
VIB (Arts), Cornwallis, University; Jeynes, C. A., VIB
(Arts), Nelson, University; Moxey, G. R., VIB (Arts),
Howe, Retail Management; Raymond, M. A., VIB (Arts),
Nelson, University (75); Scott, D. I. VIB (Arts), Hood,
University.

Barrie, I. N., VIB (Sc), St. Vincent, Shoreditch College
of Education; Callow, M. A., VIB (Sc), Drake, Univer-
sity; Chicken, A., VIB (Sc), Hawke, RN Relicopter Pilot;
Cousins, D. M., VIB (Sc), Howe, University; Dobson,
M. J., VIB (Sc), Hawke, University; Dotchin, A. S.,
VIB (Sc), Collingwood, University (Dentistry); Gubbey,
C. P. M., VlB(Sc), Raleigh, Stud. Apprentice Engineer;
Holmes, T. T., VIB (Sc), Hawke, University; lones,
A. G. L., VIB(Sc), Hood, RN Cadet, Dartmouth;
Lawrence, M. J. VIB(Sc), Blake, University/Cadet RN;
Lilley, A. R., VIB (Sc), Hawke, Retail Management;
Lucas, M. S., VIB (Sc), St. Vincent, University; Paice,
C. C., VIB (Sc), Anson, University; Poolman, N. G.,
VIB (VIB(Sc), Howe, University (Vet.); Richardson,
M. B., VIB(Sc), Hood, University; Robins, S. J., VIB
(Sc), Nelson, RN Cadet, Dartmouth; Shepherd, M. K.,
VIB(Sc), Raleigh, University; Trowern, R., VIB(Sc),
Nelson, University; Warren, S. F. P., VIB (Sc), Anson,
University (Medicine); Walton, M. W., VIB (Sc), Colling-
wood, University (75); Weaving, S. J., VIB(Sc), Howe,
University.

Atkinson, M. I., VID, Hood, OND Catering Course;
Bedwell, R. J., VID, Drake, Elect. Eng. Tech. Appren-
tice; Galloway, D., VID, Anson, Merchant Navy Nav.
Cadet; Gourlay, D. J., VID, Cornwallis, OND Business
Studies Course; Hewett, A. L., VID, St. Vincent, Elect.
Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Macleod, P. S., VID, Hood,
Merchant Navy Nav. Off. Cadet; Newson, A. L., VID,
Hood, RN Med. Technician; Shorter, W. K., VID,
Raleigh, Mech. Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Smy, R. I., VID,
St. Vincent, Banking; Taylor, S. E., VID, Cornwallis,
Further Educ., local school.

Ally, R. G., VIE, Blake, RNA/A; Beadle, P. J. C.,
VIE, Raleigh, RAF Tech. Apprentice; Beattie, D. F.,
VIE, Howe, Banking; Blogg, R. D., VIE, Raleigh, RAF
Tech. Apprentice; Coulson, A. A., VIE, Hood, OND
Catering Course; Eales, P. J., VIE, Raleigh, Surveying
Tech. Apprentice; Graham, P. N., VIE, Nelson, Elect.
Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Green, D. T., VIE, Howe, Elect.
Eng. Tech. Apprentice; Greenow, A. T., VIE, Colling-
wood, RNA/A; Marshall, P., VIE, St. Vincent, RNA/A;
Quain, M. W., VIE, Nelson, Retail Management
Trainee; Rockett, I. R., VIE, Hawke, OND Business
Studies Course; Shepherd, N. G., VIE, Hood, RNA/A;
Spencer, R. C. P., VIE, Hood, Met. Police Cadet; Talbot,
C. T., VIE, St. Vincent, RN JE; Wilson, S. L., VIE,
Anson, Retail Management Trainee.

Cotton, P. A., 5U, Howe, Local Grammar School;
Laing, G. W., 5U, Nelson, Local Grammar School;
Mackie, N. J., 5U, Blake, Civ. Eng. Tech. Apprentice;
McNab, R. B., 5U, Cornwallis, Vlth Form College;
Pidgeon, J. A., 5U, Raleigh, Vlth Form College; Stan-
ford, S. I., 5U, Anson, Elect. Eng. Tech. Apprentice;
Taylor, A. E., 5U, Hood, Local Grammar School.

Boyce, G. D., 5X, St. Vincent, Merchant Navy Nav.
Cadet; Constant, B. M., 5X, Drake, Local Grammar
School; Dobson, S. N., 5X, Hawke, Local Grammar
School; Hughes, C. I., 5X, Collingwood, Vlth Form
College; Leonard, D. J., 5X, Hawke, Vlth Form College;
Murray, J. P., 5X, St. Vincent, Merchant Navy Eng.
Cadet; O'Connell, S. M., 5X, St. Vincent, Merchant Navy
Nav. Cadet; Preston, K. M., 5X, Nelson, Elect. Eng.
Tech. Apprentice; Smith, A. D., 5X, Hood, Vlth Form
College; Taylor, G. R., 5X, Howe, Civil Service;
Trowern, D., 5X, Nelson, Eng. Tech. Apprentice;
Zammitt, P. M., 5X, Hood, HM Dockyard Tech.
Apprentice.

Holmes, D. J. M., 5A, Nelson, Elect. Eng. Tech.
Apprentice; Jackson, D., 5A, Collingwood, Royal
Marines; Patterson, D. A., 5A, Raleigh, Craft Apprentice
Pattern Maker.

Crump, P. J., 5Bi, Hood, College of Technology.

Bennett, B. R., 5Bii, Blake, RN JEM; Blythe, R. J.,
SBii, Drake, Royal Marines; Cottee, S. R., 5Bii, Anson,
Building Construction Course, Tech. College; Dean,
P. S., 5Bii, Drake, Catering Course, Tech. College;
Edwards, N., 5Bii, Collingwood, Royal Marines; Fox,
K. M., 5Bii, St. Vincent, Police Cadet; Goldspink, N.,
5Bii, Anson, Building Trade Apprentice; Howe, H. C.,
5Bii, Anson, Elect. Eng. Apprentice; Jay, S. W., SBii,
St. Vincent, RAF PTI; Lewington, R. C., SBii, Hawke,
Elect. Eng. Apprentice; Longhurst, M. P., SBii, Raleigh,
HM Dockyard Apprentice; Moore, A. D., SBii, Hawke,
RN J. Seaman; Murray, P. A., SBii, St. Vincent, Further
Educ., Vlth Form College; Pearce, M. J. M., SBii, Howe,
Apprentice Boatbuilder; Spinner, R. J., SBii, Raleigh,
Building Construction Course, Tech. College; Trimby,
G., SBii, Blake, RN JEM; Watson, D., SBii, Anson,
Catering Course, Tech. College.

Leppard, R. D., 3X, Anson, Parents' request and
ABO.

Aldridge, M. E., 3A, Drake, Parents' request and
ABO; Hand, R. A., 3A, Cornwallis, Parents' request and
ABO; Rugg, H., 3A, Drake, Parents' request and ABO.

Dunn, J. C., 3Bi, Cornwallis, Parents' request and
ABO; Geoghegan, I. M., 3Bi, Drake, Parents' request
and ABO.

Hart, P. J., 3Bii, Howe, Parents' request and ABO;
Page, A. D., 3Bii, St. Vincent, Parents' request and
ABO.

McNab, N. W., 2X, Cornwallis, Parents' request and
ABO.

O'Connor, P., 2A, Blake, Parents' request and ABO.
Page, M. A., IBii, St. Vincent, Parents' request and

ABO; Pritchard, P., IBii, Drake, Parents' request and
ABO.

Titterington, C. I., VIC (Sc), Nelson.
Nicholls, R. K., 5A, Collingwood, Royal Marine;

Ransom, I., 5A, Anson, Local school; Stonehouse, J.,
5A. Hood, Local school.

Chai:inor, J., SBi, St. Vincent, Apprentice Engineer;
Coulson, I., SBi, Hood, Apprentice Chef (Guernsey);
Court, R. J. A., SBi, Raleigh, Local school; Gair, G.,
SBi, Nelson, Apprentice Engineer.

Martin, C., SBii, Blake, Local school; Martin, M.,
SBii, Blake, Local school; Mclntear, I., SBii, Anson,
Royal Navy, J. Naval Airman; Preece, J., SBii, Anson,
Royal Navy, J/MEM; Thorpe, R., SBii, Anson, Local
school; Wynne Potts, C., SBii, Nelson, Further Educ.,
Tech. College.

Johnson, C., 4U, Nelson, Parents' request and ABO—
local school; Saunders, J. L., 4U, Nelson, Parents'
request and ABO—local school.

Sever, C., 2Bii, St. Vincent, Parents' request and ABO
—local school.

OLD BOYS' ASSOCIATION
Hon. General Secretary's Report

Quote (from a recent letter containing a generous
donation towards the President's retirement present):
". . . please would you add this to the sum being
collected for Mr. York. I only wish it could be more
as it only represents a small amount in return for all
that I know Mr. York has done for me."
No doubt the Headmaster, the OBA President, will

have to face a barrage of public tributes to his work
over the past eighteen years, and as it is the kind of
thing that one expects to hear at such times one is apt
to overlook the grass roots comments of those who
have worked with him or for him during that time.
The quote above is one of quite a number of such in
the many letters that I received, and I would like to
thank all who took the trouble to write at this time
and I take this opportunity of letting both the President
and Mrs. York know the deep and lasting effect they
have had on many boys' lives during their time here.

As the Rev. Len Griffiths said to the School on his
visit this term, Mr. York has worked and worked and
over-worked for the boys in this School, and at the Old
Boys' AGM he himself said in reply to a final tribute,
"I have merely been doing the job I was supposed to do.
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and it has been a great privilege to know you all."
So, on your behalf, I merely say — note what people say
who have worked with Mr. York and let the record
speak for itself.

A number of you were unable to be at the Reunion,
so I take this opportunity of saying that I'm sure Mr.
and Mrs. York will be glad to hear from and to keep
in touch with your progress.

Thank you, then, to those who did come in June and
for bringing such fine weather. I hope you all felt it was
worth while, for I felt it was very successful, and
as we won the Cricket again as well as the Rugby
in the Autumn Term, we do retain the Horse-Palmer
trophy, and that is a considerable tribute to the Captains
and the players, whom I thank a great deal.

Please Note: Rugby — 16th November 1974.
Soccer — 8th March 1975.
Cricket — 21st June 1975.

Another important change arising out of this year's
Reunion was the vote taken at the AGM to increase the
Life Membership Fee. This has been £5.25 for many
year, and as you might guess, we have now reached a
point where our annual income from subscriptions,
mainly from boys leaving school, is being matched by
our expenditure. In order that a proper benefit will be
felt from a necessary increase, which will be in about
five years time when the boys starting the new rate will
start to leave, then the Association has agreed to in-
crease the (ee to £10 as from 1st September 1974. I
hasten to reassure both parents and old boys who are
contributing and have contracted to pay £5.25, or who
have already paid up the full amount, that the new fee
ONLY applies to those STARTING payments after 1st
September. As the amounts to be paid by parents each
term is now going to be quoted on the Medical and
Travel form sent to parents, along with other deductions,
the new termly rate will be from 1st January, £1 the
first term and then 12 terms of 75p. To save confusion
at the School, all contributing parents will be charged
the new rate, but those on the £5.25 rate will only pay
a total of £5.25.

We hope that with the Life Membership money we
shall be able to support both the OBA and the School
financially, as the two are inevitably linked, and when
one knows the opportunities at the School now, and the
immeasurable hours of work (and much of it extra
work) put in by the Staff, I believe that the Association
serves a real purpose in (a) keeping old boys in touch,
and (b) using its finances well. It is not expected that
boys should go down on bended knee in gratitude for
what has been done for them. What we do hope from
the membership is real support for what the School
stands for and what it tries to do to train young people
to live a full life, and to live life to the full.

For these reasons, I wish to thank the Officers and
members of the OBA both at HQ and at Branch level,
and do keep the letters coming in. The interest I have
found at the School in the achievements and activities
of old boys is quite remarkable, so from the School and
myself in particular all the very best to you wherever
you are and in whatever you are doing.

P. C. Crick, Hon. Sec.,
Royal Hospital School.

CHATHAM BRANCH REPORT
First of all, our grateful thanks to the retiring OBA

President, Mr. York, for all the work he has done for
the OBA, and we were very grateful to Mr. and Mrs.
York that they were able to attend our Annual Dinner
and Dance in their final year at the School. We all
found their visit a memorable occasion, and we trust
that they did too.

Our thanks also to Mr. Crick and the Staff at the
School for the continued hospitality both during the
year and especially at the Reunion, when they worked
so very hard to make the Reunion a success, and we
were so glad that there was such a good turn-out this
year.

We would also like to congratulate the successful

OBA Rugby and Cricket teams who enabled us to
retain the Hoare-Palmer trophy. What about the grand
slam next year!

For next year, the Annual Dinner and Dance is to be
held on Saturday, 26th October, at the Aurora Hotel,
Brompton, Gillingham. Full details can be obtained
from the Social Secretary, Mr. T. Lewing, 64 Forge
Lane, Higham, Nr. Rochester, Kent. He will be pleased
to receive early bookings for this event, which is open
to all old boys and friends, and boys' parents, and to
Staff and friends.

Our other main social event is the Christmas Social
Evening on Thursday, 5th December, to be held at our
new venue, The City Arms, Victoria, Rochester.

On the financial side, we are fortunate to be able to
say, despite the heavy commitments and increased ex-
penditure, the Branch is on an even keel. The Branch
Newsletter, although our most costly item, is happily
well established and is proving to be a vital link in
getting information to our members. It has been
suggested that those members who wish to support the
continuance of a Newsletter should be invited to send a
donation to support the cost.

From the past year, both myself and my fellow-
Officers wish to thank all who have supported us either
by their presence or by letter, both which give us the
greatest encouragement.

For the coming year the Officers are: President —
N. Trainor; Vice-President — B. Pearman; Secretary —
W. Ravenscroft; Treasurer — T. Richards; Social Secre-
tary — T. Lewing; Branch Rep. — P. Parkinson.

Wishing you all well and hope to see you at our
Meetings or hear from you, we look forward to a
successful year for us all.

W. Ravenscroft,
Secretary.

PORTSMOUTH BRANCH REPORT
Over the past twelve months the Portsmouth Branch

have been meeting on the first Thursday of every month
either at the ERA'S Club in Southsea or at the Red
Lion in Stubbington, alternating each month.

The Committee over the past year has been: Presi-
dent — C. Hall; Vice-President — K. Bowen; Secretary
— C. Hebbard; Treasurer — A. Ampleford; Social
Secretary — S. Regler; Committee Members — D.
Middleton, E. Wright, C. Palmer.

At the July AGM, the above were re-elected except
for the Vice-President and Secretary, who were unable
to serve for a further year, and their places have been
taken by Mr. B. Hatcher and Mr. J. Harrison
respectively.

Under this Committee, we hope for another success-
ful year, as we had many interesting social functions last
year, even when the numbers at the monthly meetings
were down on corresponding months last year.

Colin Palmer and Chris Hebbard organised a Barbe-
que, with the help of the younger members of the
Branch, and the event was open to the public. It was
a great success, with over 200 people present, all enjoy-
ing chicken and other Barbeque delicacies. A full Bar
was organised and fifteen various types of Folk Groups
and solo singers kept everyone amused. Out of it all we
made a profit — of 19p!

Following this there was the Annual Cheese and
Wine Party combined with the Christmas Draw, at
which over fifty people attended.

The major event was our Annual Dinner and Dance,
held at the Kimbells Ballroom, Southsea, in mid-April.
To this there was the usual good response, especially
as our Principal Guests were Mr. and Mrs. York, in the
company of Captain Oliphant, RN. The evening was a
great success, with Bert Hatcher giving his usual amusing
speech with typical wit and timing.

For the forthcoming year, the venue of Branch
Meetings will still be the ERA's Club on the first
Thursday of each month, and although I have to retire
from the Secretaryship this year please remember that
I shall be pleased to help my successor in any way
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I can, so please let me know if there are any problems
with reference to the OBA.

We look forward to seeing as many of the new
school-leavers as possible in August, and those of you
who are down from College or University, please re-
member the meetings and come and support your
Branch during the vacation, even if it is difficult during
term time.

Chris Hebbard,
75 West Street,

Titchfield, Fareham, Hants.
(Tel. Titchfield 43402)

Secretary elect: Mr. J. Harrison, 39 Maxwell Road,
Southsea (Portsmouth 818674).

NEWS OF OLD BOYS
ANSON
P. BRAYSHAW (1966-72) is working in an Estate Agents.
B. GALLAGHER (1967-73) is working for the Metropolitan

Police at Kennington.
A. VARNHAM (1968-72) is studying for four "A" levels.
T. ATTWOOD (1968-73) is a trainee train-driver.
J. DEDMAN (1965-71) is advancing in Hotel Management.
J. NAYLOR (1967-72) is a Swimming Pool Manager, and

is married with two stepdaughters.
C. WHITING (1966-72) is a fault finder in Colour Tele-

vision.
A. WALDIE (1968-72) is in the Hampshire Police.
M. NICHOLSON (1968-73) is a printer's apprentice.
R. STEED (1966-73) is studying at Durham University.
J. BAKER (1962-67) is in Lockheed Computer Mainten-

ance in Saudi Arabia.
D. SWIFT (1957-63) is at Air Traffic Control, Oakham,

Leics. He is married and has a baby daughter.
D. STEED (1963-70) has opened his own Betting Shop.
K. KNOTT (1958-65) is Head of Physics in a Rugby

school.
R. HOWE (1965-71) is now at Sussex University reading

Chemistry.

BLAKE
J. MATTICK (1967-72) is a Police Cadet with Somerset

Constabulary.
A. ADAMS (1967-73) is training with John Laings to

become a civil engineer.
M. O'CONNOR (1967-73) is a technician apprentice with

the GPO in Leicester.
P. HERBERT (1968-73) is a Police Cadet with the

Metropolitan Police.
N. COULBERT (1968-73) is an Artificer Apprentice at

HMS Fisgard.
3. HEARN (1964-72) is shortly to get married and then

go to S. Africa to be a Missionary.
P. HENDERSON (1964-72) is studying Zoology at Imperial

College.
G. BUXEY-SOFTLEY (1964-72) has finished his second

year as a Dental Student at Bristol University.
D. TRAYNOR (1963-71) is a medical Student at Man-

chester University.
J. TRAYNOR (1962-66) is a progress analysis! at West-

lands in Yeovil, and in studying part-time for HND
in Business Studies.

M. O'LEARY (1967-72) is in the Navy and stationed at
Plymouth.

D. TUCKETT (1964-71) has qualified as a Manager for
Clarks.

M. BONIWELL (1964-73) is an RN Cadet at York
University.

G. ADAMS (1964-72) is studying Law at Chelmsford
Polytechnic.

D. MIDDLETON (1963-71) is a quantity surveyor in Ports-
mouth.

D. WALTON (1963-70) is training to become a teacher of
Woodwork.

R. EYRE (1963-72) is studying Civil Engineering at
Cardiff University.

D. AUGER (1967-73) is at a local school in Gosport
taking Maths, T/D and Physics at "A" level.

C. HEBBARD (1965-71) is now in his father's antique
business.

J. O'CONNOR (1966-72) has a job as a trainee executive
with a Steel Stockholding firm in Northampton.

P. MULLER (1955-58) is a CPO at HMS Fisgard, and
very kindly organised a trip for the apprentice mem-
bers at Fisgard to get to the Reunion this year.

COLLINGWOOD
G. LANCASTER (1967-73) is an Artificer Apprentice at

HMS Fisgard.
B. ALLEN (1962-68) has obtained a Pass BSc in Elec-

trical Engineering at Brighton.
C. CHATFIELD (1956-61) is serving on HMS Exmouth.

CORNWALLIS
S. MURTON (1966-73) has obtained a place at Durham

University.
P. WILLIAMS (1957-60) has his own Newsagents and

Garden Shop, Cobridge, in Glamorgan.
P. WILLSTEED (1954-62) is at present a Lieutenant at

HMS Drake and hopes to join HMS Hydra in January
1975 as Executive Officer.

C. WILLIAMS (1965-71) has obtained a 2nd-Class Hons.
in Computer Studies and has obtained a job with
Fords in Warley as a graduate trainee in the Com-
puter Department.

DRAKE
M. VERTUE (1965-71) has one year left of his Engineering

Apprenticeship.
J. WOOTTON (1965-70) is working as a Clerical Officer

with the Civil Service.
C. CHARLTON (1966-73) is hesitating between going into

the Police or Accountancy. Has recently been on a
Continental tour.

M. CHARLTON (1968-73) is a Police Cadet at Hendon and
doing well.

J. BEALE (1965-73) is at HMS Fisgard as an Artificer
Apprentice.

T. REDMOND (1964-71) is at the Metropolitan Police
College at Hendon.

M. HERITAGE-OWEN (1958-63) is Executive Officer in the
Civil Service.

R. DAY (1965-71) has passed out of Dartmouth and has
seen much activity with HMS Jupiter, including Ice-
land patrols. He is now Acting Sub-Lt. on the Dutch
destroyer HMS Drenthe.

R. BEDWELL (1965-71) starts at an Agricultural College
in September.

R. WELCH (1963-70) has obtained a good Honours LLB
Degree at Mid-Essex Technical College.

P. NASH (1962-58) got married in September last year at
Boreham Wood.

W. RAYNER (1965-70) is still with the Police and
stationed at Rickmansworth.

HAWKE
C. HARDING (1966-72) has finished his "A" levels and

hopes for a Management Course with John Lewis.
K. MORLEY (1962-66) has taken his finals and hopes to

work in Petroleum Geology. He is now married.
C. SMITH (1961-68) is now an Actuary.
E. HARVEY (1961-68) is teaching, and is contemplating

journalism and writing.
N. SMITH (1958-65) is a PE teacher in Rickmansworth.
A. TILLEY (1966-73) is at Hull University.
G. MORRIS (1964-71) is at Portsmouth Polytechnic

studying French.
K. MORRIS (1964-71) is at Angers studying French.
B. STANNARD (1957-56) is now living at Diss in Norfolk.
BROWN, P. (1948-52) was until recently in Devonshire.

Bermuda.
C. DEACON (1967-73) is an LAC at RAF Little Rissington.

HOOD
J. CARTER (1966-73) has settled at Reading University.
A. DEUCHAR (1966-73) has joined the Diplomatic Service.
T. NEWSON (1966-73) is engaged to be married to a

girl at University.
D. TOMLINSON (1968-73) is now in the Far East with

the Merchant Navy.
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J. JORDAN (1966-72) is working for a Japanese firm
selling electrical components.

A. WELLS (1964-70) visited us at Old Boys from
Episkopi, BFPO 53.

J, JANES (1965-72) has left the RN and is at St. Luke's
Teacher Training College.

HOWE
A. COUSINS (1966-70) is a Private Mechanic in REME

with the 22nd Signal Regiment in Germany.
J. DRINKALL (1966-73) is at Durham University.
C. MULLENDER (1966-73) is at King's College, London,

reading Pharmacy.
J. MOVERLEY (1967-72) is an Artificer Aprentice at HMS

Fisgard.
S. WILLIAMS (1966-73) is doing a Degree in Civil En-

gineering at Plymouth Polytechnic.
A. TAYLOR (1960-67) is on HMS Exmouth with several

other Old Boys and they spend a lot of their time
with training classes at Portland.

NELSON
B. LAY (1965-71) has returned to Hull after a nine-month

break
D. CROUCH (1968-72) hopes to go to University next

year to study Economics. In the meantime he hopes
to spend a year in Germany. His brother is going to
the States next year to an American University for
his year of his present course at Keele.

S. SAMADEN (1968-72) has successfully completed his
Catering Course and hopes to gain experience by
working in Germany.

S. BARKER (1967-73) is continuing with his ONC course
in Business Studies at Highbury Tech.

H. WARREN (1963-68) is at present studying in London
for his 2nd Mate's certificate.

N. BUTCHER (1963-70) is in the throes of a six months
course for his Law Society, Part 2, exams, after which
he hopes to be articled to a Solicitor for two years.

C. GAINE (1961-68) is now living at Lodge House, the
Rookery, Chew Magna, Nr. Bristol, and is studying
Race Relations at Bristol.

J. Mum (1962-70) is now a student Officer at Cranwell
as General Duties Officer.

E. PALFERMAN (1966-70) is now living in West Haddon,
Northampton.

H. HUTCHINGS (1929-33). We regretted very much the
absence of any of the Hutchings "clan" at the Re-
union, but Robert is enjoying life in the Leicestershire
Police. Martin is now married and living on Canvey
Island and working for the GPO.

J. DE NEUMANN (1957-65) is now in Brussels working
for the Common Market Commission.

A. MITCHELL (1947-50) was in the RN until 1959, and is
now in the Nottingham Police.

M. MOXEY (1964-71) is a Lieutenant in the Marines
stationed at Lympstone and was married last August.

P. HART (1968-73) is doing his training with the Army at
Arborfield.

C. LUFF (1961-66) has recently left the Navy.
K. SMITH (1962-68) is a Second Officer in the Merchant

Navy on M.V. Dukesgarth.
C. SMITH (1966-72) is an Engineering Officer in the

P & O.
D. BRIGHT is doing overseas voluntary work in New

Guinea. He gained an HND in Business Studies last
year.

G. BEATTIE (1966-71) is with the Metropolitan Police,
and is married with two children.

J. QUINN (1968-72) is a Porter with Alders of Croydon.
C. MARTIN (1968-73) is at a Technical College in Peter-

borough and is about to join the RN.
M. SMITH (1965-72) is at Aberstwyth University reading

Mathematics.
P. DEARLING (1966-71) is Assistant Manager in a chain

store in Portsmouth.
D. KAY (1965-70) is working with the LEB.
K. KAY (1968-73) is training with the LEB.
J. BOWYER (—) is doing a Technician Apprenticeship

with Marconi.

M. BUNKER (1965-71) is still doing his Cadetship on RFA
Resource and hopes to take his 2nd Mate's in a short
while at Liverpool.

G. BUNKER (1957-61) has left the RN and is a technician
with GEC Marconi in Portsmouth and living in
Southsea.

P. MARKHAM (1968-73) is an Artificer Apprentice at
HMS Fisgard.

M. GRIFFITHS (1966-71) has left the Merchant Navy and
is a Forecourt Trainee Manager in Waterlooville.

P. MASON (1963-70) has obtained an Hons. Law Degree.
He hopes to start his articles with a solicitor in Bath.

RALEIGH
J. WILLIAMS (1965-71) is now at the Bath School of

Physiotherapy.
S. LLOYD (1962-67) is now a Flying Officer at Cranwell.
R. INGRAM (1959-66) is working in Angola on a mineral

exploration project.
D. ELLIS (1964-70) is still at College in Westminster,

having gained his Catering Diploma.
K. ROWLING (1961-68) visited us with his wife at the

Reunion from Cwran, Mons.

ST. VINCENT
D. JONES (1964-67) has gained a degree in Electrical

Engineering at Liverpool University.
M. GLEDHILL (1963-69) is now at RN College, Dart-

mouth.
S. GOSDEN (1967-71) is at HMS Collingwuod and has

been recommended for an Officer's Course at Dart-
mouth.

J. HOWES (1963-69) is in a family confectionary
business.

A. MULLEN (1966-73) is at RN College, Dartmouth, and
represented the College at Fencing and Polo.

N. WESTGATE (1965-71) has recently returned home from
a year in Paris and starts his final year at Bath
University.

P. HARDING (1951-54) is working with International
Aeradio in Mwanza, Tanzania. He has charge of the
maintenance of radio and electronic equipment be-
tween Mwanza and other East Africa stations, as
well as radio and radar equipment for vessels on
Lake Victoria.

K. RAILTON-WOODCOCK (1966-73) is at Christ's College,
Cambridge, and has been a regular wicket-keeper for
the College, and consequently went on their South
Devon tour. His course next year will be reading for
Advanced Chemistry and Zoology.

D. BAKER (1963-69) has obtained a BSc in Economics
at Bournemouth Tech. and has started on a training
course in Management with Plessey.

R. CULMER (1966-73) is studying for ONC in Engineer-
ing at Exeter Tech.

Special Request — D. MOODY (1933-37) (Hawke/St.
Vincent) is in the process of compiling a biography,
and is eager to get help with names and dates of that
period at School. Any willing helpers should contact
Mr. Moody at 63 Essex Road, Eastney, Southsea.

PRIZE WINNERS JULY 1973
VIB: English, S. Brown; History, T. J. Burgoyne;

Economical Politics, T. J. Burgoyne; French, C. A.
Jeynes; Mathematics, M. J. Lawrence; Mathematics, C. C.
Paice; Chemistry, D. M. Cousins; Chemistry, C. C.
Paice; Physics, N. B. Sewell; Physics, C. C. Paice;
Prose and Verse, C. A. Jeynes; Biology, N. B. Sewell;
General Knowledge, N. B. Sewell; Art (Heriz-Smith),
A. Box.

VIC: English, J. Daragon; Economics and Politics, N.
Cook; History, J. Dixon; Mathematics, J. P. Lewin;
Biology, N. Hibberd; Chemistry, S. A. Carpenter;
Physics, J. Daragon; Housden, J. Daragon.

VID: 1st in Class, R. Parkin.
VIE: 1st in Class, D. F. Beattie.
VID: Prose and Verse, R. G. Alty.
5U: 1st in Class, R. Drewett; English, R. Drewett;

Chemistry, R. J. Fryatt; Biology, R. J. Fryatt; Mathe-
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matics, R. J. Fryatt; History, J. A. Pidgeon; French,
D. A. Smith; Physics, D. A. Smith; Geography, R.
Drewett; Prose and Verse, G. R. Laing.

5X: 1st in Class, R. L. Scott.
5A: 1st in Class, A. W. Vickerson.
5B: 1st in Class, G. R. P. Bermingham.
5A: Prose and Verse, M. H. Swallow.
4U: 1st in Class, R. A. Squires.
4X: 1st in Class, P. T. McNabb.
4A: 1st in Class, R. B. Gibson.
4Bi: 1st in Class, G. Bloom.
4Bii; 1st in Class, N. M. Samson.
4X: Prose and Verse, W. M. T. Singleton.
4Bii: Prose and Verse, B. S. Wills.
3U: 1st in Class, G. R. Farrow.
3X: 1st in Class, M. J. Hook.
3A: 1st in Class, M. Taylor.
3Bi: 1st in Class, S. P. Cole; D. J. Elliot.
3Bii: 1st in Class, M. J. Gould.
3U: Prose and Verse, C. Brown.
3A: Prose and Verse, P. Coward.
2U: 1st in Class, O. G. Bowles.
2X: 1st in Class, P. Lane.
2A: 1st in Class, R. W. Macey.
2Bi: 1st in Class, K. J. Bugg.
2Bii: 1st in Class, W. M. Laverich.
2X: Prose and Verse, K. C. Beaton.
2A: Prose and Verse, M. I. Newton.
1U: 1st in Class, N. P. Purdy.
IX: 1st in Class, D. J. Parson.

1A: 1st in Class, A. Wilson.
I B i : 1st in Class, D. M. Hulbert.
IB i i : 1st in Class, M. A. Page.
1U: Prose and Verse, A. G. White.
I B i : Prose and Verse, A. D. Hood.

VIB: Senior Divinity, D. I. Scott.
5X: Junior Divinity, A. G. V. Hyde-Price.
VIB : RC Divinity, C. P. M. Gubby.
4U: Senior Piano, M. P. Varnham.
VIE: Art, D. F. Beattie.
5Bi: Art, S. N. Collyer.
4X: Art, K. B. Knight.
VID: Technical Drawing, J. L. Mee.
5U: Technical Drawing, D. A. Smith; N. P. Bradshaw.
VID: Metalwork, N. W. Holmes.
5X: Metalwork, N. C. Brautigam.
VIB : Woodwork, J. N. Barrie.
5U: Woodwork, D. A. Smith.

5Bi: HMS Suffolk, G. R. P. Bermingham: 5th form
in Seamanship, G. D. P. Bermingham.

4Bi: 4th Form Seamanship, A. P. Gardner.

VIB: Smartness and Bearing, M. J. Lawrence.
VIC: Ship Memorial, A. M. Mitchell-Christie.
VIB : Silver Flute, A. Chicken.
VIC: Whale Island, J. Daragon.
VIB: Nye Poetry, M. Richardson.

G.C.E. RESULTS

"A" Level
Abbreviations: F—French; E—English; H—History;

G—Geography; Q—Politics and Economics; M—Mathe-
matics; P—Physics; C—Chemistry; B—Biology; R—Reli-
gious Knowledge; A—Art; W—Woodwork; Mech.—
Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing.

P. C. Armstrong (E, H, Q); R. S. Ashby (H, Q); C.
Bell (F, E, H); A. W. Blake (E, H, Q); A. Box (E, Q. A);
P. M. Bradshaw (G, Q); S. A. Brown (F, E); V. J. Bull
(E, H); T. J. Burgoyne (E, H. Q); J. T. Hadley (H, Q);
C. A. Jeynes (F, E, H); G. R. Moxey (E, R); M. A.
Raymond (E, H, Q); D. I. Scott (E, Q, R); J. N. Barrie
(M, W); M. A. Callow (P, C, B); A. Chicken (Mech.);
D. M. Cousins (P, C, B), M. J. Dobson (P, B); A. S.
Dotchin (P, C, B); C. P. M. Gubbey (M, P); T. T.
Holmes (M, P, Mech.); A. G. L. Jones (M, Mech.);
M. J. Lawrence (M (Pure), M (Applied), P, C); A. R.
Lilly (M, P, C); M. S. Lucas (Q, M); C. C. Paice
(M, P, C); N. G. Poolman (P, C, B); M. B. Richardson
(M, P, C); S. J. Robins (M, P, Mech.); N. B. Sewell
(P, C, B); M. K. Shepherd (M, P, C); R. Trowern (M, P);
S. F. P. Warren (P, C, B); M. W. Watton (M, P); S. J.
Weaving (M, P).

"O" Levels
(Summer Results only are shown, and not previously

taken papers.)

VID/E
M. J. Atkinson (6 passes); 1. Bateson (5); R. J.

Bedwell (7); D. Galloway (6); D. J. Gourlay (5); A. L.

Hewett (6); N. W. Holmes (7); J. B. Lilley (5); P. S.
Macleod (6); R. T. Marsh (7); J. G. Mee (6); A. L.
Newson (7); R. G. Parkin (8); W. K. Shorter (7); R. J.
S.-ny (7); S. E. Taylor (7); R. J. Wollan (7); R. u. Ally
(7); P. J. C. Beadle (4); D. F. Beattie (4); R. D. Blogg
(3); A. A. Coulson (5); P. J. Bales (5); P. N. Graham
(3); D. T. Green (5); A. T. Greenow (4); M. C. Hickson
(5); P. Marshall (4); M. W. Quain (6); I. R. Rockett
(3); N. G. Shepherd (7); R. C. P. Spencer (4); C. T.
Talbot (4V S. L. Wilson (4).

SV
A. M. G. Bew (7 passes); N. P. Bradshaw (7); M. G.

Colbeck (7); P. A. Cotton (6); D. L. Crane (6); R. E.
Drewett (7); P. B. Eastlake (8); S. J. Foale (8); M. D.
Forth (7); R. J. Fryatt (7); J. H. Green (8); R. D. Hough
(7); G. W. Laing (6); N. J. Mackie (8); R. B. McNab
(8); J. A. Pidgeon (7); N. B. Prideaux (7); M. A. Robin-
son (6); D. A. Smith (7); S. J. Stanford (7); J. R. Stewart
(5); A. E. Taylor (6); K. White (7); D. A. Williams (8).

5X
N. T. D. Adp.ms (3 passes); G. D. Boyce (4); N. C.

Brautigam (6); B. M. Constant (7); S. N. Dobson (6):
S. J. V. Ellis (5); M. A. Forlan (3); C. N. Hook (5):
C. J. Hughes (4); A. G. V. Hyde-Price (5); D. J. Leonard
(8); J. P. Murray (4); S. M. O'Connell (5); M. J. Orr
(3); K. M. Preston (6); R. L. Scott (8); A. D. Smith (6):
N. M. Smith (8); G. R. Taylor (4); K. M. Tesh (4); D.
Trowern (5); R. D. Voss (5); J. J. Wheeler (6); P. M.
Zammit (7).

C.S.E. RESULTS

The following obtained Grade I passes in three or
more subjects:

5A
M. A. Childs (3); R. E. Elvidge (5); M. J. Fraser (5);

M. J. Goddard (4); D. J. M. Holmes (3); A. R. Kinnaird
(3); P. A. Long (3); T. J. Martin (3); N. H. Moverley
(5); S. J. Murray (6); C. R. Mustoo (5); S. W. G. Packer

(4); D. A. Patterson (3); I. P. Ransom (3); C. J. Skerratt
(5); N. J. Stanley (7); J. D. Stonehouse (3); A. W. Vicker-
son (5).

SB (i) and (ii)
G. R. P. Bermingham (6); G. D. P. Bermingham (6);

D. L. A. G. Cunningham (3); M. J. M. C. G. Pearce (5):
M. H. Swallow (3).
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CO-OP SHOPPING
PAYS DIVIDENDS!

5p in the £

Current Rate

IPSWICH CO-OPERATIVE
Carr Street, Ipswich and Branches



SPECIALISTS IN SPORT

THE LEADING STOCKIST FOR

ALL SPORTING EQUIPMENT

FOR UNRIVALLED AFTER SALES SERVICE

FOR QUALITY AND VARIETY OF CHOICE

CLAYTONS

The Sports Outfitters and Gunsmiths

6 Northgate Street, Ipswich
Telephone 52309

Town Hall Gunworks, Bury St. Edmunds
Telephone 4559



How NatWest lets you make
the best of many worlds

And the first is that world of difference
you find yourself in after school. You
don't know which way to turn—and
one job looks very much like
another at first. You're chancing
your future while you're still in the
dark. If you join us you will enjoy job
satisfaction and the choice of oppor-
tunities open to you. In the provinces
it is most likely to be Branch Bank-
ing, Trustee, International or Per-
sonnel. In London there is an
even wider range of jobs.
Through systematic and sympa-
thetic reports and interviews

we find out just what suits you per-
sonally. Because what you're best

as is likely to be best for us too.
Our training centres are among

the most progressive in Europe
and everyone gets the

opportunity to go to
them. The financial

training you will
get will be useful no

matter what you
choose to do later

in life.

Keep your options open with NatWest.

To: Malcolm Fortune, National Westminster Bank Ltd,
P.O. Box 297, Throgmorton Avenue,London
EC2P 2ES. Please send me your colour booklet.

Mr/Miss .......
Address

...................................................... Age .......................

'0' GZJCSE

It takes all kinds to make a
great bank like •'•wi^wvv^wi. mw 11,



you
carft beat

for freshness, taste and quality



Sways
to the top
^̂ k̂ University Sponsorship Outstanding 'A' level recruits,

ji^^^fL. after one year's accelerated training in the Bank (on full pay),
I^H take part in a sponsored three-year degree course in banking

and finance at Loughborough University. That course is then followed by
a two/three-year accelerated training programme prior to first executive
appointment.

Graduate Entry A small number of Graduates are recruited
directly from University each year, and are given a three to
four year accelerated training programme.

Study Leave Staff with G.C.E. 'A' levels or in some cases
'O' levels (or equivalent), are among those who could qualify
for Study Leave, to assist with their professional qualification,

the diploma of the Institute of Bankers.

Special Grade Potential in men and women is recognised
by selection in their early twenties for Special Grade. This
scheme, open to all recruits, ensures additional financial

remuneration and appropriate career planning of staff who have both the
character and the personal attributes for top management.

Training Training courses are provided at all stages of
career development.

Responsibility and challenge come early. An executive appointment can
be reached in the mid-to-late twenties and a managerial position in the
early thirties.
If you want to know more about a rewarding and worthwhile career,
please write to :
The District Staff Supt., Midland Bank Ltd.,
Castle House, Castle Meadow,
Norwich, NOR 02A.

Midland Bank

"N

••••"
A Great British Bank
and a great place to work



THE NAME
for

British
\»

The names of the well-known-
princes, ambassadors, business
tycoons, scientists, stars of
entertainment — who wear our
dressing gowns, leisurewear, shirts,
knitwear, pyjamas, neckwear,
beach and swim wear are
clothed in anonymity.

The name well-known to
those who appreciate
Oscar-winning cloths
and styling is

LLOYD MENSWEAR
craftsman makers
of men's wear
since 1857



Going to Sea
A Nautical Career demands a
dedication to one's studies and a
strict regard for detail once one
has embarked on it.

Young Men desiring to express
exactness in their Uniforms
throughout their service in the
Royal or Merchant Navies will do
well to consult Bernards right
from the start.

For on every aspect of Quality
and Service — They Really Will
Buy Better at Bernards.

C. H. BERNARD & SONS LTD.,
Anglia House,
Harwich,
Essex. CO12 3NT.

and at 25 Branches Home and
Abroad.



A
SPORTING

LIFE!
To... Participate

To.. . Compete

To . . . ENJOY

WE are here to help you

Mick McNeil
Sports

of

10A, JACKET STREET, IPSWiCH 5527

63, JACKSON ROAD, CLACTON-ON-SEA 24554

We specialise in all SPORTS EQUIPMENT and CLOTHING

TRY our SERVICE

We are sure you will ENJOY it



ALDERTON'S
of IPSWICH

(SUPPLIERS QF FOOTWEAR TO THE R.H.S.)

For High-Grade Footwear
in all the Leading Makes

Special Departments for Gentlemen, Ladies,

Children and Young People

Only Address:

44, BUTTER MARKET,
Established 1853 IPSWICH Telephone 53627

OPEN ALL DAY MONDAYS

CLOSED WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

Printed by the Halesworth Press Limited, Halesworth, Suffolk
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